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ABSTRACT 

This is a case study of survivors of downsizing in a large rehabilitative Toronto 

hospital. A single question fÏames the research, 'm ia t  is the perceived experience of 

managers adjusting to sunivor statu d e r  downsizing and organisationai restnicturing?" 

All managers who lived through the experience were invited to participate in the 

study. Only eight of those were eligible and participated in in-depth interviews several times 

unhl saturation was achieved. The hdings of the study were formulated into a descriptive 

narrative that was fed back to participants for their reactions. Participants were re- 

interviewed to determine how well the description captured the experience and to leam any 

implications or impacts. 

A qualitative research approach was chosen. Interview data, documents, and 

observations were used as sources of Iliformation. The investigator developed a framework 

for the themes that emerged as a bais  for understanding what survivors experienced. The 

results indicate that survivors have a variety of different reactions to the downsizing 

experience: fear of job loss, physical and health responses, loss and grieving, excitement, 

guilt, pressure ffom greater work demands, and loss of confidence in Ieaders. The study also 

showed that swvivors adjusted primarily through a variety of personal strategies including 

physical self-care, supporting displaced workers, support f?om significant others and peers, 

focus on work challenges, positive self-talk, seeking information fkom others, focus on 

extemal opportunities and professionai development. 

The suggestions for organisations involved in downsizing based on participant 

responses in this case study are sumrnarised in four overall recommendations: Develop 

survivor skills and build some excitement for the future. Recognise the work and 

contribution of those that remain in an organisation. Demonstrate persona1 integrity and 

concem for people as key values. Provide job and organisational security to whatever 

extent is possible. 
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C W T E R  ONE: INTRODUCTION 

STUDY PURPOSE 

The process of job adjustment after downsizing is not very weli understood. ui 

general, research has focused on the effects on those that are downsized, or asked to leave 

an organisation due to restnicturing. Surpnsingly Little systematic attention has been paid 

to those who are left within an organisation as ccsurvivors" of mergers or restructuring. 

Research investigating the experience and adjustment required when managers survive a 

downsizing within an organisation is scarce. The purpose of this study is to examine the 

thoughts and perceptions of managers adjusting to survivor status after the special time of 

downsizing. It explores how they describe their experience. The assumption is that their 

report of experiences reflects their process of adjustment. The setting under investigation 

is a large Toronto rehabaitation hospital that sustained exîensive downsizing and severai 

mergers. 

Some hospital managers affected by downsizing have stayed in the sarne job, 

while others have substantially new roles. Some may be rethuiking their professional 

direction, while others may perceive themselves as being in alignrnent with their chosen 

career track. The study pursues the best possible exploration of their experience. 

An analysis of the observations may suggest better ways that managers can be 

supported during times of job adjustment, downsizing, organisational restructuring or re- 

engineering. Perhaps the study wiil lead to a better understanding of the effects of 

downsizïng and restructuring on those who rem&. Ultimately, this study and other 

studies may assist organisations and leaders with the difficult task of coaching staff 

during and after organisational shifts. The study may also suggest ways that managers 

(and investigators) can better evaiuate their experience of job adjustment. The health care 

setting was used for this investigation. However, experiences of those who survive an 

organisational restructuring or downsizing are probably not unique to that setting. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This study investigates the experiences of managers adjusting to survivor status 

after downsizing and organisational restructuring in a large rehabilitative hospital. Any 
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consistent patterns that emerged fkom the experience are described. Ultimately, it is 

hoped that the study will contribute knowledge about how to assist managers in the 

special times of organisational change due to downsizing . 
A single research question foms the focus of this study: 

What are the self-reported experiences of hospital managers who 

survive a major organisational restructuring or downsizing? 

It is hoped that the answer to this research question will ultirnately provide 

answers to other significant questions. How can we assist managers who remain with an 

organisation with their adjustment during and &er downsizing? What is their experience 

of managing at a time of signincant organisational change? 1s there a way to assess or 

evaluate progress with job adjustment? Are there educational or management strategies 

that can assist during those times? What training, support and coaching might be useful? 

Does the experience of each individual vary? Do any themes emerge whïch can frame or 

descnbe the observations? 

TBE INVESTIGATOR'S STORY 

My story is important to this qualitative research project. It is important that those 

scrutinising the research understand my position and evaluate the results accordingly. As 

principal investigator, 1 was a former employee at the hospital under study. When the 

Education Department was elimlliated in 1994 during a time of a major downsizing and 

hospital reorganisation, my position as Manager of Education was eliminated. 1 was 

fortunate to find other employrnent and a satisfying work situation within six months 

after leaving the hospital. That 1 was a former employee of the hospital is important as 

context for this study since in te~ewing  is one source of rny data for this investigation. 

As an investigator, my concern is whether i n t e~ewees  presented in a different way 

because they knew me and worked with me than they would if 1 had not worked with 

them previously. More important is the fact that 1 was a downsized employee. Would this 

not affect their responses in some way? For example, would they feel guilt, discornfort or 

compassion about my leaving the corporation under less than pleasant circumstances? 

Would some of their feelings about me be projected into our conversations about their 
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survivor? Would an interview reflect their true reactions or their 

as a former employee? 

1 interested in undertaking this research? After leaving the hospital, 1 

owa sense of loss and grief. 1 was not a survivor. 1 was a victim of job 

loss. 1 missed my colleagues at the hospital and kept in touch informally with many of 

them. Some telephoned to show support and supply the latest news. 

Much of this contact was filled with stories about the latest organisational 

changes, or what was contained in the latest "Organisational Renewal Communiqué." 

What amazed me was the extent to which the comments of those left behind paralleled 

my own pain, and in some cases, loss. Those staying in the organisation seemed to have a 

great or greater sense of loss than my own. 1 still cared about my former organisation and 

the people in it. 

As a investigator, 1 was curious about the experience of those remaining 

"survivors." 1 still had some emotional invesûnent in the organisation and cared about the 

success of the hospital and those 1 left behind. 1 wanted to find out what happened after 1 

le fi, 

The hospital had a Research Institute which received applications for grants to 

conduct research that they believed might benefit the employees and staff of the hospital. 

1 knew that some studies funded through the Institute had related to organisationai 

effectiveness and other research was of a more clinical nature, 1 decided that the hospital 

might be interested in a study of their survivors and approached the Research hstitute of 

The Queen Elizabeth Hospital for funding to undertake the present study. 1 also discussed 

the study's value with the hospital's President and several Vice-presidents. Al1 of them 

expressed interest in the results of the study and informally encouraged me to undertake 

the research. 

Most managers who were interviewed were former colleagues and associates. My 

role as Education Department Manager pnor to downsizing oflen involved gathering 

pertinent data in confidence to assist managers with planning, problem resolution, team 

building or training. 1 often coached managers in ways to foster performance 

irnprovement. Therefore, my role as a researcher involved in confidential interviewing is 

farniliar and hopefülly, comfortable for participating managers. The impact of my history 
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with survivors firom the hospital on the interview data is uncertain. The elimination of 

my job understandably had some emotiond impact on me. My peers may aiso have had 

some feelings about my job loss; their response to my job loss situation could influence 

this investigation. The study was undertaken more than one year after 1 was separated 

fkom the hospitd. In that t h e ,  1 had found other employment and 1 was no longer in 

health care. The organisation and environment 1 had joined was very different fiom the 

one 1 had left. 1 saw my new situation as positive, s a t i s w g  and challenging. lob loss had 

given me a positive new oppominity. 1 was stnick by the extent to which colleagues 

remaining in the organisation did not share that same optimism. 

The onus was on me, as investigator, to put this evidence to the test of external 

validity. The goal was to provide nch, thick description so readers will be able to determine 

any connection with their own experience. The intent was also to strengthen the validity of 

the study through use of several different sources of data. It was hoped that observational 

data, i n t e ~ e w  data, and documentation in combination would provide multiple perspectives 

about reality- 

It is left to those reading the firial descriptions to determine whether the research 

results are valid for those involved in similar situations as survivors of downsizing in 

other settings and circumstances. It also remains for those involved in the interviews to 

read the description presented and to suggest whether the description presented "rings 

true" and adequately describes their experience. Their response to the collective 

descnption of their experiences is part of this investigation. They were asked to read the 

results and comment on the validity of the observations. In al1 cases, the participants 

stated that the emerging themes as descnbed in this narrative "rang mie" and resonated 

with their experience. 

FUNDING FOR THE STUDY 

The funding for this study was through the Research Institute of the Queen 

Elizabeth Hospital. The goal of the Institute is to fund research that has a meaningful 

impact for the hospital and its rehabilitative and chronic care patients. 

The lnstitute was founded in 1973 and was the first undertaking of its kind within 

a chronic care hospital in Canada. In CO-operation with the hospital and other teaching 
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hospitals associated with the University of Toronto, the Institute fùnds research related 

to medical, scientific, health and prîmarily clinical problems found in chronic care patient 

programs. The bulk of projects funded by the Institute involve study of patients and 

clinical research. Although the present study related more to the administrative side of 

rehabilitative and chronic care hospitaIs than the clinical side, the Institute b d e d  it fiom 

1996-1999 through grant rnonies. 

The study was subject to the Institute's fairly rigorous requirements for consents 

and an ethical review. Routine updates and reports on progress were also supplied to the 

Lnstitute on a scheduled basis. 

BACKGROUND 

Reorganisation of the Hospital: Program Management 

Traditionally, departments in hospitals were organised according to disciplines or 

functions. Care for a patient depended on the extent to which separate departments could 

CO-ordinate care. A hospital manager assumed responsibilify for a functional area such as 

nursing, physiotherapy, social work, respiratory therapy or another discipline. Typically, 

their own background included professional preparation in the discipline that they 

supervised, and they May have been promoted because they were seen to be especially 

competent at that discipline. Thus, a nurse migl-it become a head nurse or a social worker 

might be promoted as Director of a Social Work Department. The size of a department 

and the number of staff supervised depended upon the perceived need of a total patient 

population in a hospital. A manager generally managed staff with similar fomal 

preparation and background. That is, a Head Nurse managed nurses; a Social Work 

Director rnanaged social workers and so forth. 

More recently, sorne Canadian hospitals have shifted to organise according to 

chical  prograrns and seMces rather than on disciplines or functions, The movement 

toward this way of organising work intends to focus more on the patient care process and 

patient outcornes and is called "Program Management." The emphasis is on what is done 

for specific patient groups, and the provision of care is by interdisciplinary staff tearns. 

For example, a traumatic brain injury program will serve the rehabilitative and treatment 



needs of head injured patients. Managers of these patient care programs supervise teams 

of staff with various backgrounds and forma1 preparation. Program managers typically 

supervise staff with backgrounds in nursing, occupational therap y, p hy siotherap y, social 

work, speech therapy, pharmacy and so forth. In some organisations, support staff rnay 

also be part of a program supervised by the program manager. The role is primarily that 

of a professional manager, râther than a discipline leader. The goal is to provide an 

integrated approach that focuses on the needs of patients and families with sirnilar care 

needs. 

Some of the movement towards programmatic struchrnng has arisen fiom 

problems in managing care in a discipline-specific environment. For example, some 

inefficiency may be experienced by patients in how tests and procedures are organised 

when each discipline sets up its own system. With a fùnctional approach, some patients 

have complained that professionals duplicated some tasks while not providing others. A 

major driver of organisational restructuring in Canada has been current and anticipated 

fhding constraints. A programmatic mode1 generally requires fewer middle managers, 

since each discipline does not require its own supervisor. In some cases, patient programs 

have resulted in over one hundred staff reporting to a single program manager. The 

structure generally ernphasises professional autonomy and the requirement for greater 

decision-making by frontline staff. 

Restnicturing continues to be an organisational reality for Canadian hospitals. 

Forrnerly, downsizing and displaced survivors primarily emanated fiom reductions in 

hospital bed counts and alternate models in provision of care. Now mergers, acquisitions, 

restnicturing and consolidation continue to result in job elirnination with correspondhg 

human impacts. Federal and provincial demands for efficiency have been paralleled by 

public demand for greater access and information. Typically, low morale, reactionary 

behaviows and lowered staff productivity have been associated with downsizing and 

restnicturing.' ~ l t h o u ~ h  health management literature describes a variety of 

management strategies to accomplish organisational change, there is Little scientific 

evidence of effective ways to coach survivors when they are forced to cope or shift roles 

as a result of organisational change. 



The Rehabilitation Institute: Toronto, Ontario 

The hospital was founded in 1873, according to A Separate and Special Place and 

was originally called "The Toronto Home for the Inc~uables".~ The hospital was a two- 

storey h m e  building with a separate house for carriages. The staff of that institution 

tried to reduce the burden of patients whose chronic and incurable diseases resulted in 

long-term residency in that institution. They tried to provide a home-Iike atmosphere 

according to the book, with positive comfoa to patients who were suf5ering fkom 

afflictions for which there was no known cure. The hallmark of the hospital was its 

accomplishrnents in humanity and compassion and the creation of a caring home for 

those who rnight never live in another setting. In 1961, the name was changed to 'The 

Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Toronto". There had been a growing desire to remove the 

word "incurable" fiom the name and to acknowledge the growing number of patients 

who were discharged. According to the authors, the philosophy had changed and there 

was no room for the word "incurable", since there was a growing belief in the 

rehabilitation of patients. 

By 1984, at the time of the writing of A Se~arate and S~ecial Place the book 

stressed a hospital philosophy of humanity. According to the authors, "throughout (these) 

1 10 years of growth, the fundamental cornmitment to hi& quality, compassionate patient 

care has guided our progress".5 A slightly different tone appears in a message in the 

"Aftenvord" section by C .  A. Nordal, the President at that tirne, "Regrettably, our waiting 

list continues to lengthen. In an era of budget constraints, the search for affordable, 

innovative approaches to care has never been more intense? 

In 1997, the narne of the hospital changed again to the Rehabilitation Institute of 

Toronto. The Rehabilitation Institute of Toronto, formerly The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, 

Toronto, provides complex specialised care with programs in rehabilitation, geriatric 

service, geriatric psychiatry and chronic long-tenn care. A need to downsize was brought 

about by a funding crisis combined with a need for organisational renewal. A hi$ 

demand for care for fiail elderly and complex rehabilitative and chronic care patients has 

paralleled a demand for fiscal restraint, 

An initial downsizing at the hospital meant the closure of 82 out of the 601 long- 

term care beds with subsequent staff re-allocation in 1 992. Specifically, thirteen nurse 
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aides and fourteen registered nursing assistants were either transferred into vacant 

positions or reassigned work. Agreements with unions resulted in a "burnping" process 

for another sixteen registered nurses, since those with more seniority who were to lose 

their jobs could '%bump7' more junior nurses f?om their positions. Additionally, hventy-six 

casual nurses experienced a reduction in hours of employment (greater than 75%). A 

variety of other departments experienced lost positions such as Housekeeping, Social 

Work and other paramedical departments. 

In November 1994, a more dramatic restructurulg and downsizing occurred 

eliminating departments and selected positions, especially rniddle management roles- The 

hospital was reorganised using a programmatic approach to care. It was believed that the 

new organisation would better support the need for adequate information, support of 

accreditation standards and integration with local, regional and provincial approaches to 

health planning,. 

Arnong O ther princip les, the hospital Board and senior administrative staff 

articulated commitment to retaining quality of care and services, and adopting a strategic 

approach to organisational change. Strategies such as hiring freezes, voluntary 

resignation and early retirement were utilised. Some employees and managers were 

reassigned work, hired into new roles or without a job when their position was 

discoctinued. 

The hospital articulated a goal of effecting a smooth transition. hevitably, many 

staff expenenced a loss of security and were required to change their normal way of 

doing things. The hospital produced timely bulletins to inform staff, patients and families 

about the organisational changes. Out-placement counselling was arranged for many 

displaced during this difficult time. 

From September 1994, through May 1996 (2 years), a senes of "Organisational 

Renewal Updates" announced many changes in s t a fkg  and manager roles. On June 29, 

1996, the Board of Governors of both Hiilcrest Hospital and The Queen Elizabeth 

Hospital, Toronto announced their intention to amalgamate to fonn one new 

rehabilitation hospital. In February 1997, the name of the combined hospitals was 

changed to the Rehabilitation Institute of Toronto. On 23 July 1997, the Health SeMces 

Restructurhg Commission, which has the mandate to irnplement and oversee major 
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health restructurhg initiatives throughout Ontario, issued its directives including the 

amalgamation of the Rehabilitation Znstitute of Toronto with Lyndhurst Hospital and the 

Toronto Rehabilitation Centre- Thus, restructuring, downsizing and merging have 

continued £kom 1992 to the present time. 

A new President and CAO has undertaken the continued management of a new 

corporate entity. Rehabilitative programs in the new merged operation include acquired 

brain injury, stroke, geriatrics, geriatric psychiatry and complex continuhg care as well 

as cardiac and musculosketetal rehabilitation. A dental service for both patients and an 

outpatient program for individu& with osteoporosis augment several specialised clulics 

which offer a cornprehensive range of services including a Seating Clinic, Augmentative 

and Alternative Communication Clinic, Chiropody Service and Medical Consultation 

Clinics. 

The Rehabilitation Institute of Toronto is afEliated with the University of 

Toronto, and it continues to pIay an educational role in the area of rehabilitation. A 

hospital that was formerly in two locations is now situated in five sites. The hospital has 

undertaken several mergers but now has about 100 fewer beds than it did in 1994. 

What Did the Hospital Do to Support Survivors? 

An examination of documents and interviews with Senior Managers was 

undertaken to understand how the hospital supported s u ~ v i n g  managers. Hospital 

management stated their commitment to open sharing of information among staff, 

patients, visitors, and stakeholders in the hospital's future. They wanted to provide the 

same information to everyone simultaneously and as quickly as possible after decisions 

were made. 

An identifiable appearance was created to identiQ bulletins related to the 

restructuing. Staff could easily identiQ the "Organisational RenewaZ" documents (as 

they were called) which were widely distributed, posted on bulletin boards and 

disseminated through electronic media on a periodic and ongoing basis. Large total staff 

meetings were held to orally inform staff of the changes and address questions and 

concerns. Written documents were many over a period of several years and the hospital 

compiled them into a sizeable reference document called "Organisation Renewal." 
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The hospital established a "hot-Iine" to address inunediate staff, patient and 

family questions. Senior managers saw this service as very important for staff to get their 

concems addressed without fear of reprisal. The organisation made efforts to announce 

structural changes, role changes and downsized positions as early as possible and on an 

ongoing basis. A communication strategy and plan was put into place throughout the 

reorganisation. The overall reduction strategy was communicated although senior 

officials stated that staff did not always see the chosen approach as "fair" and 

"equitable". There were programs for displaced workers. People who were laid off 

received support fkom outpIacement agencies in most cases. 

According to Senior Administrators, the hospital "didn't do enough" to support 

managers through the changes. They worked to follow the advice of a large consulting 

firm (Price Waterhouse Coopers) which supported the restructuring and downsizing 

project. According to a senior manager, cc We were asked by the consulting firm to read a 

book called Restnictuine. Healthcare - The Patient-Focused paradiem.7 The book largely 

described the pros and cons of undertaking major organisational shifis." The official 

lamented that the book did not really address the human side of irnplementing the 

changes. 

Management forums were altered in focus so that they were no longer just for 

managers. Those and other meetings were open to al1 levels of staff. Similarly, Board of 

Governors' meetings were open to anyone interested. These were efforts to increase 

communications and promote shared understandings of events and future plans. 

Prior to initiating the restructuring project, a proposal was developed with the 

assistance of the extemal consultants. The proposal identified three phases as part of the 

restmcturing plan. Very IittIe support, if any, for intemal surviving staff was identified as 

part of the plan. 

No orientation was provided for Program Directors. According to one Senior 

Administrator, al1 staff newly hired to this position lefi within a year or two. Exit 

interviews were conducted and lack of support for this management role was identified as 

a major issue. He stated, "We promised greater empowerment and support to Program 

Directors, but nothing changed and they were asked to fùnction in a controlling 
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environment." Change management was not something actively promoted according to 

the same administrator. 

In an effort to address concems and increase communications with staff, senior 

administrators started an idormal c'coffeeyy with Senior Management at al l  major hospital 

locations. This activity took place monthly at each site. The public relations department 

set up the schedule and promoted the sessions through electronic mail. A reguZar 

newsletter organised by that department included a question and answer section to 

address some of the issues raised through the hot line and reported through other 

channels. 

"The overall plan for restructuring involved 260 steps with deadlines and tirne 

fiames," a hospital administrator lamented. "The steps didn't really address prevention of 

low morale or how to introduce the changes at each step." 

"The way revamping the inventory system was handled was not effective," 

according to a Senior Manager. "The impact on staff was tremendous. The rationale 

behind the changes was not explained and the changes were simply imposed. As a result, 

staff morde in that section plummeted and productivity decreased. We did better when 

we introduced the Ioss of one-third of our kitchen staff," according to the sarne Senior 

Official. 

"Maybe we should have made attending a Change Management course 

mandatory," lamented another member of the senior staff. In June of 1998, the hospital 

Human Resources Department undertook i n t e ~ e w s  with individuals and focus groups to 

explore the question "what have we leamed during the restructuring?" The goal was to 

l e m  how to support management and fionthe staff through additional changes. 

Additionally, a Human Resources advisory group was established to identim human 

resource issues arising during the ongoing mergers and restructuring as the hospital 

evolved. The results of these efforts were still uncertain to the administrators interviewed. 

An employee assistance program was established just after the restructuring 

process began and was used extensively according to one of the hospital officials 

i n t e~ewed .  The same officia1 lamented, "people who stayed got treated worse than 

people who were laid off. .. our attitude was if they don't get out of the grieving mode, 

we711 move on without them." The official continued, "we expanded roles and now they 
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are starting to shrink again. But none of the past paramedical department heads that 

might have managed some of these roles are around. We are re-creating positions that we 

elllninated earlier. The human toll on survivors experiencing these changes is extensive." 

What follows is a review of literature related to downsizïng and job adjustment, 

with a focus on survivors. Since the adjustment experiences of survivors may have 

somethuig in cornmon with that of new employees, the literature related to employee 

induction is reviewed. Finally, a discussion of modeIs and theories in the fiterature, which 

rnay be relevant to observations in this study, are presented. 



CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF CITERATURIE: 

DOWNSIZING LITERATURE 

What literature can help us leam what is known about the experience of surviving 

managers? As a flrst step, studies of downsizing and restructuring were explored- Very 

little formal research was found- Much of the literature focused on the how-to of 

communication and lay-offs. The literature on survivors stressed the need to deal with 

those who remain in the organisation. Some effort was made to describe the observed 

responses of survivors. Although the origin of the term "survivor syndrome" is unknown, 

it appeared in the literature and described the losses that are experienced during 

organisational change such as downsizing. It is clear that many organisations recognise 

that those who remain in the organisation undergo some kind of profound anxiety. 

The most comprehensive study was found in the book Sunivors by Gayle Caplan 

and Mary ~eese. '  That study ùivolved interviews of dozens of staff in a variety of 

industries, with a goal of establishing how staff behave when they remain in 

organisations. It intended to establish what companies must do to retain staff and regain 

their productivity. Ultimately, that study concluded that staff were happy to have avoided 

being eliminated fiom the orsankation. 

The results of that study classified organisational responses to downsizing under 

three distinct staffbehaviour types: 

1. The "Foot Out the Doors" are high performing ernployees who continue to produce, 

but discreetly Iook for opportunities to be employed elsewhere. The "Foot Out the 

Doors" employees want to leave but because they are worried about keeping their 

job. Their desire to go stems from concems about whether the organisation will live 

out what they had envisioned as a positive future in the longer term. Their desire to 

go rests with the negative work environment they experience as the organisation goes 

through the transitions. They believe that their own career goals are not consistent 

with the emerging culture. At some point, they lose patience with what they see as the 

rationale behind changes or the poor way in which management introduces them. 

They continue to be productive while they explore employment opportunities outside 

their current workplace. 
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2. The "Wait and Sees" have a substantial emotionai response to the changes. They 

may be angry, feel betrayed and have other emotional reactions to the experience of 

downsizing. They are not indifferent to the future, but are focused on their own 

experience of the changes in the here and now. Their concem for the present leads 

them to want "quick fixes" to the issues that arise. As a result of their reactive 

behaviour, they have placed themselves in a position of waiting to see what the 

company will do and whether the company will meet their needs. 

3. The "'Ride it Outs" are most likely to stay in the organisation but are aiso oriented 

towards the past. They appear to be living in the past, and denyïng that there is a 

requirement to do things differently. Their tendency is to maintain a low profile and a 

position that îhey believe to be sde. They have a high need to avoid risks and value 

feeling connected to the organisation and the people in it. According to the 

researchers, the "Ride it Outs" fuld various rounds of downsizing progressively more 

painful and upsetting. Their basic plan is to lie low and hope not to have it discovered 

that they are expenencing tremendous difficulty in making any adjustments and in 

keeping up with the demands of the new organisation. 

That research has contributed information about behaviours that managers may 

observe among survivors. The results can help us understand what staff are likely to do 

(external behaviours) in downsizing situations, The study also suggested ways in which 

companies may attempt to regain employee c o b t m e n t  and productivity. 

The present study differs, since it explored the inner world of surviving managers. 

It is a case study of survivor experiences in the health care setting. It also examined the 

perceptions of survivors about what helped them to survive. It did not attempt to classi@ 

behaviours as in the previous study but provided evidence of any possible themes in the 

experiences of survivors. The present study also focused exclusively on managers as a 

survivor group. Managers are survivors who have been put in the unenviable position of 

needing to lead and supervise staff although they must also cope with any personal 

impacts fiom the downsizing expenence. 
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Industries M e c t e d  

A variety of industries have experienced downsizing and restructuring in recent 

decades. According to Applebaum, ccDownsizing is the (systematic) reduction of a 

worHorce by an employer in a variety of ways - usually as a result of some external 

considerations such as losses, casMow difnculties and technologicai changes. 

Techniques used may include hiring fieezes, early retirement programs, tramfers and 

terminations, with variations on e a ~ h . " ~  

Coping with change and economic uncertainty continues to be the major 

challenge of the current and p s t  decades. When the economic recession of the 1980's 

and 1990's deepened, many major companies restnictured and downsized. As we enter 

the twenty-£kt century, companies continue to engage in mergers and acquisitions, with 

resd ting huma. impacts, including terminations. The fiancial goals of these mergers are 

not always achieved. Most organisations involved in mergers and acquisitions have a 

di£ficuit time with the people issues. 

The practical experience of a large number of organisations has led to a growing 

body of literature on downsizing and restructuring. Of primary concern are strategies to 

re-engineer or alter corporate structures to achieve better business viability. Virtually 

every industry was aec t ed  in the public and pnvate sectors during the late 1980's and 

early 1990's according to Lee (1992). That author stated, "Restructunng - rnerging, 

downsizing and demystiwg has eliminated some 3.4 million jobs over the past 10 years 

fiom the ranks of the FORTUNE 500 industrial companies done...."'* Lee contïnued, 

"Large corporations have already announced plans to cut another 556,000 jobs this 

year."ll The author suggested that compared to other positions, middle management was 

the hardest hit by job loss at that time. 

Greenberg asserted that in the 199OYs, manufacturing industries were hit harder by 

the economic need to cut back, compared to service industries. That author stated, 

'Wearly six out of ten large (manufacturing) fms, defined as those with more than $500 

million in annual sales, reported a reduction (over 18 months), with an average of 2,770 

employees (or 8.9% of the workforce) let go."12 

A variety of forces have created the need to restnicture; economic factors are only 

part of the cause. In the power industry in the 19903, Alberta Power (1992)13 described 



the climate of change as more than an economic slow-down. Kemper (1993) made 

similar cornments about the aerospace indusûy, "Aerospace fkms around the world are in 

a vicious shake out."14 Similar statements were made about other organisations, such as 

DM: "One of the worId7s oldest and largest telecomrnunications manufacturing firms is 

undergoing vast changes throughout its entire infirastruct~re."~~ 

According to Head and Hickel (1989), "many companies restructured to more 

effectively meet such chalIenges as shortening product Me cycles, rapidly evolving 

technology, and intensifymg, &en multinational ~om~e t i t i on . "~~  According to Peterson 

and ~ e n n e d ~ , ' ~  "Mer painful deliberations and soul-searching, the leadership of New 

England Electrïc System Companies (NEES) headquartered in Westborough, 

Massachusetts, dvtennined that they must take a hard look at the companies that comprise 

the New England utility and seek a leaner and more agile organisation to meet the 

cornpetitive realities of the 1990's."'~ 

A study was conducted by Right Management Consultants in i 999 of over 179 

Canadian Organisations involved in restnicturing as a result of mergers and acquisitions- 

According to the investigators, al1 179 organisations fiom virtually al1 major sectors 

"encountered common problems in successfilly implementing the human aspects of the 

merger."lg Based on indices that rneasured a link between planning for the people side of 

the merger and success with the merger, they concluded, "planning and implementing the 

human side of a merger or acquisition is clearly tied to success in reaching business 

 objective^."^^ 
As cornpanies cut budgets, reduce costs, redesign work, re-engineer systems, 

merge with other businesses and restructure, managers are continually challenged to do 

more with less. Total quality management tools and principles, process improvement or 

re-engineered services are incorporated to s tirnulate enterprise and foster emp 10 yee 

creativity. Employees at Iower levels are empowered to make decisions about improving 

work processes. Those closest to the customer are charged with improving s e ~ c e  

delivery, Thus, Nestle Corporation announced "15 food and beverage companies in the 

United States were restmctured into six business units aligned by products or services ... It 

will shorten our lines of communication, foster teamwork among our business units and 
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allow our company to take advantage of practical synergies and be more competitive in 

the marketplace."21 

Economic demands, ecomrnerce and a global market place have pushed some 

organisations into exploration of new ways to do business. In an effort to enhance 

employee productivity, sorne agencies have worked to shift organisational cultures fkom 

an authoritarian hierarchical 'pyramid" style of management to a so-cdled reverse 

pyramid that encourages greater employee participation. The goal of employee 

involvement has been increased decision-making by staff closest to the customer. The 

intent is to increase customer satisfaction and increase profits. 

Generally, changes in organisations are occurring so that they can be more 

competitive in the marketplace. Organisations want to be as lean and agile as they can to 

succeed. Expanding competition, increasing costs, techology changes and a global 

economy are al1 contributing to organisational streamlining. Companies want to become 

leaner, quicker and more aggressive - - doing whatever it takes to meet market needs and 

increase pro fitability. Companies struggle to meet the challenges of communication 

arnidst the complexity. Thus, Federated Department Stores, inc. and Allied Store 

Corporation filed petitions for reorganisation under Chapter 11 of the U.S. B W p t c y  

Code in 1990. According to that company, 'The company's ability to survive in a 

competitive marketplace - - and its ability to maintain its strength so as to eventually 

emerge fiom banlauptcy - -hinged on the ability to communkate accurate information 

about the bankruptcy process on a very timely basis to intemal audiences (including 

about 100,000 employees at 300 locations nation-wide), as well as to extemal audiences, 

which included vendors, factors, creditors, analysts, media and govermnent o f i c i a ~ s . " ~ ~  

Kepner Tregoe Inc., (1994) conducted research on downsizing and restructuring 

initiatives. They found that companies involved once in such initiatives are more likely to 

undertake another one. Many organisations daim to be creating a better long-range 

future. However, their study found that "Organisations focused on the irnrnediate bottom- 

line return of such initiatives, rather than the long-term competitive health of their 

cornPanies .'" Participants in the Right Management Consultants Canadian study 

involved in mergers and acquisitions were fiom al1 sectors, private and public. They were 

also well distributed in terms of size fiom less than 250 to greater than 10,000 employees. 
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Thus, they concluded that it did not rnatter whether an organisation was pnvate or 

public, "it is still perhaps too comrnon that mergers and acquisitions are approached 

primarily as financial transactions, with people issues addressed as secondary rather than 

as central to the success of the combined f k ~ s . " ~ ~  

Has downsizing and restructuring continued? Although many economists have 

suggested a tum around affecting private businesses that has led to a better job market, 

the trend toward greater downsizing through acquisitions and mergers has continued 

beyond the 903, according to Karen Van der Linden (1998)? She stated, ' k e  may be 

tired of the words downsizing, restructuring and re-engineering, but they aren't going 

away. Organisations will continue to undergo these changes in the years ahead." 

The Right Management Consultants study concurs with this conclusion. They 

observe, "the extensive corporate downsizing since the eighties has had a profound effect 

on Wtually every major organisation in the world and its employees. Havïng said that, 

we believe that the staggering amount of merger and acquisition activity cuen t ly  taking 

place is resulting in an even greater magnitude of change."26 

Impact On Suwivors 

Universally, the impact of downsizing is profound for those organisations that 

nght size, restructure or retool. According to Kemper (1993), ''In one sense it doesn't 

really matter how you Say it, it al1 adds up to the same thing: wrenching change in the 

work iives of millions of people .... Fear and anxiew run rampant, resistance rises, 

productivity drains away." Kemper (1993) continued, "people stop doing their jobs and 

start asking ' What's going to happen to me?' "" 

The persona1 distress that employees expenence in times of job adjustment has 

been described by Scott and ~ a f f e . ~ ~  'The organisational challenge we see most 

frequently cornes afier a major change or disruption in the Company: downsizing, shift to 

a new workplace, merger or massive reorganisation. Employees are sirnply incapable of 

performing the way they did before the change." 

Numerous authors have described lowered morale during times of organisational 

change. According to the study by Kepner Tregoe, Inc. (1994), "When asked to rate their 

employees' reaction to organisational initiatives, more than 60 percent of executives 



described employees as neutral, sceptical or downright resistant. Only about one in 

three said their emplo yees were positive or enthusiastic - Workers themselves reported 

even stronger cyni~isrn."~~ 

The Campbell Soup Company (1993)" conducted interviews to evaluate the 

impact of their communication efforts during downsizing. AIthough the communication 

strategy was lauded as one of the best anywhere, many employees described the 

downsizing as a nightmare. The persona1 impact for those laid off can not be rninimised, 

Some described the feeling that a lot of years had gone down the drain. Others fondly 

remernbered stability and pleasant company events in years gone by and then larnented 

the impact that job loss would have on the lives of those involved, 

When organisational changes are met by employee negativity, executives become 

hstrated and rnay blame the attitudes of staff for any failure to achieve business results. 

According to Kepner Tregoe, Inc., "Lack of employee buy-in, cornmitment and difficulty 

in changing the corporate culture were cited several times..," as predictors of failures with 

downsizing  initiative^.^' 
Although employees react differently to change, some have suggested that a 

grieving process occurs, not unlike the stages of coping with death and dying identified 

by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross and others. According to Scott and Jaffe ( 1 9 8 8 ) ~ ~ ~  denial is 

typically the f is t  phase when staff act as though it is business as usual. Then resistance 

occurs when emotions emerge as staff focus on the impact to them. When employees 

draw on their inner resources to move into the fi~ture, a stage of exploration begins. 

FinalIy, as roles and responsibilities are accepted, a phase of new cornmitment begins. 

Ken Mark (1993) stressed the impact of these reactions beyond the altered morale 

of employees. "The transition cari take up to two years, in which tirne ernployees 

experience penods of shock, denial, fez, anger and loss of self-~onfidence."~~ He 

continued, "As with most stress induced ailrnents, the survivors may feel anger and take 

more sick days due to colds, headaches or stomach problems. They may also become less 

inclined to take risks and concentrate more on persona1 performance than teamwork." 

In addition to lowered productivity, the impact of organisational change may 

include increased turnover and damage to the reputation of a company. Mallon (1994) 

stated, "Companies not cornrnitted to good employee relations face major consequences. 



Anong them are: high staE turnover; fewer and fewer attractive job candidates; and, of 

course, low productivity levels, ultimately resulting in decreased revenues per 

employee.'J4 

Kepner Tregoe, Inc. (i994), emphasised the substantial impact of downsizing or 

restmcturing on generd workforce capability . According to the authors, 'Many 

companies, in downsizing their workforces, have also lost key employees and 

capabilities. The result has been a steady drain on the human assets of organisations."35 

From a psychosocid perspective, much of the literature discussed ways to support 

or communicate with those whose jobs are lost Relocation counselhg, severance 

packages, early retirement, voIuntary resignation, and retraining programs were 

suggested as important components of a downsizing exercise. 

Job adjustment for those who remain after the downsizing has also been a major 

concem. Individuals left in an organisation in the tirne immediately after downsizing are 

commoniy referred to as survivors and according to Ken Mark (1993) there is a c'survivor 

syndrome". According to Mark, the suMvors are considered lucky because they still 

have jobs. '(But life in a changing organisation is not going to be easy for the survïvors. 

They face longer hours of work and more pressure to produce."36 He continued, "If 

companies don? address survivors' concerns, they may end up with an inhïbited 

worl60rce at a t h e  when leadership and creativity are needed.37 

Ackley (1993) also described the effect on those who are left behind. "The 

employees who are not affected - - if there are any - - sometimes are overlooked. They 

too may s a e r  stress including what's been called 'survivor syndrome' - - the guilt of 

escaping the actions that aEected their CO-workers and ~ e n d s . " ~ '  Mercer (1993) stated 

more strongly that if an organisation has not managed the survivors to assure their 

productivity, the restruchiring has failed.39 

Lee (1992) went m e r  and expressed concern that the plunge in morale may 

result in little of the hoped for benefit in the altered organisation. He suggested, 'Ihe 

combination of working more hours, doing more with less and fighting uncertainty can be 

a lethal one." He descnbed the pain and anger in survivors. "Stress, bred of uncertainty 

and the necessis. to do more with less, skyrockets ... Those who remain often experience 

guilt; they keep their jobs while former CO-workers struggle ... Stressed out survivors 



often end up envious of former CO-workers ... - they, at least, escaped the misery of life 

after down~izin~.'*~ 

Employees who continue to be ernployed d e r  downsizing may have an increase 

in work-related problems leadhg to health problems accordhg to Merry and Singer 

(1994)? The authors recommended that employers provide preventive treatment before 

the major change occurs. It is generally suggested that the survivors require a healing 

process. Arndt and Duchemin (1993)~' suggested that emotional support and education 

occw before, during and after the downsizing to assure success with the paùiful 

transition. 

Fisher (1990) described the effect as a ccMïddie management malaise" or "leaner 

and meaner blues". According to that author, the reactions of survivors are related to the 

way the laid-off are treated. The author quoted a Midwestern manufacturing company 

manager, "if you're nasty to the people who are leaving, morale takes a temble dive 

because those who stay conclude that they're working for a bunch of sadistic idiots."43 

Vincent (1993) suggested that concepts of loyalty may change among those who 

remain in an organisation. She believed that the goal in managing survivors is to manage 

adjustment to achieve cornmitment. She stated, "Management is responsible for heIping 

employees recommit to their jobs.'d4 The study by Kepner Tregoe, Inc. reinforced this 

concept. It concluded, "For employees left behind, the face of 'company loyalty' has 

been permanently altered, and cynicism abounds. Just when organisations need to be at 

their very best, they are hobbled, in a sense, by themsel~es.'*~ That study fiund that 

executives understand the dangers of failhg to gain employee commitment but largely 

attribute any success they achieve or improved employee performance to altered 

structures and systems. 

The same investigators concluded that system-driven change is more likely to fail 

than not to fail. Merry and Singer (1994) agreed, "without both a broad understanding 

and careful planning of the human side of change, new systems are quite likely to be Iess 

effective than planned, and possibly move the organisation farther i?om, rather than 

closer to, its desired goals.'y46 The Kepner Tregoe, Inc. study also concluded, "We found 

sharp distinctions between the executive view of organisational change and how workers 
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perceive such change initiatives. These distinctions con5n-n that organisations are 

ploughing ahead with 'change' and leaving their people behind.7*7 

Implications for S urvivors 

A variety of opinions appeared about how-to manage suMvors andlor manage a 

downsizing. Mark (1993) outlined some specific strategies to address the anxiety and 

perceptions of survivors of a re-organisation. He suggested that survivors need help in 

replacing old definîtions of job security with a new work ethic. Managers need to "clearly 

indicate changes in expectations as they occur so that employees c m  keep up with the 

emerging organisation.'A8 He submitted that managers "acknowledge individual and team 

efforts to dernonstrate how individual contributions are helping the team reach its 

 objective^.'^^ One stress for suMvors c m  be the requirement to do more with less. Mark 

offered, "Get employees involved in improving the way the organisation does work. 

... give ernployees a formal outlet where they can vent."50 

Scott and Iaffe (1988)" suggested providing survivors with specific strategies to 

assist with persona1 adjustment during each phase of the transition. For example, they 

proposed that managers provide accurate timely information to help staff face the reality 

of the situation and move fkom denial. The resistance phase may be a t h e  for holding 

meetings to allow venting, clearing up any misconceptions and active listening. During 

the exploration phase, the authors advise assisting staff to make informed choices by 

providing information and facts. Finally, when staff are ready to commit to the new 

situation, planning, goal setting and action planning may be useful activities. 

Vincent (1993)'~ proposed several basic steps to assist with resû-ucturing or 

downsizing. She suggested that companies hold honest, clear, up-front discussions about 

new expectations and the new situation to "clear the air". 'Reassure employees that their 

reactions to this situation - major changes in their work life - are normal ... . Focus on the 

employee's own job and work unit, areas she or he realistically may be prepared to 

commit t ~ . " ' ~  

Vincent stressed the need to make expectations of employees clear. "In a 

streamlined environment, people may need to expand their concept of how they will be 

rewarded for their cornmitment to productivity."54 Last, the authors emphasised 



synchronising interests by helping each staff member establish short and long-term 

career goals. The piarxning is to include a discussion of what the Company can do to 

support these goals. Additionally, employees are asked to describe what they can provide 

to the organisation in return for support for those career goals. 

Timely information sharing and communication has been a much-discussed 

subject in the literature. Numerous authors suggested that any bad news information 

shared with staff, the public and stakeholders needs to be presented in a deliberate and 

timely marner. Audiences need to receive messages at the same time and this requires 

CO-ordination. To the extent that messages can occur over time and slowly, there is better 

opportunity to deal with the ernotional demands of  survivors. 

Pitzer (1993) created a ten-step checklist to use in announcing the bad news to 

staff and others. The communication piinciples are as follows: 

Descnbe the news in a clear straightfonvard manner. 
Explain why the action is being taken. 
Explain how the decision is fair to as many groups as possible, including 
employees, shareholders and customers. 
Involve a high-statu messenger in delivering the message. 
Deliver the news in a timely manner. 
Identie who made the decision and what process was used. 
Describe the effort that went into the decision. 
Outline some of the alternatives that were considered. 
Show that the orgaGsation cares about employees. 
Descnbe what action is required and what, if anything, can be done to 
change the decision or help avoid the problem in the f ù t ~ r e . ~ ~  

According to Ackley (1993), "Communicating bad news to employees is one of 

the most important and diEcult challenges organisations face."56 He outlined principles 

to follow in effective communication. First and foremost, the author stressed honesty 

about the situation. "Without a well-established fiamework that supports a dialogue of 

full disclosure, there's very little that can be done at the last minute to make 

communication of bad news anything other than a disastrous d i ~ a ~ ~ o i n t m e n t . " ~ ~  

Ackley emphasised the need for s u p e ~ s o r s  to be fùlly informed so that they can 

address the concerns of staff and remain fully supportive. He suggested that dialogue 

between managers and staff will help lay the issues to rest as quickly as they &se. 

Contingency plans for communication are also offered by the author. He observed that 



communication c m  go wrong and being ready for tEç inevitability is essential to the 

process. 

Caplan and Teese (1997)~' suggested that organisations must create a change plan 

and manage the competence, connection and cornmitment of ernployees. They proposed 

that plans consider creation of an 'intexim organisation". According to the authors, during 

this time 'The organisation is in a time of chaos, a time marked by unbridled energy, 

excitement, creativity and confusion." This bears some resemblance to the "neutral zone" 

described by Bridges (1988)'~ as a time of transition. nie  authors stated that above al1 

'the interim organisation has to be legitimised. Legitimising and naming the i n t e k  

organisation normalises this phase and helps survivors make sense of what is going 

on-Legitimising the interim organisation acts as a reaffirmation and reassurance to 

survivors that the organisation is in transition. It is an affirmation as well that what 

employees are doing is of value." 

Finally, it is subrnitted that managing the nunour mil1 or grapevine is an essential 

part of the process. Honest, candid disclosure is suggested at al1 times. As Ackley stated, 

"When bad news is not as bad as the worst alternative, employees sometimes are relieved 

to hear it."60 

The general consensus in the literature is that fears and concerns can be met by 

honest diaIogue and communication in a Company. Such dialogues are seen to be a way 

of creating a new culture or atmosphere conducive to the desired changes. According to 

Kemper (1993), 'Most people heal faster when they are told the truth .... Employees who 

are told the truth about turbulence in the work place are likely to react more appropriately 

and 'heal' more q u i c k ~ ~ . " ~ ~  The suggestion is that the candour will result in higher 

productivity, sooner, after any organisational changes. 

A strategy used by the Swedish Goteborg Eriergy Company to accomplish change 

was use of employee focus groups to move past efficiency to effectiveness through use of 

employee suggestions during the re~tx-ucturing.~~ It has been argued by numerous authors 

that employee participation is a vital change management strategy to obtain buy-in, 

obtain feedback and build cornmitment to the evolving new situation. 

Applebaum and others (1990)~~ suggested rebuilding confidence in survivors as a 

formalised step in the downsizing process. They recommended use of formalised public 



relations programs to rebuild confidence. They also stated that counselling, retraining 

and role clarification are al1 worth considering as strategies to re-build an organisation- 

According to the authors, "the same amount of time and effort that was spent on the 

actual staff reduction must now be devoted to rebuilding confidence, support and trust."64 

Mercer (1993) stressed the importance of management training during times of 

organisational restructuring: "Tt takes special skills to keep employees motivated and to 

coach them through periods of change. These managers need a forum for addressing their 

persona1 concerns about their own jobs and what's happening before they can be 

effective coaches of other people."65 

Ackley supported the need for training to support surviving managers in their 

coaching role, "Often the rnost overlooked audience consists of the people involved in 

sending the message and handling the responses. These people suffer a great deal of 

stress ."66 

A dramatic study by MeMs and Marks (1992 )~~  showed that when employees 

were realistically prepared and coached during a rnerger, they performed better and had 

better attitudes than had a group for which nothing unusual was done. 

Kemper (1993)68 suggested that managers need to coach staff in at least two 

important areas: first, the uncertainty about how the new structure will work; second, the 

pain and loss that will occur due to loss of colleagues, jobs and "perks". The implication 

is that effective coaching of surviving staff during the downsizing, restructuring or 

change process may greatly assist with their adjustment. 

We learn fkom the downsizing literature that restructuring is a continuing reality 

for both public and private organisations. Various suggestions have been made about the 

ways an organisation can assist during these difficult times. This research (see 

Background) shows that very few of the sug,oestions ftom the literature were used in the 

hospital setting under study. Although the hospital implemented a dynamic 

communications plan, information sharing was almost ail that was structured to support 

survivors. 

JOB ADJUSTMENT LITERATURE 

The downsizing literature stressed the importance of various strategies to support 

surviving managers and hetp them adjust to the new situation. Invariably, the new 
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structure presents staff and managers with a "new" job, that is, either they are in a 

brand new role, or responsibilities and workload are substantiaily aitered. An 

examination of the literature related to job adjustrnent, dong with exploration of the 

literature about what can help those staaing new jobs, may be pertinent to this research. 

The previous literature described expenences related to supporthg suMvors during 

complex organisational change. Our understanding of how organisations can assist 

survivors may also be broadened by a çtudy of theories related to social leaming, 

reinforcement, motivation and change management. It is also important to explore what is 

known about how workers adjust to a job and organisation. 

Defining Job Adjustment 

A number of topics related to job adjutment have been investigated: job 

satisfaction, socialisation, organisational induction and theones of adaptation. The fields 

of industrial, social and educational psychology provided some understanding of the job 

adjustment experïence, dong with studies of organisation behaviour. There appears to be 

no scientific field called job adjustment. As Wilson (1972) stated. "Surprisingly little is 

known about how people adapt to new job  situation^."^^ Yet how weil employees adjust 

to their jobs may make the ciifference between whether they stay or leave an organisation 

with any resulting cos& associated with job turnover. Significant personal costs rnay also 

be associated with the trauma and fnistration of downsizing. 

A distinction should be made between job satisfaction, job adjutment and 

organisational socialisation. Although these are ail similar, they are different in important 

ways. According to Gruneberg (1 979),70 job satisfaction generdy refers to the extent that 

staff feel contented and job adjustment is the process of adaptation to a job and 

workplace. Organisationai socialisation is the process by which staff learn the values, 

expected behaviours and social laiowledge connected with their ro~e .~ '  The three areas 

may be related, but the distinction is important since the process of adaptation to a new 

job after downsizing is the subject of this investigation and not job satisfaction or 

organisational socialisation. 

In 1978, Gruneberg estimated that over three thousand articles or dissertations had 

been WCItten about job satisfaction." Despite the wealth of literature, the relationship 



between job satisfaction and job adjustment has not been established. Efforts to link 

job satisfaction and dissatisfaction with specific behaviours have generally failed to 

establish a relationship. 

1s the Job Adjustment of Survivors like that of New Workers? 

1s it possible that the expenences of those starthg a new job are similar to those 

adjusting to changes in an altered organisation? If so, an examination of induction studies 

may assist us to understand the experience of job adjustment after restructuring. 

Unfominately, the literature examining job adjustment for new employees is limited. 

Lynne Alex suggested, 'cFollowing a merger or acquisition there certainly is a lot 

of 'adjustment' required."73 That author proposed providing orientation as a way of 

assisting staff to adjust and get their bearings in the new world. That author asserted that 

there is a need to help staff feel welcome, understand the new ways of operating, get 

information to do their job in the new world of work and understand any new operating 

policies or procedures. Alex suggested that in most respects an employee who has 

survived a merger or downsizing will need to be treated as new employee would be, even 

to the extent of explaining any new work location, job duties and reporting relationships. 

According to Edward Betof, 74 "About 40 percent of managers and executives 

receiving promotions or winning new positions fair within the first 18 months in their 

new jobs." According to his study, i n t e ~ e w e d  subjects described an inability to adjust 

due to one or more of the following reasons: 

Newly hired or promoted managers and executives were confùsed about 
what their bosses expected of them. 

They were unable or unwilling to make tough business decisions. 

The learning curve was too steep. It took too long for managers and 
executives to leam the elements of their jobs. 

They failed to build successful team relationships and partnerships with 
subordinates and peers. 

Interna1 politics tripped thern up. They Iacked the savvy required to crack 
the political network that underlies many organisations. 

Failed managers and executives could not effectively balance their 
professional and personai lives. 75 



It is generally acknowledged that a combination of generaI üifomation about 

an organisation combined with job-specific training d k g  induction will result in greater 

productivity on the job. Although not substantiated, it is also believed that improved 

adjustment to the workplace results fiom organisational and individual orientation 

strategies. 

Research to substantiate these claims is growing. ICotterT6 found that cnentation 

of staff by supervisors was enhanced by providing rewards and training for supervisors. 

When there was an organised recognition program, a 300% increase in the number of 

new employees staying with the Company occurred. Additionally, job satisfaction 

increased for new employees, supervisors were less fkustrated, and there was an estimated 

saving of $300,000 annually. 

Gomersall and pr ers,^' at Texas instruments, found that orientation programs 

reduced anxiety, which in turn increased cornpetence, heightened satisfaction and 

lowered turnover. Specifically, job learnuig t h e  was shortened by one-half, training 

costs were lowered one-third, absenteeism and tardiness dropped to half the normal level, 

waste and rejects were reduced to one-fi*, and costs were cut as much as 15 to 30 

percent. 

2emkeT8 reported success achieved by Corning which targeted a seventeen 

percent reduction in turnover as their orientation goal among the 200 to 300 engineers, 

technicians, opticians, designers and others that they hired in a year. According to 

Zernke, Corning was surprised to h d ,  after two years, that turnover arnong members of 

their experimental group was 69% lower than among a comparable control group. 

A longitudinal analysis of links to newcomers' cornmitment and role orientation 

and socialisation tactics was conducted by Allen and Meyer (1990).~~ Previously it was 

thought that an innovative role orientation rnight be in conflict with achieving employee 

cornmitment. The authors' study demonstrated othenvise and they concluded, "Although 

tactics that are positively Linked to role innovation are negatively related to organisational 

cornmitment in the short term, the long-term relations are, for the most part, negligible. 

Moreover, the tactics Mth the strongest impacts on role orientation and organisational 

cornmitment appear to be quite different, suggesting that organisations cm tailor their 

socialisation practices to foster in their employees a desired organisational comrnitment- 
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role orientation profile."80 1s it possible that similar impacts may be achieved during 

organisational restructuring? 

Results of a survey descnbed by Carter and Hayek (1993)~' suggested that 

informal methods of Ieaming for new managers were more important than formalised 

courses and methods of orientation. They concluded, 'The vast majority - more than 

eighty-five percent - identified their most valuable lessons as those learned fkom their 

bosses, their peers and their employees on the job." 

Zemke (1989)~~ ernphasised the role that a supervisor plays in influencing new 

ernployees. It is suggested that the s u p e ~ s o r  is the key influence in explainuig goals and 

expectations, reducing jitters and uncertainty and helping emp 10 yees leam the real ropes 

of the organisation. Again, would survivors of downsizing and restructuring benefit fiom 

similar coaching efforts? 1s design and provision of an orientation program for survivors 

a way to assist with their job adjustment? 

What Assists Workers to Adjust or Adapt? 

shererS3 postulated that an individual's adaptive skills may make a difference in 

successful adjustment to a job or work, The author suggested that these cornpetencies are 

developed at a very early age and "centre around how (a) person interacts with his or her 

~ o r l d . " ~ ~  Althou& the mode1 presented is conceptual, the listed adaptive skills may be 

instructive in understanding the job adjustment process. Sherer first asserted that three 

separate sets of job-related skilIs may make the difference between success and failure on 

the job. There is the ability to handle the work content itselC Then there are fùnctional 

skills such as public speaking or leading a meeting. Such skills are transferable, 

accordhg to Sherer. 

Finally, there are the eleven adaptive skills including abilities to: expose oneself 

to new learning experiences, deal with authonty, be aware of one's ernotionai state and 

handle it appropriately, receive feedback, give feedback to others, self-correct and learn 

from expenence, maintain an accurate self-image and self-esteem, adapt to fluctuations in 

self-esteem, be aware of the impact their behaviour has on others, demonstrate 

congruence or naturalness, and conf?ont ~ o n f l i c t . ~ ~  Sherer's suggestion is that individuals 
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who are open to achieving insight in these dimensions will have a better chance at 

"wholeness" in the work setting. 

pareekp6 proposed that a number of variables contribute to adjustment and hi& 

job performance including psychological factors. According to Pareek, adjustment, in 

part, is a function of the extent to which one feels hstrated or able to demonstrate 

competence in a job. Some individuals not only perform in a way that meets others' 

expectations at work but also creatively take initiative to make their role comply with 

their own expectations. Pareek defined role efficacy as the extent to which a role has the 

potential to integrate an individual's and an organisation's expectations. 

Ten dimensions present in a role contribute to the efficacy of that role: perceived 

significance of the role (c'centrality''); integration between self and role ("Integration"); 

independent initiative b y role occupant ("Pro activity"); new experience in a ro le 

("Creativity), interdependence with others ("Linkage"); perception that one can give and 

receive help (c'Helping"); role contribution to a 'larger' entity ("Superordination"); 

influence over decision-making, advice, implementation or problem-solving 

(CcInfluence"); opportunities for growth ("Growth"); and when problems arise, they can 

be codkonted and solved ~ '~onf ron ta t ion")~~  

The suggestion is that, by analysing these dimensions of roIe efficacy and 

building in ways to redefine a role, individuals rnay be assisted with adjustment to the 

job. 

 runeb ber^^^ cited studies concerning the importance of expectations in job 

adjustrnent and satisfaction. Giving staff uiformation and fostering realistic expectations 

was shown to have a positive effect on turnover. He stated,"If it is clear to an individual 

that what he values fiom a job can not be met, then he will not join the organisation in the 

first place. Secondly, those who do join will, perhaps, pay more attention to the values, 

which c m  be fulfilled, and which they may not have realised were present on the job. 

These values will then act as compensation for others which can not be fu~filled."~~ 

The same author observed that turnover has been shown to be related to job 

content, supervisory behaviours, pay and social relationships. Additionally, some 

investigators have shown that males and females are treated differently in organisations 

and adjust differently. A study by Hulin and srnithgo found that fernales were generally 
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paid less, had fewer recognition opportunities and were generally less satisfied in their 

jobs than men. Job satisfaction has also been shown to be related to age and individual 

characteristics. 

Organisations often go to great Iengths to attract, retain and motivate workers. 

Much of the organisational behaviour literature suggested that if work behaviour is 

facilitated and encouraged, individuals will feel motivated or energised. It seems 

reasonable to suppose that job adjwtment may be enhanced if human needs are met on 

the job. Four theories relevant to this discussion are Social Leaming Theow, 

Reinforcement Theory, Motivational Theory and Change Management Tbeorv. 

Social Leaming Theory has been described by   an dura^' as having the basic 

concept that any behaviour will be modified according to consequemes. The theory also 

implies that the way one lems  in the work setting is through imitation of others and 

through observation. The suggestion is that job adjustment may be enhanced if one has 

models (such as a manager or CO-worker) who demonstrate desirable behaviours. Such 

individuals rnay also help communicate the values or goals that will assist one to adjust 

on the job. 

Reinforcernent Theod2  proposes that natural or planned rewards for a worker 

may influence the likelihood that the employee wiI1 repeat behaviour. Thus, if 

reinforcement for desired behaviours occurred in a new job setting, it is likely that an 

individual would repeat those behaviours. If repetition of desirable behaviours leads to 

greater job adjustment, ore  rnay expect better adjustment with positive reinforcement. 

Motivational theonsts such as McClelland, Maslow, Alderfer, or X-Ierzbergg3, 

explained behaviour in terms of huma.  needs or motives. Their theories seek to explain 

what energises and sustains the behaviour or employees. If job adjustment is related to 

motivation, one pight expect adjustment to be better if individuals have their needs met 

for self-esteem, power, &liation, achievement, recognition or other factors. Or, as with 

integrated theories of motivationg4 work performance and adjustment may be related to 

individual attributes, work effort and resulting support or recognition. 



Perhaps of greatest significance for this study are Change Management 

Theones which describe models to guide the iqlementation and management of 

organisational transitions. Although the theorists acknowledge that there are no sure ways 

to irnplement change, strategies have been identified to manage the process whether it 

involves a shift in technology, a major downsizing or meeting of new market challenges. 

The efficacy and success of application of theories has not been established. 

Classic change management theory originated with Kurt ~ewin' j  96 '' who 

suggested that change has three primary phases: unfieezing, moving and refkeezing. 

Lewin's Force Field Analysis expresses the theory that if one analyses the opposing 

forces for and against the changes being introduced, one can look for ways to move fkom 

the status quo to increasing forces for the change. In Lewin's theory, a goal is to thaw 

attitudes to gain acceptance for the changes. 

More recently, some theorists have introduced theories of continual transition or 

transformation as distinctly different f?om previous change management thinking. In 

particular, they observe that a "refieezing state" is non-existent or even undesirable in 

today's work environment and workplaces may be better served by a philosophy of 

' C ~ ~ n t i n ~ ~ ~ ~  learning" or cccontinuous quality improvement". Models of transformation 

acknowledge that results of long, slow change management efforts involving constancy 

of leadership attention and commitment do not necessarily achieve results. There are no 

guarantees that the competition will not do better. Also, global competition, technology, 

political shifts and currency rates may determine an organisation's fate. Organisational 

flexibility and adaptability become goals for an organisation in a changing extemal 

environment. 

According to Peter sengeg8, transformation occurs as a result of learning at the 

whole organisational level. He stated, (today we strive for) "Learning organisations.. 

where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, 

where new and expansive patterns of thinking are numired, where collective aspiration is 

set kee, and where people are continually learning how to learn together." Some see 

organisational leaming as the principle process by which innovation occurs and by which 

any competitive advantage is gained in rapidly evolving external economies. Beckhard 

and ~ a r r i s ' ~  sumrnarised current thinking about how to accomplish complex 
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organisational change. The authors observed that there is not a refi-eezing place to end 

with ernployees but there are strategic objectives to the change. They suggested that an 

in-depth diagnosis of the structure, nature and environment of an organisation is the hrst 

step. 

The authors described a systems approach to accomplishing change and also 

identified ten prerequisites for successful accomplishment of transformation as follows: 

committed top leaders, written description of the changed organisation, conditions that 

preclude maintenance of the status quo, iikelihood of a critical mass of support, a medium 

to long-term perspective, awareness of resistance and the need to honour it, awareness of 

the need for education, the conviction that change must be tried, willingness to use 

resources, and cornmitment to maintahhg the flow of uifonnation. 

The transition management model described by Bridges is of particular interest in 

this inquiry. ~ r i d g e s ' ~ ~  asserted that an organisation will be more successful if it 

addresses and plans for the experiences of survivors as part of its ongoing restructuring 

and downsizing strategy. He defined transition as 'Yhe psychological process people go 

through to corne to terms with the new ~ituation."'~' According to Bridges' model, the 

psychological process involves three distinct processes. 

He stated that the starting point in transition is creating an ending. He asserted, 

"The failure to identiQ and be ready for the endings and losses that change produces is 
7,102 the largest single problem that organisations in transition encounter. The second stage 

of transition Bridges called the "neutral zone". In this phase, the old shape of things 

dissolves and a new beginning is started. He suggested that this can be a chaotic and 

largely uncertain time. FinalIy, people make a new beginning only if they have first made 

an ending and spent some t h e  in the neutral zone, He recomrnended the creation of a 

formal strategy to anticipate, investigate and address issues of survivors. 

Ending - neutral zone - new beginning - are Bridges' three stages of transition. 

How does Bridges' transition theory tie in to the experiences of s u ~ v o r s  in this 

investigation? It will be interesting to observe the extent to which factors identified by 

Bridges and other theorists appear to have a bearing on survivor adjustment. It will also 

be interesting to observe whether any of the theoretical fiarneworks help us to make sense 

of what is observed. 



QUESTIONS STILL UNANSWEXED 

The experiences of employees adjusting to changes and organisational 

restructuring rnay or may not be similar to those of new employees. Does organisational 

restructurùig create a group of "suMvors" who behave as though they are new to the job? 

WouId a re-induction approach, using both formal and informal procedures assist 

employees to adjust to the changes? The literature leaves many questions unanswered. 

What is the experience of managers adjusting to downsizing or organisational 

restructuing? What helps them to cope or not? Do any consistently recurring patterns 

emerge? How does the literature fit with the present research and the case under 

investigation? How does the experience of these surviving managers fit with the 

theoretical fiarnework, especially transition theory? Answering these questions rnay lead 

to some way of conceptualising the experience. Then there is the question of what helps 

managers to cope with the downsizing and restmcturing experience. 1s there a way to 

evaluate the extent to which they are successfùlly coping? How cm we support survivors 

through the process of organisational transition that accompanies restructuring and 

downsizing? 



CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGY: CASE STUDY APPROACH 

This case sîudy examuied the expenence of managers who have survived an 

organisation's restructuring and downsizing. 1 chose to directly question participants to 

gain loiowledge of their experience. Some subjects were i n t e ~ e w e d  more than once to 

obtain thick or nch descriptions of  their expenence. According to ~atton,"' thick 

description "presents detail, context, emotion, and the webs of social relationships that 

join persons to one another. Thick description evokes emotionality and self-feelings. It 

inserts history into experience. It establishes the significance of an experience, or the 

sequence of events for the person or  persons in question." The goal of the present study 

was to capture and reveal complexities in the managers' experience of restnicturing and 

downsizing and to understand the significance of the experience for them. 

A single organisation - - a chronic and rehabilitative hospital in Toronto was the 

case. After downsizing, the hospital had approximately fifteen remaining senior and 

middle managers who had "lived through" and survived the experience of organisationai 

downsizing. In the end, eight in-depth interviews were used in the study, along with 

written documentation and observations. Eight interviews reflected the number of willing 

interviewees who were also surviving managers that had passed through the experience. 

Although the setting for this investigation was health care, it is not anticipated that the 

experiences of managers were different fiom those in other public settings or for-profit 

sectors. 

The study is important to the health care setting in which it occurred because the 

intervention or study itself may have resulted in changes for organisational enhancement. 

That is, there may have been some impact fiom the intewiewing experience on managers 

and £kom reading prelirninary results of the investigation. It is possible that individuals 

may have acted to create organisational change d w  or as a result of the undertaking. 

Data fiom multiple health care manager interviews, observations, program records, 

hospital communications, documentation of the hospitalys history and other written 

documents were used in the investigation. 
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Qualitative methods typically invorve examination of such sources in the 

collection of data. The researcher spends tirne in the setting under study making firsthand 

observations and talkïng to participants about their experiences and Mews. The data in the 

large quantity of notes are typically organised into a narrative description that captures 

major issues and examples to illustrate those patterns. The experience is interpreted to 

identifi any apparent themes or core categories. The identification of themes is a search 

to find variables that are central, continuously occurring in the data, and best describe the 

collective experience. 

The hd ings  and mderstandings collectively are presented in the documentation 

and are subject to the examination of others to determine whether the description rings 

true. As mentioned previously, the evaluation may itself intervene to alter the situation 

under study. In this study, the descriptive results were fed back in summarised f o m  to 

the participants and rnay have influenced the path that individuals and the hospital 

followed subsequent to reading the report. 

It is believed that a case study approach provided an appropriate and rnost useful 

rnethodology for this study. The study focused on the question, "What is the essence of 

experience of the phenornenon of survïving a downsizing for these hospital managers?" 

That is, how do managers in this organisation descnbe their expenence and how do 

they interpret that reality?" The inner world of participating survivor managers was 

explored. This study explored the way those managers experienced, judged and modified 

themselves during a major restructuring and downsizing. As mentioned previously this 

case study approach concentrated on an individual organisation, a hospital. The tracing of 

the managers' progress, fi-ustrations and challenges in coping with a downsizing and 

restructuring situation was central to the investigation. The study also zeroed in on the 

process of job adjustment. The focus was on how managers experienced the downsizing 

situation, and the resulting ways they found to cope. 

Case studies, according to ~ a t t o n , ' ~ ~  are particularly useful where one needs to 

understand a unique situation in great depth and where one can h d  a case rich in 

Uiformation. According to Patton, a great deal can be learned fkom individual exemplars 

of situations under investigati~n. '~~ 



In this case, a great deal can be learned about how to better assist managers 

who survive a major downsizing by studying an organisation at that tirne when they have 

lived through the experience. The intent is to gain understanding of what has occurred to 

acquire solid grounds for action. The method of study is to provide description that is rich 

in depth, detail, and context, and is holistic.Io6 

The critical nature of this case is its example of survivors. It combines direct 

fieldwork, project and program documents, i n t e ~ e w s  and observational data, 

impressions and statements of others. A distinction of case studies and other qualitative 

methodologies is the assumption that we can only know what we experience. 

Setting and Context 

A long-tem care and rehabilitative hospital was the setting fkom which the 

sample of managers was found for this investigation. This particular hospital had 

undertaken several downsizings and at Ieast one major restnicturing pnor to the study 

inception. In some cases, the changes resulted in increased numbers of staff reporting to 

managers. Some managers assumed responsibility for a totally new work group and 

fÙnctional/technical area of accountability. For exarnple, one manager who formerly 

s u p e ~ s e d  a small tearn of pharmacists was reassigned responsibility for a large number 

of staff comprising an interdisciplinary team. One manager formerly responsible for 

volunteers and recreationists was assigned several new functional areas and special 

projects. A manager who formerly led an interna1 quality irnprovement team was given 

responsibility for the management of regional and local geriatric prograrns. 

I n t e ~ e w i n g  was a key part of the methodology for this study. Al1 participating 

managers had the challenge of leadership while the organisation changed. They carried 

responsibility for organising work and motivating staff, while many of their peers and 

subordinates involuntarily or voluntarily left the organisation. Their task was to maintain 

productivity and achieve CO-ordinated health care service despite any trauma or rnoraIe 

loss related to staff and organisational changes. 
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Selection and Number Of Subjects For Interviews 

Selection of informants for the study depended on their length of time as a 

surviving manager, willingness to participate, time to give an in-depth i n t e ~ e w  and 

ability to articulate their experience. 

Strauss and Corbin (1990)'~' proposed that sampling be based on incidents, rather 

than persons: "The aim of theoretical sarnpling is to sample events, incidents, and so 

forth, that are indicative of categories, their properties, and dimensions, so that you c m  
77108 develop and conceptually relate them. That is, what themes emerge and how can they 

be described in a way that "rings true" for those survivors involved in the experience? 

Morse and Johnson (1 99 1) suggested starting with participants who have "passed 
9 ,  109 through the experience . Informants were sought who have been in the downsizing 

situation for a year or more. This length of time with the hospital provided an opportunity 

for re flec tion on the experience and any corresponding adj ustments. Some participants 

were interviewed more than once to sample events, incidents and experiences. The goal 

was to identie any common patterns or critical incidents through an emergent process of 

interviewing. 

The number of interviews depended on data saturation. A total of eight managers 

met the cnteria for selection and ultimately became the number of subjects. M e r  a 

number of in-depth interviews, there began a repetition in the experiences :hat suggested 

one would not learn more by additional subjects or interviews. The goal was to obtain 

nch or thick descriptions of al1 aspects of the phenornenon of job adjustment. When the 

investigator believed adequate evidence was obtained, the data were judged adequate. 

Demographically, the sample consisted of six females and two males. Three were 

senior managers and five were middle managers. The average age was approximately 45 

years and the range of ages was fiom 35 to 60. The range of experience with the hospital 

varied fiom over 25 years to around 3 years. As stated earlier, al1 subjects had been with 

the hospital prior to the initiation of downsizing activities and had been in the 

restructuring experience for over a year when the interviewing process began. Al1 

volunteered to participate in the study and were willing to sustain more than one 

interview. Some discretion in describing further demographic  orm mat ion is prudent to 

maintain confidentiality. 



PROCEDURES 

Interview Questions 

Managers were asked to describe their expenences based on emergent 

interviewing questions. The goal was to get informants to tell their story of job 

adjustment with as Little prompting as possible. Open-ended questions were used to elicit 

an account of the experience of the interviewee in as much depth as possible. Two 

questions central to the investigation began the interview: As a manager, what has it been 

like to adjust to die new situation? What has helped you to cope? An interview guide was 

developed to assure that participants were adequately informed of the nature and scope of 

the study. The guide suggested some opening questions and potential areas to probe. (See 

Appendix A). Questions were generated during the conceptual phase of the study. 

However, probing questions and other questions evolved during the study to achieve the 

goal of depth in data- 

It was anticipated that respoi-ses to these and other emanating questions would 

assist to identiQ any consistent themes, patterns, crises or cntical issues which managers 

encounter in the process of adjustrnent. It was hoped answers would help us understand 

whether these issues continue or dissipate, As stafl tested the system or learned new 

procedures for a period of months or even years, it would reveal whether managers go 

through any desire to give up and what happens that enables them to persist through 

difficulties, 

Detailed Procedures 

Potential participants received a letter announcing the study and inviting their 

assistance. The nature and scope of the study were described in a letter to al1 managers 

who had been with the hospital before and throughout the downsizing and restructuring. 

The letter requested that volunteers express their wilhgness to participate by notifjmg 

the hospital research office. A total of eleven managers (4 males and 7 fernales) 

volunteered to participate in the study. Three were not chosen for the study. One 

volunteer was not a manager. Another manager was unable to attend at the required 
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i n t e ~ e w i n g  times. The third had not been with the hospital during the time of  

downsizing and restnicturing. 

The eight remaining volunteers were supplied with more extensive details about 

the study procedures in wrïting. They were assured that participation in the study would 

in no way affect their employment status and that they might withdraw fkom the study at 

any t h e .  Data were kept in strict confidence by the investigator and only seen by the 

investigator, research assistant, research supervisor and cornmittee rnembers. Code names 

were used to identifi the data. Volunteers were asked to sign a form outlining detailed 

procedures to give their consent. 

Subsequent to receiving participant consent, an i n t e ~ e w  was scheduled with 

participants. Depending on how the study and data emerged, more than one interview 

was scheduled. Co-operation fiom participants was sought to take as much time as was 

necessary in the i n t e ~ e w s  to obtain a full description of the experience. 

The data is being kept by the investigator in strict confidence and will not be used 

for another purpose or s h e d  with anyone without the expressed consent of the 

participants. 

A composite description of the experience based on group data was shared with 

participants at the end of the study. Their response to the description was solicited and 

forms part of the study's results. 

Method of Analysis and the Investigator as Part of the Study 

This method of qualitative inquiry involved an examination of the data after the 

i n t e ~ e w s  to seek out any patterns or critical incidents. The process of analysis involved 

examination of any possible thernes as emergent research. The final rnapping or 

interpretation of the data was intended to identifjr any variables, relationships or 

theoretical constructs, which emerged. Procedures and techniques suggested by Strauss 

and Corbin (1990)~" were used to code, sample, and generally manage the research. 

Answers fiom different subjects were reviewed in a cross-analysis process, dong 

with written documents. There was not a precise point at which data collection ended and 

analysis began. As the data were generated, ideas about similarities in stories were the 

beginning of analysis. Analytical insights were logged that occurred during data 
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collection. 1 made an effort not to allow my initial ideas and interpretation, dong \ . t h  

ideas in the literaîure, to distort additional data collection. Instead, 1 consciously looked 

for other possible interpretations and patterns that would make invalid any initial insights. 

Thus, the analysis involved insights and interpretations that emerged during data 

collection. 

Part of the analysis was to painstakingly spend long hours of careful work going 

over notes, organising my thoughts and the data, looking for patterns or consistent issues 

and checking the emergent issues against transcripts of the various interviews. More time 

was spent cross-validating data sources and findings and making sense of the massive 

volume of data. An early summary of the findings was prepared that could be distributed 

to participants for their response and information. 

Besides my own hope that the descriptions would "ring true" for those reading 

them, 1 also believed that the summary of preliminary feedback rnight be useful to the 

participants, even though the final presentation of the results had not been detennined. 

The use of the findings to participants was uncertain, but it was hoped that it rnight heIp 

them think about their situation, make sense of their experience and serve as an infonnal 

fiarnework for action. 

TRIANGULATION AND METHODS OF VALIDATION 

'Triangulation" has been suggested as a strategy to venQ and validate qualitative 

analyses. ~atton"'  descnbed triangulation as applying multiple methods of observation 

and study as a way to reveal different empirical realities. He observed that employing 

multiple research rnethods, measures, researchers and perspectives c m  be expensive and 

not practical. That is, it may not be feasible to involve multiple investigators or to engage 

in more complex research designs. Such was the case with this study. 

Although multiple research methods and researchers were not employed in this 

study, triangulation of data - - use of multiple data sources - - did occur in this study. 

Data corn wriîten documents, observational and interviewing data were checked for 

consistency of hdings by comparison with each other. Difficulties arose since 

interviewing data largely reflected the inner world of participants which was somewhat 
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different in tone fkom the documents formally produced by the hospitalys 

Communications Department. The laîter more closely resembled messages that hospital 

administrators wanted to send to the hospital's various publics. These held a more 

informational and rosier tone than the data emanating corn interviews. 

What was the face validity and credibility of the descnption resulting from 

collected data? A summary of the group's results was "fed back" to each participant with 

a request to participate in a 30-minute telephone follow-up interview. In the follow-up 

interview, participants were asked whether the narrative was consistent with their 

experience. They were also asked to descnbe any implications for organisational practice 

that they could suggest. They were asked to describe their reactions to the description and 

to identiQ any actions or activities they would suggest for organisations involved in 

similar downsizing or restrucîuring. Finaliy, they were encouraged to make any other 

cornments they wished about the results of the study. Al1 eight managers agreed to the 

30-minute follow-up interview without reservation and rnost expressed great interest in 

reading the results of the study. They universally stated that the descnption and results 

adequately descnbed their expenence and generally "rang mie" or were valid from their 

perspective. 

Like other qualitative research, the case study approach seeks to balance 

description with analysis and interpretation. According to Strauss and Corbin (1990),"' 

the validity of the approach depends on the ski11 of the investigator who works to relate to 

the experience of the participants. ~atton"' agreed and described the inquirer as the 

instrument. He suggested that loss of careful instniment construction in qualitative 

research (compared to quantitative research) be offset by the insight and ability of the 

investigator as a human instrument. Thus, the validity of this study is very much a 

function of my ability to bring power and depth to this investigation through insight and 

the emergence of tacit howledge in this case. 



CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS FROM IN-DEPTH INTERVlEWS, DOCUMENTS 

AND OBSERVATIONS 

Overall Responses to the Survivor Experience 

The experiences of eight surviving managers at The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, 

Toronto were analysed and themes were identified based on the content of interviews. 

Responses varied fiom person to person and to some extent management level. For 

example, Senior Managers who were responsible for communicating the bad news to laid 

off staff cornmented on the stress of that job demand while other managers did not. As 1 

re-read the transcripts of interviews, reflected on the dialogue and re-read the documents 

produced by the hospital that supported the downsizing the following elements or 

categories of experience emerged. What follows is a combination of descriptions of 

experiences and direct quotes from survivors. The themes that emerged are: fear of job 

loss, physical and health responses, loss and grïeving, excitement, guilt, pressure fiom 

increased work demands, and loss of confidence in leaders. 

Fear of Job Loss 

Survivors had difficulty being confident about the f h u e  professionally and in the 

organisation. Fear of job loss was a predorninant theme among responding survivors. As 

Mary suggested, "At the begùming of the downsizing there was anxiety, uncertainty, 

worry - - w o n d e ~ g  who and when - - concern over losing my job. Every tirne a change 

occurs or an announcement comes out, we go through the sarne concerns ... there is 

always a fear." Similarly, Donna described her reactions to the hospital's 

communications bulletins: "1 have a great fear with cvery announcement. If we cut, will it 

be me? Then when 1 see who is being asked to leave, 1 realise it could be me. 1 ask, 'Why 

was 1 spared?' " And yet with the same comrnunications bulletins comes relief." 

According to Am, "When someone else is laid off, 1 Say 'thank God it wasn't me 

today'." 



SuMvors appeared to continually examine the pattern of layoffs and dismissals 

looking for explanations for the choices. John specdated about seniority as a factor in job 

loss, "Every time a lay-off cornes, 1 wonder if 1 will lose my job ... every announcement 

carries fear with it. Am 1 the low person on the telephone pole? If they cut someone fÏom 

my level, wil  it be me?" Some concluded that cornpetence was net a factor in decisions 

about who was asked to leave the organisation. According to Donna, "It's tough. Some of 

us may not have positions although we are dl competent. The reaIity is we don? laiow 

our &tue," The tone of the comment is one of painhl uncertainty. Somewhere is the 

distant idea that if one is competent it just might make a difference in whether one is 

asked to resign fiom the organisation. 

Some assurned new responsibilities because of colleagues leaving and the new 

structure. Others reported to new managers and have found that opportunities to routinely 

meet to establish priorities were infkequent. Some believed that there would not be 

acceptance of modification of responsibilities to lighten or make space for new work. 

Others believed that their own ability to be tactfil and politic would influence their 

sumival in significant ways. According to Am, "During crisis times, 1 have seen people 

do really politically stupid things. In those times, 1 hy to be neutral." Most feared that 

they would be asked to leave the organisation at some point in time. Many reflected on 

the implications for themselves financially and wondered whether they could find other 

employment opportunities. "How will 1 cope, spend my tirne, if I don? have a job?" 

(Mary) 

Respondents generally made efforts to shape their own response to fear so that 

they could maintain comrnitments to projects in the organisation. Some managers stated 

that they worked harder believing it was the best way to avoid getting cut. Most believed 

that good time management was essential to survival in the new work environment. They 

described being in Wlfamiliar territory. Some lost important parts of their previous job 

and feared not having enough information about the future and to know how they could 

best fit in. 

They found that there was less time to network or share information with 

colleagues. They spent more time answering voice mail, e-mail messages and handlïng 

paperwork. Even if they had time to speak with colleagues about the situation sorne 
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remarked that they found it hard for fear of being insidiously judged. They feared 

losing some ground in the continued goal of suMvaI. 

A general atrnosphere of being guarded existed- Some were unwilling to take 

risks that rnight result in repercussions or perceived failure. According to Susan, "It 

seemed as if those who made suggestions got it in the neck. 1 found it very painful. 1 

didn't Say anythuig due to fear of losing my job. 1 know that is self-interest but 1 didn't 

think saying something would do any good." Ann echoed Susan's fears, "If a person gets 

out of synch, they are out. It doesn't take too many brains to figure out that anyone could 

be out of a job in this situation." 

Physical and HeaIth Responses 

Surviving managers commented on their physical responses to the changes in 

their work environment. Some acknowledged that ftom their point of view it was very 

stressful and they recognised the need for more physical self-care. "The more these 

changes at work get played out, the more 1 want something completely different at home 

to recover." (Am) Others described decreased energy, weight gain or loss, accidents, 

increased flu or major health problems. "Al1 my colleagues expenence the physical signs. 

One colleague has a temble cold, pink eye and laryngitis." (Donna) Some have more 

difficulry sleeping or relaxing. Although downsized survivors felt grateful to have a job, 

they also felt that the work environment imposed extensive demands that had taken a 

physical toll. 

Longer hours and greater uncertainty about what is expected were mentioned as 

contributors to stress and any consequent physical responses. Most said they were tired. 

"1 go to a farewell party and then try to be creative. 1 feel ovenvhelming exhaustion 1 am 

so tired. This is physically demanding." (Donna) Some expected themselves to produce 

as much as they had before the organisational restructuring happened, although they 

acknowledged that they were working under constraints and demands that they had not 

encountered before. According to Mary, 'You get wom dom.  It takes a lot of energy to 

sustain the level of quality 1 was producing before these changes." 

Others descnbed conscious efforts to focus on their out-of-work life, vacations 

and extemal leisure activities to balance the work iife demands. As Carol stated, "1 had 
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been having trouble with my chest. 1 thought it was sinuses- I've started taking 

expectorant that has helped. And, 1 take vacations to cope-" 

Loss and Grieving 

Participants openly acknowledged the grief and upset feelings associated with 

colleagues leaving. According to Mary, "1 lost fnends and professional colleagues. 1 have 

an ongoing sense of loss. 1 have becorne paranoid. People Say things and 1 wonder what is 

behind it. Uncertainty prevails. 1 grieve the Ioss of others, while 1 wonder whether and 

how 1 fit in the new structure." According to Am, 'There is no difference between the 

laid off staff and those kept on. 1 have been in both situations. Both laid off and survivors 

experience the loss and must find a new identity. They are in the sarne boat- The 

survivors find themselves in the same organisation with opportunities and pitfàlls. It is al1 

too painfil. 1 long for simplicity. But 1 know the changes will continue." 

Some identified loss of colleagues who were also &ends and former sources of 

support at work. Some said the organisation had been like a farnily and it felt like 

members of the farnily were dead. "People are part of our lives and then there is nothing. 

And there's nothing done to deal with our feelings," according to Susan. Groups of 

managers previously had coffee breaks, luncheons, or planned social events together. 

These were no longer part of the work environment. According to Carol, 'The one thing 1 

miss in al1 these changes is having somebody to talk to who understands. It's hard to 

invest in a relationship with someone because they rnight be gone soon. It's like those 

who were Iaid off died. It feels like you are in a shooting gallery. Who will be picked off 

next? There's nothing persona1 in it. It was just the structural changes that led to the lay- 

offs." 

Amidst the loss, managers exarnined life events and other losses sustained, Some 

derived strengh f?om the difficulties they had overcome in the p s t .  They viewed their 

expenence of the changes as another opporhinity to grow personally. "It's really difficult. 

A lot of the loss at the hospital has helped me grow stronger. When my parents died, 1 felt 

stronger. This was a sirnilar loss and cnsis to those 1 have faced in this organisation. The 

diffrculties have made me stronger as a person." (Ann) Sorne also saw an opportunity for 

the organisation to create new beginnings, despite the loss of a previous culture. "There is 

despair and loss. We have to bid farewell to parts of the past. When an organisation loses 



its history, something is missing." (Donna) Donna also expressed hope that a new 

vision for the future wodd replace the history of the past. 

Various losses were described, such as loss of colleagues and friends, loss of 

professional identity, loss of coddence in their own ability, loss of organisational 

history, loss of a preferred boss, loss of a perceived quality of working life and loss of 

good feelings about the work environment. According to Susan, "It &ects us all. 1 Say to 

myself, 'why was that person laid off?' 1 look for reasons - they were too outspoken - 

they were too honest in expressing what they felt, etc. In the end, 1 feel the loss and it 

goes against my values. 1 Say 'maybe instead of these people losing their jobs, we could 

look after people. "' 

Many stated that job prionties were unclear. They questioned their own 

cornpetence and lamented a loss of work and home balance. Some were familiar with the 

stages of grieving described by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross and self-identified as being in a 

particular stage, such as denial, isolation, anger or depression: 'T didn't realise how things 

really were with me until about six months after the initial swing. It was very draining. 1 

grieved the leaving of others £iom the organisation. It suddenly dawned on me that it was 

reasonable to be upset," (Carol) 

The degree of loss varied arnong participants. Interviewees compared their own 

experience to Ioss of loved ones or divorce. Some stated that the losses were not 

immediately obvious. They observed that it took time to understand that they were 

experiencing loss and to initiate a healing process. Most were surpnsed by the range of 

emotions they experienced: "1 was surprised that two individuals were not laid off At 

one point you find yourself counting who is lefi. You think, 'At least 1 have a job.' Then 

it's weird. You keep up with your former buddies and those who hated your guts. It's 

amazing the emotions you experience." (Carol) Carol expressed the loss as a kind of 

death: "Even now, in a way it feels like everyone who lefi is dead- At first, 1 felt anxious, 

cranlq, short-tempered. Then six months later 1 felt sad and aIone." 

There was a general hope that some day the grieving would end. Most managers 

were reluctant to publicly display their grief and felt it was their role as a manager to 

present as calrn and positive. "One has to put distance between yourself and the situation. 

You wak out of your office and smile. Your goal is to be pleasant despite the turbulence. 
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Some expect the turbulence and sense of loss to be over. Others deny that it has ever 

happened." (An.) 

Excitement 

Many participants described feelings of excitement about organisational changes 

and projects. According to Am, 'There is benefit to me with these changes. Some days I 

Say, T m  the luckiest person in the world'. I have this opportunity to see a large project 

through and get to know the broader aspects of the corporation-" Donna agreed, "There's 

excitement - creating sornething new and you know you are part of it." Although 

survivors described the experience of loss, fear, and a general lack of attention to their 

needs, nevertheless, there was hope for contributing to a brighter future. Most described 

themselves as lucky to be a s u ~ v o r  and stated that they were producing more. 

AIthough sometimes the reasons for changes were seen to be obscure, most 

managers saw challenge and opportunity in their job situations. "There is personal 

satisfaction. 1 am investing more energy and time in things 1 should be," (Donna) 

Some linked "being spared" to "being valued" by the organisation and described 

wanting to be helpfiil to achieve the new "vision". Some articulated a new kind of 

contract with their employer that is not a matter of loyalty. They saw this as an 

opportunity to provide work that adds greater value than some activities from the past: 

"We are creating new history." (Donna) 

New ways to do things, different people involved and altered philosophies might 

provide a chance to personally contribute to organisational renewal. New challenges 

might be an opportunity to develop new skills and professionally benefit £kom 

experience. 

Some saw the reduction in senior and rniddle managers as a chance to exercise 

more autonomy in the job. According to Am, "There is a large amount of independence 

in what 1 have to do and that is exciting. Up to half the things 1 do, my boss doesn't h o w  

about. 1 have to think and function at a high level of operations. Direct and honest 

co~~~munication with my boss seems to help the most." 

Others saw change as a challenge and examined the possibilities for personal 

growth and development. In some cases, they compared their work situation to fîiends 



and acquaintances in other industries and realised that the pain of mergers and 

restructuring was not unique to health care. Mary related, "I've worked hard to try to deal 

with the changes. 1 like change - - the excitement - - I'm not afiaid of it. 1 talk to myself. 1 

live one day at a t h e .  1 look at the positives for me personally. 1 read papers and watch 

fiiends who are having a harder time." 

Guilt 

Although not al1 participants identified guilt as a feeling they experienced during 

downsizing, some, particularly the two most Senior Managers who communicated the 

bad news to Iaid off staff, described f e e h g  guilty. 'Wothing prepares you for deIivering 

bad news. You just have to live through it. You approach al1 (exit) i n t e ~ e w s  with quiet, 

listening, long pauses, dealing with a variety of reactions." (Donna) 

The six managers not directly involved in dismissing employees questioned 

whether laid off staff were treated fairly, And, the two Senior Managers described efforts 

to base their decisions and actions on principles. "It's been tough personally. The 

experience has had influence over al1 Our Iives. We want things to be equitable. But are 

they? No. We rnake mistakes. We have no road map. We try to be fair and stick to 

prhciples. A Lot of people miss the messages f?om Senior Management. They have no 

context or understanding." (Donna) 

Some managers suggested that differential treatment was applied in offenng 

opportunities for altemate positions within the organisation. Others did not share the view 

that there were any unfair practices. Still others postulated that perceived cornpetence and 

persona1 favouritism entered into the decision-making. 

The two senior managers stated their belief in the decisions made and 

acknowledged the stress inherent in communicating bad news. One manager lamented, 

"When was Iaid off, communication was diffrcult. My stomach turned. 1 worked 

hard to keep life in perspective. It Iooked Iike she was hit in the belly. 1 needed to just 

listen. She was careful not to blame persons or the organisation but she questioned the 

decision. As you listen, you sit and take it with calm and no judgernent. It's hard because 

these things feel personalised." @onna) Comrnents by the managers reinforced that 

dealing with performance issues and laying off staff due to restmcturing were occurring 



at the same time. Some staff did not h o w  which staff were lost as a result of the 

elimination of positions and which were gone because they were not perfomiing well 

enou& 

As new positions were created and a selection process involved competitions for 

those positions, some expressed guilt that well qualified applicants were tumed down for 

positions. According to Mary, "When we hired Program Directors, 1 felt the sense of 

structure return but sadness and some guilt about those who didn't get hired. There was 

excitement for awhile - - wow - - really new approaches to managing patient care. Then 

the goals of those changes haven't failen into place- From what 1 hear there is disarray 

and identity crises among the professional disciplines." 

The two senior managers seemed to look for ways to help themselves feel less 

guilty. "Al1 these folks who are laid off have persona1 lives. It's tough. It never gets 

easier. You have a lot of conversations with yourself. 1s this the right thing? You hope 

that things are handled in the most sensitive way possible. 1 know that found 

laying off very emotional. It was difficult. 1 guess you have to think about it as a 

'Sophie's Choice'. If someone isn't doing the job they should be, they have to be put out 

of their misery." (Donna) 

Pressure From Greater Work Demands 

Most managers described greater pressures and work demands. "We're working 

such long hours. 1 was here until 8:00 p.m. every night this week. Sometimes 1 wake up 

at 3:00 a.m. and get here at 6:00 a.m. I'rn putting in longer hours." (Carol) They stated 

that they are working long hours and feel reluctant to Say "no" when they are asked to 

take on more work. "1 have a fear of stopping activities. 1 take on new things and become 

over-busy. It helps me feel important. 1 question, '1s there value to al1 the overwork 1 am 

doing'" (Mary) According to Am, "We could work 24 hours a day and not get it al1 

done." The Pace of the demands was expressed well by Mary, "Managers are facing 

incredibIe work demands. They are learning new techniques, establishing boundaries, 

turning over their duties to others. They are uncertain about their roles. They are trying to 

develop partnerships with the medical staff. The Prograrn Directors have found some 

camaraderie. There's new cornmittee structures. No one knows what they are. Workshops 



called "Don't Blame" are being offered. 1 don? know if anyone attends. There isn't 

time-" 

Some found that they were not sure which parts of their job were of high priority. 

'mec Senior Managers are still in the old paradigm of trying to do it all. We still do low 

value activities, dong with al1 the important stuft" (Am) According to Bill, ''1 spend so 

much time on detail that 1 don7t get to the strategic shiff 1 feel we should be doing. 

There's a sense that Program Directors have far too much on their plates. We are 

preoccupied with it. 1 have a lot on my plate. 1 am always behind: 40 voice mails, 30 e- 

mails, etc. 1 can7t deal with them because of nsk management issues that come k t .  

Everything is done at the last minute. We still try to do too many things in this 

organisation. That has not changed. Someone should set the prionties." 

Many have determined that the work demands are greater than the arnount of 

satisfaction they are deriving and aclaiowledge that they are actively looking for work 

opportunïties outside of the organisation. 'Tt's very difficult to live through this stuff. We 

need more elasticity. 1 don't h o w  how long I cm continue to Say 'yes, 1711 do ity. At 

some point 1 may Say, '1 don't want to do this job any more'." 

A general sense of having fewer peers and less contact with peers added to 

tensions in the organisation. Some descnbed reluctance to organise or attend meetings 

because of pressures &om other work. They acknowledged their own need for a sketch 

break and connection to others but just didn't want to take the time for meetings. 

Most acknowledged feeling some inadequacy in supporting staff as the 

organisation changes. Although the desire is there to spend time with staff and support 

them through the transition, managers felt they do not have tirne to assist with coaching 

and staff issues. Donna stated "It7s a lot. I want to stay up on issues and my staff want 

management. 1 Say that 1 need to spend tirne assisting with their development, not 

answering 13 voice mails. 1 get caught in the loop of operations. It is so hard to deal with 

al1 the things that are happening. I cope by trying to create a bigger context for it all. 

There is a lot of detail thrown at me and 1 am not a detail person. It is ovenvhelming and 

arnidst it al1 is a lot of negativity £kom staff. Just when you feel things may be al1 right 

there is a union grievance to deal with." Carol lamented, "Senior Management says, 'You 
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must find that you spend more tirne with staff.' But, 1 am expected to manage more 

than twice as many staff in two places so my staff still don't see me." 

Some expressed concern that a decrease in persona1 relationships with staff has 

generally occurred due to t h e  constraints and work demands; they were concemed about 

the impact of decreased accessibility on staff reporting to them. They were also 

concemed about sending the right messages to their staff, whiIe acknowledging that staff 

are being asked to produce more. "Nurses are more stressed, irritable and take more sick 

tirne. Managing my new reports has required being smart. 1 told them that 1 would not 

immediately change things because 1 knew if 1 came in and immediately changed things 

they would rant and rave. So now 1 introduce changes carefülly and afterwards ask staff 

formally to report on the results of the changes and give suggestions." (Carol) 

Amazingly, some descnbed being overbusy as an expectation in the new 

organisation. Some feared their image if they were not seen as a high producer. "If you 

don? act stressed out and in temble trouble and ovenvorked, something is wong with 

you. No one laughs or has fun anymore. There is Iess of a chance because of the new 

structure and technology. We talk through e-mail and voice mail. Technology has 

decreased relationship. There is so much work. Workload has increased. 1 and others are 

so busy that 1 could sit in my office al1 day and do it and no one would care. We still have 

management meetings but we could use e-mail for most of the items brought up there. 

Someone said to me, '1 love watching you in the management meetings; you look like 

you wish it were over so you can get back to work.'" (John) 

A number of managers expressed a growing concern that the liability and risk to 

the hospital had increased as a result of the downsizing. 'When we cut, we cut too deep. 

We really won't know about this until later. The disciplines are managing and don? have 

quite the same work pressures as managers. Now the disciplines are doing management 

activities to compensate, but they don't know why they are doing it - like gathering 

statistics. In the past, managers would have explained it all." (Am) 

Finally, almost al1 aclaowledged the impact of the work demands on their 

persona1 lives and out of work time. "1 have had to adjust to longer hours. It gets harder 

to meet family obligations." (Donna) "More is expected of us. 1 have less of a Life. 1 take 

work home. 1 spend much more time in administrative details. We are expected to read 
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much more stuff, more than we really need. The  cornputer doesn't fiee you. You 

become more wedded to it, It's like the GO train [govenunent of Ontario cornmuter 

trainl. As a commuter, we spend three hours travelling because we cm." (Susan) 

Loss of Confidence in Leaders 

Most managers felt less confidence in organisational leaders. AIthough they saw 

thernselves as having responsibility for those reporting to them, they generally described 

a lack of involvement and control over the decisions that were driving the organisation. 

Some articulated that there is no good solution to some problerns but have felt that the 

way leaders have handled performance issues, iaid off and dismissed colleagues has 

affected their investment in work. 'My insecurity escalated when people 1 saw as having 

value and a visible contribution were structured out- There was sadness, disbelief and a 

loss of faith in the decision-makers. They hired another person, and 1 said to myself, 

'They could have given that job to -'" (Mary) According to Bill, "The biggest thing 

we need around here is real support Eom our leaders. We don? feel that. 1 get the 

impression that rny boss would not go to bat for me. The feeling is if you speak up, you 

will be punished. You get p - s h y .  People who speak up get asked to leave. That's scary. 

My boss is never there." 

Some acknowledged that they have pulled into themselves to cope. They 

recognised their own dissatisfaction with the curen t  job situation but did not feel that 

leaders would be supportive of their concems. They were unwilling to take risks that 

could help them move through the situation because they feared repercussions involving 

job loss or lowered credibility with those in charge. According to Am, "People are crying 

out for a boss. It's almost as though people are miïsbehaving to get attention. You leam by 

blundering around. In the past, people were conditioned to expect to be told. Now they 

are ignored and expected to make decisions and iE they mess up, they are out." 

Many expressed confusion about what was happening. Others described 

contradictions in articulated values and demonstrated behaviours in organisational 

leaders. Some stated that they did not like the new work environment and demonstrated 

values. According to Bill, "1 don't like the philosophy and culture of this place any more. 

1 lost a lot of faith over the handling of the l e h g  go of various employees. It seemed 

cruel and heartless. One employee was let go and her boss made no effort to think up 
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creative ways to deal with the situation. She could have been moved. 1 would not treat 

an employee that way. M e r  seeing the impact, 1 felt bad. It's a different, colder place. 1 

don't think it has to be. It feels as if it is sink or swim." Ann suggested, 'This turning 

inside out of the organisation has given us a chance to see how thïngs really tick. In the 

past, we tried to maintain a 'family' culture but now there are fundamental changes in 

culture and disgnintled staff. The feeling of o u  hospital as a special place lives in some 

of us - - but i f s  just words." 

They expected senior leaders to create a motivating environment and an 

understanding of how to effectively work in the new structure. They stated that job 

expectations are unclear. They did not feel the assurance they had in the past that leaders 

would support their decisions and those of others. They believed the organisation 

expected them to move into UISamiliar territory alone. 

In the confiision, some have not understood the new roles, responsibilities and 

reporting structure. They did not know how to gain better understanding. They believed 

that unwritten rules from previous times were changed but were unsure what the new 

organisation required of them. As Carol said, "Our Senior Manager is too busy. You nui 

around trying to find someone to tell about a major crisis. You are lacking in support. 

And, it seems you have to go to a lot of people before you are done. No one knows the 

dividing line between roles. You just start circling issues. Things have changed so fast 

that you can't remember to whom people are reporting." She continues, "When the 

announcements from Senior Management come out, we just read them over and over. 

When my job changed, half the people who were forrnerly reporting to me didn't get it. 

They would Say, '1 was just reading this paper - - do 1 report to you now?' Then you are 

sitting with someone and they ask 'Hi, how is it going?' - and they look womed. You ask 

yourself, 'Why has this changed? Should 1 have done something different?' 1 Say to my 

boss 'staff don't get it - - the new order was supposed to put us doser to them and their 

work but we are more removed than ever. Staff do not really get a clear sense of how this 

will improve patient care." (Carol) 

Some have made efforts to build up an intemal support nehvork so that they have 

some comection to others and better information. Generally participants acknowledged 

that good idonnation was scarce and some stated they had little input into high level 
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decisions. Most described less accessibility to their boss due to t h e  constraints. They 

identified time as a factor in receiving adequate information and assistance with settïxg 

priorities. Some felt disappointed that they did not have a stronger relationship and 

feeling of connection to their boss and colleagues. Some thought about leaving the 

organisation and identified the lack of direction as the source of job dissatisfaction. 

According to Bill, "People were so hstrated with how things were in this place that they 

said, 'Okay, give me my financial package and 1'11 go. When the ship 's in the dock, I'm 

getting aboard.' We're certainly not heading for a destination. We're not even out in the 

sea." 

Managers believed that the promised better orguikation had not happened. 

According to Ann, "We're not at a stage of seeing a lot of benefit back as a result of these 

changes." They stated that kontline staff were not consulted about issues affecting them. 

Similarly their own involvement in decision-making was not what they expected and 

desired. "People say you can talk and contribute but decisions are still centralised in the 

organisation. The very top of the organisation makes all the decisions." (Bill) "They 

(Senior Management) really don't want to ask us questions because we are at a lower 

level. We have so much more experience with the questions they are trying to answer, so 

they would reluctantly cal1 up and ask, 'How would you handle this?' You try not to act 

like you lcnow it all. There's been a big change. Things are just as hierarchical as ever. 

There is nothing wrong with consulting with us or showing vulnerability." (Carol) 

Managers stated that they were not happy about the increased workload and were 

unclear of priorities. They expected to feel engaged in work and attributed their lowered 

morale to some extent to the leadership style of their superiors. Some saw a contradiction 

between the real expenence and the picture that leaders articulated. "People need a 

picture of reality to hold on to. However, there is a tirne when no point of view is 

absolutely true. Management describes their vision of reality. Staff feel the reality of the 

eont line. If I were staff, 1 couldn't tolerate listening to the theory being spouted when I 

was living through that reality." (Am) 

Leaders were seen as caught in an environment that made it difficult to support 

subordinates. Some identified a general lack of enough leaders as part of the problem. 

"Leaders haven't figured out how to lead or inspire people in the new paradigm. 



Everyone is too busy to be really accessible the way they used to be. There is such a 

wide range of responsibility that one isn't sure what to address £kt." (Am) "We shifted 

so radically with the large shift that we made that we haven't got a sense of morale with 

these changes. There is no stability because of the extemal environment- Leaders can't 

apply behaviour theories or change theories. There are less leaders. The leaders we have 

haven't figured out how to inspire clinical people or help them learn appropnate 

behaviours in the new paradigm. "1 c m  see gaps in leadership. We just don? have anyone 

to inspire st& to higher levels of performance." (Am) 

Managers looked for support and guidance fiom more senior leaders as they 

assurned new ro Ies and altered responsibilities. They identified increased numbers of staff 

reporting to them and lack of tirne as factors in accessibility to their bosses. "We've had 

two recent f3ings of managers. Despite the best intentions, I feel there just were not 

enough senior managers to follow up and support those managers and their initiatives." 

(Am) "1 was lucky because the previous manager was here longer than other managers 

and introduced me to staff and patients. Some of the other management staff got 'cIunk, - 
tag, you're it - now you take over the job.' There is no day-to-day rapport any more. 1 c m  

'drop in' but my boss is rarely available." (Am) "People need to know that they are 

'doing the right thing' fiom their s u p e ~ s o r .  Most managers have more than the ideal 

ratio of 1:7 reports. Some have more than 140 reporting to them. Then these managers 

have gone from having thirty or forty peers for support to having only a few peers to talk 

with." (Am) 

Senior and Middle Managers larnented that they do not have time to meet with 

staff. Yet they looked for that connection with superiors to gain a sense of direction and 

validation of the value of their work. "I don't have the support of a manager or boss. 

Scheduled meetings with bosses have disappeared. 1 have more authority and 

independence. I feel more insignificant as a contributor. My input is not sought." (John) 

Those who have contact with leaders were sometimes seen to be "favoured" or 

"pnvileged". "Via the grapevine, 1 heard that some people who had more rapport and 

generally were more supportive of a particular Vice-President were 'saved' by that Vice- 

President from being laid off. That created anger in me because I thought it was unjust." 

(Sus an) 
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There was general hstration and confusion engendered by rapid ongoing 

transition. Most senior leaders were seen as the people to reduce the confusion and make 

transparent the logic of the current situation, There are many broken reporting lines and 

unusual reporting relationships. There is no logic or ability to logically s u p e ~ s e  

someone. 1 don7t know how the leaders of this organisation can sleep at night." (h) 

T e  still have signs that Say 'Nursing Administration this wayy. Of course there isn7t any 

Nursing Administration Section any more. Our Chief Executive Officer took them down 

and then put them back up again because it created more confùsion without the signs. No 

wonder everyone is confused." (Am) 

Despite the general hstration with the perceived lack of leadership, managers 

generaly recognised that their superiors were also under the stress of restructuring. "All 

that 1 am responsible to and their superiors have been decent people. But, during cnsis 

times, 1 have seen them do really stupid things. 1 try not to laugh orbe negative-" (Am) 

COPING BEHAVIOURS 

The experience of surviving an organisational downsizing was generally regarded 

as stressfùl, Managers identified a variety of strategies for coping which have been 

classified as: physical self-care, comforting displaced employees, support fkom 

significant others and peers, focus on work challenges, positive self-talk, seeking 

information fkom others, focus on external opportunities, and professional development. 

Most managers used a variety of these methods to cope with the stresses they 

encountered during the downsizing. Some also described taking courses or making efforts 

to acquire new skills to increase confidence in meeting new requùements. Feelings of 

isolation, depression or distress in the new work situation were factors in the choice of 

coping strategies. 

Physical Self-Care 

Some described engaging in regular exercise or taking rnultivitamins or other 

supplements to cope with workplace changes. Often leisure activities were seen as part of 

physical self-care and many described "getting away fkom it all" as an important rnethod 

of coping with their work situation. Some stated that, after a period of working longer 



hours and feeling personaiiy exhausted they were not willing to invest quite so much 

personal time and were seeking greater balance, even if it led to greater vulnerability to 

job loss. Some were making efforts to reduce evening and weekend t h e  at work. 

According to Helen, "17ve made a commitment to some outside activity, so 1 don't spend 

as many week-ends here." 

Some focused on opportunities to travel or take %me-out" from work to recover. 

Others acknowledged that the crisis caused them to examine their priorities in life and 

realign to support what they value most. As Carol put it, "'Instead of staying here until al1 

hours, 1 get out of here," According to Donna, "1 am planning my vacation. You have to 

keep your priorities straight. There is an opportunity to go to a bal1 game, and you take 

it." 

Exercise, good nutrition and physical fitness routines were seen as assisting with 

work stress. "I'm working out in the morning and eating better." (Donna). Similarly, 

Carol stated, ''1 go tc the ,oym several times a week. 1 meditate. 1 can't seem to lose 

weight and my blood pressure is borderline." 

Supporting Displaced Workers 

Generally the experiences of intemal and external displaced employees 

pro foundly affected downsized survivors. Supporting those b y listening, socialking or 

engaging in rituals appeared to help with the feelings of guilt, loss and hurt. Some 

described continued fkiendships or social interactions with employees who left the 

organisation as making things easier and reducing the loss. They had fiendships and 

bonds with many who were suddenly gone fiom the organisation. They wanted to 

maintain those relationships- 

According to Susan, 'Tormer laid off colleagues decided to get together socially. 

For awhile it was fkequently. A lot of them were going through hell. When things started 

to turn out well for them, it made it easier for me. To see the negative turn into an 

enhancement makes it easier. To see the continuation of relationships is a good thing. To 

see their maturity is also a good thing. They were treated badly, but they don't hold on to 

the anger. 1 imagine the get-togethers will become less fkequent." 
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Bill felt some relief for his own stress in supporting internal staff who lost their 

jobs (but were offered another intemal job opporhmity). He stated, "1 spent tirne t a b g  

to and cornforhg the people who were remaining in the organisation but had been 

displaced fiom their jobs. 1 Iet them vent their feelings. They didn't have any cornfort 

about where they fit in the organisation. 1 was glad to be able to listen and support them." 

Susan recalled organising a symbolic ritual Uitended to help herself and others Say 

"goodbye" to the past. She stated that the ritual assisted her and others with moving on. 

"We had a special week for internal staff who were losing their bosses and departments. 

It was a fun thing. The focus was on the firture. 1 organised it. The staff were together for 

a luncheon. 1 created a Phoenix which was Program Management nsing out of a bed like 

the obelisk in 2001: A Space Odyssey. We took a photo of the Phoenix, which 1 had 

created for the occasion. A11 the former managers got a photo aftenvards. People Say they 

still remember that." 

Support From Significant Others and Peers 

Peers, family, friends and sipïficant others were described as important for 

coping with the physical stress managers associated with their work situation. Some said 

they tried to get out with fiiends, hug a child, walk, Iaugh, or enjoy leisure activities with 

their family or closest associates. Donna stated, 'Y go home and give my son a hug." 

Most described dependence on spouses, family, fiiends and intimate relationships for 

support. "1 have a very supportive husband so that helps. He brings in cornmon sense. My 

husband works in an organisation where they have been through major changes. We are 

not worse off than anywhere else is. 1 think that helps me. 1 think that we are no different 

than another organisation." (Susan) ''1 have become a bit more cornfortable expressing 

things to significant others." (John) '7 do a lot of bitching to my family. 1 have a lot of 

support at home." (Bill) "My spouse is always behind me." (Helen) "My farnily helps me 

to cope." (Donna) 

Some made efforts to build up an internal support network at the hospital. They 

observed that their network provided connection with others undergoing the experience. 

The network also provided a way to test alternative solutions to work dilemmas. 

According to Bill, "If 1 run into problems, 1 consult with my peers. In our case, we meet 
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together once a month, We also get together socially. We bitch and cornplain to each 

O ther." 

At least one manager praised the hospital for initiating an ernployee assistance 

program and stated that they were receiving professional help. Another manager stated, 

'Therapy needs to be undertaken with those who are left behind. They need to cry and 

laugh about the blunders,"(Ann) 

Focus on Work Challenges 

Survivors described enga,oing in the work at hand as a way to cope with the stress 

of the transition. As Donna put it, "1 am a survivor. 1 have been tested personally, and 

professiona~ly. I do not look forward to it. 1 go through mourning over the past but 

embrace the challenge of things." 

Survivors stated that it helped to get involved with the work; some saw the 

downsizing as an opporh~ity to examine the value of job tasks and rnake changes to 

undertake more meaningfil work. More than one person cornmented on the greater 

responsibility and latitude inherent in their new job responsibilities- Some saw 

opportunities to try new ideas with greater independence, creativity and without 

constraints of the past. Still others saw an opportunity to work from a broader 

perspective. With fewer Senior and Middle Managers, sorne described their new role as 

involving greater responsibility and a larger span of control, with fewer constraints on 

their activities. According to Carol, "1 get a chance for innovation." Ann stated, "1 c m  do 

creative projects - - get to know much broader components of the corporation." 

Some described recognition they had received fiom others in the new 

environment. Others believed that being "chosen to remain in the organisation" and being 

assigned new responsibilities was a sign that the organisation recognises and values their 

skills. "1 focus on the work challenges and believe that my value as a manager is 

recognised. They have given me some difficult areas. 1 have cleaned up a financial 

situation so 1 believe 1 am valued." (John) Bill stated, "1 do my own thing in leading my 

areas of responsibility and feel rewarded fiom that. Sorneone that is part of my tearn wili 

gïve me positive feedback. 1 spend some time every day with staff, patients and others, 1 

get a lot out of these visits." 
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Others saw an opportunity to be professionally developed by the expanded 

work responsibilities and new work performance demands. According to Helen, "1 like to 

l e m .  1 was saying that my development had gone as far as it could go. The restructuring 

was a bigger gain in tems of my development. I spend a lot of hours here. One gradually 

Iearns how to do things." 

Working longer hours and barder also seemed to serve as some kind of 

psychological buffer. Many saw the added responsibility and involvement in work 

helpfûl in sustauiing the transitions. "At fïrst, it was overwhelming. 1 burst into tears. It 

was very emotional. An organisation that had never undergone major change was 

changing, People I spent a lot of time with were leaving, After that we got so busy and 1 

was thnlled to be involved, It felt great, and the challenges heIped me to cope." (Bill) 

Positive Self-Talk 

Almost al1 k t e ~ e w e d  managers described their persona1 beliefs or philosophy as 

important to their endurance of the changes at work. Some were aware of "re-framing" 

how they were seeing potentially "negative" events as "positive opportunities". As they 

encountered experïences that were difficult or paif i l ,  they found a way to view things 

fiom another perspective. Susan stated, "My view of what is meaningful in the world has 

helped me. Things happen to you that you never want to happen. It is your choice. The 

faith response is 'this is not going to destroy me.' It's a belief that one event alone won't 

mould you and that you have the power to shape your experience of that event." 

Donna described her progression from a negative response to a more positive way 

of viewing the situation. "One of the big things was to forgive. We beat up on each other 

and ourselves for things we didn't cause. I'rn optimistic now. My energy level is higher 

than it ever has been-" John described his positive attitude and his adaptability as 

fûndamental to his success in sustaining the work changes. "My personality has helped 

me to cope. 1 can't stand rnoaning. 1 am adaptable- 1 Say 'Let's move on"." 

Some described their attitude as a factor in coping with fear of job loss. John 

stated that he focused on the fûture, rather than the past, as a way of dealkg with his fear 

of job loss. "1 take a view that life continues. 1 take a future-directed view." (John) Ann 

announced, "1 have chosen to feel secure." Ann continued more emphatically, "1 
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rationalise, 'If they let me go, who d l  do this work? No one knows how or is left to 

do it'." 

Some described believing in themselves and in their own abilities as a 

fundamental part of their ability to cope with work, According to Susan, "1 believe in 

myself and that I can make a difference- 1 believe that it is no-name people who make 

history. The big names are often very good at survival tactics and happen to be in the 

right place at the right tirne." 

Seeking Information From Others 

Generally, managers described having information about the other areas and 

issues as helpfuI in the new environment. Many made efforts to obtain information about 

broad hospital issues and directions. Doma stated that it helped her to cope with things if 

she was informed. She named as her number one way of coping, "1 stay up on issues." 

Mary made a similar statement, "Being informed has helped me to cope." 

Some felt as though leaders did not automatically provide information about 

higher level decisions in the organisation. One person described attending Board 

meetings to assure that they were kept apprised of high level information that they were 

not acquiring another way. "There are a lot of issues going on. Going to Board meetings 

is available to us ... The meetings give me interesting insights - - the mood of the Board, 

what Senior Management ttiinks, how decisions might be formulated. 1 have a much 

clearer idea of the audience for my reports." (AM) 

Although it was aclaiowledged that everyone benefits when there is f?ee flow of 

information in the organisation, some stated that the new structure and general culture of 

fear of job Ioss did not encourage staff to share information with one another. An 

atmosphere of being guarded was athibuted to fear of reprisals if unpopuIar opinions are 

given. Additionally, some stated that information was seen as increasing persona1 power, 

so some held on to information in the belief that it would give them "an edge" over 

O thers. 
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Focus on Extemal Opportunities 

Some survivors questioned whether they were now doing the work they want to 

do. Some said they were actively searching for work elsewhere, while continuing to be 

gratehl for their survival. Some were exploring their marketability in the workplace as a 

coping strategy. It was as though they needed a back-up plan. Am stated, "1 never feel 

safe. 1 am always looking out there in case 1 have to leave." Donna expressed a similar 

sentiment, "1 ask myself, 'What would things be like if 1 lost my job ....' There's great 

opportunities in the Metro Toronto area with al1 the restructuring." 

Others responded to fear of job loss by imagining what they might do if they lost 

their job. Some took cornfort in the extent to which job loss has tuned out positively for 

others who had already left the organisation. It was as though sunriving managers were 

taking a persona1 inventory. Did they want to stay? Was it likely that they too would be 

downsized? Were they doing the work they wanted to do? Did they feel satisfied with the 

new order in the organisation? What would they do if they left the organisation? What 

were the experiences of those outside the organisation? What job opportunities existed? 

What would they need to do to take advantage of those external opportunities? Would it 

give them a better quality life? 

They actively compared themselves to those who have lefi the organisation. They 

seemed to be evaluating whether staying was better than seeking employment elsewhere. 

According to Bill, "Eight out of ten of those who lefi the organisation are much happier 

than they were when they worked here. They al1 follnd out that they could live anyway on 

the money they have and do different things. They have a life." Ann stated, "1 feel bad for 

the people who have left the organisation, but I think about the way many of them are 

progressing. Although some are b o n d  to have a very negative expenence, many are 

doing well." 

Then there were those managers who were genuinely looking for other 

ernployment because their expenence of the downsized workplace was not what they 

would like, and they did not see hope for a better situation in the short term. Mary said, "1 

read the papers - - the job ads." Donna said, "1 senously felt like leaving. 1 looked 

elsewhere." Ann said she planned to actively look, "1 imagine putting al1 that 1 am doing 

now into my resume to increase my marketability." Bill stated, "1 am looking for another 
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job." The search outside might produce something better. They were doing something 

about their discontent with the organisation. Some just viewed it as a back-up plan, in 

case they were the next victirns of job Ioss. 

Professional Development 

When their job changed, some were not sure that they had the skills to survive. 

More than one participant described taking courses and continued development of  skills 

as a possible factor in future organisational sumival. According to Ann, "1 feel privileged 

to be here but fnghtened that 1 don't have the background to do this job. 1 am putting my 

skills to use to solve problems. But in the future, the larger part of current jobs won't 

exist. There wiI1 be a broad scope to the jobs of  hi& level managers and there will be 

worker jobs. 1 feel proud to be part of creating what could be but &aid of  never 

achieving it." 

As a paradox, they lamented that taking courses is not their f ~ s t  priority, due to 

low energy and lack of t h e .  Some saw the added demands of their job as a source of 

development. They believed new work challenges would increase their marketability 

elsewhere. They found that development through new work assignments assisted with 

accepting their high-demand work situation. The required skills expected in the re- 

structured organisation were unclear to most. Some tried to speculate on what the fiiture 

would bring and what skills would be required. Others openly acknowledged their 

feelings of incompetence in the situation. Donna stated, "It's hard not to feel 

incompetent. All managers are terrified of failure." 

Those managers who described taking courses or acquiring new skiIls through 

formal means were doing so to obtain credentials. They saw professional development as 

a security net and as a way to increase their rnarketability. As John described, "1 don't 

have a Master's Degree and that's required for the next career 1 would seek." 

At the same time, there was ambivalence and rnost stated that they were saturated 

with developmental opportunities just from the demands of the new workplace. Most did 

not feel the need to be regenerative. They were in greater need to stay in place for awhile. 

The drive for new skills appeared to be out of a desire to be marketable rather than f?om a 

need to move into a more challenging role. 



CHAPTER FIVE: IMPACT OF THE STUDY ON TWE ORGANISATION 

According to Bridges, 1 1 4  "Whatever conquerors gain, they leave behind three 

groups of survivors: those who have been wounded in the process of change, those who 

grieve over d l  that has been lost, and those whose loyalty and ethics have been so 

compromised by their experience that they turn hostile, self-centred, and subversive. The 

probIems of survivors in this study are significant. Those who have been left behind 

appear to need help to rebuild the relationships and cornmitment that existed before their 

restructwing began. The results of this study suggest a definite loss of energy and 

weakened ability to perform as a resuit of transition. Yet the hospital environment or any 

organisation depends on those who are left behind, the survivors to sustain the work of 

the organisation. Ironically, an organisation driven to change by a desire for an energised, 

improved corporate culture may have conditions in which the human impacts prevent the 

very goal it wishes to achieve. 

Was there any CO-learning as a result of this study? Did leaming occur for both 

participants and investigator as a result of the interviews? That is, did participants gain 

any knowledge of use to them or the organisation? 1 hoped that sharing of results rnight 

provide for some benefit for participants and organisation. What use did interviewed 

managers make of the information and did the investigation itself change things in some 

way? 

The results of this research were summarised and distnbuted to the participants. 

Then, a follow-up telephone interview was held of about thu-ty minutes or longer to ask 

for participant responses to the results. In some cases, the interview went as long as an 

hou.  Participants were also encouraged to capture their reactions in a paragraph or 

written format. In practice, none of the respondents chose to record their observations- 

They were asked about what has happened since they were originally interviewed. 

What happened in the organisation and what happened to them? They were also asked 

whether the themes that emerged and the description rang true for them. Did the themes 

fit their expenence? Finally, they were asked to elaborate on the "so what"? What could 

be done in their organisation? What could be done in other organisations with similar 

experiences? What could be done to deal with the "survivor syndrome"? 
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This feedback process involved the participants in a process of validation o f  the 

study results. Did those interviewed view the description as accurate in capturing their 

views and the issues? Universally, al1 expressed agreement that the themes that emerged 

rang true for the organisation. Some expressed surprise that there was so much negativity 

or that others encountered the same experience that they did. Some said that the themes 

still exist and that with continued mergers and downsizing, the expenence hasn't changed 

much since the initiation of the study. 

Some talked about the continued need to rebuild trust, support staff and re-build 

loyalty. Some said that it is still difficult to obtain thnely information about 

organisational changes. They asserted that upper management needed to tell employees 

what was happening and find out and address their concerns. The expression was almost 

a cry for help. Managers were being asked about their experience as part of this study. 

Would anyone be taking as much interest in the experiences of staff? The investigator's 

efforts seemed to serve as a source of venting and support. Some even stated that 

participating in the study was al1 that they needed to feel understood and to know others 

had sirnilar responses to the experience. 

Excessive workioad was a continual theme, and some expressed hope that 

attention would be given to recognition of the enormous energy and effort going into the 

corporation £kom the survivors. Others expressed hope that Senior Managers would read 

the results and "do something to help managers establish priorities". 

When participants were asked about the "so what" of the results, a nurnber of 

thoughts were suggested to help employees and managers cope with the survivor 

syndrome. The general hope was that the investigator would present the results to the 

Senior Management Group, so that awareness would be increased and a plan could be 

created. It was suggested that a formal presentation would be usefil, with action planning 

and follow-up. Susan suggested, 'The dollars, cents and image of the hospital are 

exarnined, but they (Senior Management) need to recognise these themes. They have 

forgotten that the people who are part of the organisation make it m. If they (people) 

aren't happy, quality of care and productivity are affected." Donna expressed a similar 

point of view and stated emphatically, "Senior Management need to see these results and 

1 need to discuss them with the Vice-President of Human Resources." She stated her 



intention to share them with the Human Resources Department and expressed hope 

that greater awareness and some actions might evolve. She suggested that focus groups 

might be formed to review the results, discuss the relevance to them, and suggest actions. 

John taiked about the potential of the study's results to provide a basis for 

discussion and pIanning, He said, "This study is usefiil, It's good having a document to 

acknowledge the stress and provide a basis (for action). The best outcome for this study is 

that some of the ways of doing things would change." "Getting into a better work 

environment needs to be the number one prioriS." 

Helen suggested, "1 have hope for the use anci outcome of this study. 1 feel there 

could be better handling of the themes. There are gaps in how we handle people's 

responses to change." Mary agreed, "We need to share these results widely along with a 

response fiom the facility. Perhaps a discussion with focus groups codd be organised. 

We need feedback and concrete suggestions. How can these results be used?" 

What do the results suggest as ways to help organisations and survivors of 

restructuring and downsizing? According to Anne, "Staffneed to recognise that it's okay 

to feel this way. What 1 needed was participating in this research. That was enough. 

People outside the organisation do not know what it's like here!" 

As 1 listened to the reactions to the results, 1 realised more firlly that the nature of 

qualitative research might be to give a "voice" to the experience. Perhaps the study itself 

was an enabler of a better experience for the &tue  of the surviving managers. Their 

greater knowledge of the collective experience might provide opportunity for individual 

and collective action. Sometimes a study becomes an intervention that impacts or 

changes participants and organisations. 1 knew that would be the case with this study 

because 1 could feel the energy generated fiom the results arnong those that participated 

and shared in the experience of learning about their situation more filly. 

Some participants suggested specific strategies the organisation might use to 

support survivors. 1 was reminded, in reviewing the suggestions of managers in the 

hospital of the comments of Kent Rondeau, an Assistant Professor and Director of health 

policy and management program at the University of Alberta in Edmonton. He was 

recently interviewed about treating survivors with respect when downsizing is 

ne~essary."~ He suggested that thzre is no easy answer or agreement on what constitutes 
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high performance practices in this area. He stated, "People are constantly looking for a 

magic builet to solve the problem of the day. The practitioner literature in particular, likes 

to focus on the laundry list approach to best practices." He continued, "In most cases, we 

cadt  really identiQ one set of practices. It's impossible to get agreement among both 

practitioners and acadernics as to what constitutes a list of high performance 

practices. 971 16 

Rondeau M e r  suggested that it rnay be combinations of practices that are either 

"deadly" or "have a synergistic, positive impact" on organisational effectiveness. That is 

to Say, what works in one place rnay not work in another. 

He emphasised the notion that solutions rnay be contextual and that we don? 

laiow the mech&sms by which some practices work. He stated, "contextual factors such 

as culture, strategy, goals and the part of the industry you're working in (for example, 

home care versus facility-based care), rnay also play a role" [in whether a strategy is 

successfûl or useful,] 

What strategies might be helpfiil in the case under study? What might this 

organisation do within the context of the particular experience of the hospital managers to 

create a better experience? Would some suggestions of the participating managers be of 

benefit? This question was posed to the participants in the follow-up interview. What 

follows is a s u m r n q  of the suggestions that rnay at least lay the groundwork for 

discussion. What were some strong messages about goals for any strategies undertaken? 

Based on discussions with survivors, these rnay best be summarised as follows: 

Develop survivor skills and build some excitement for the 

future. 

Recognise the work and contribution of those that remain in the 

organisation. 

Dernonstrate persona1 integrïty and concern for people as key 

values. 

Provide job and organisational security to whatever extent is 

possible. 
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Develop Suwivor Skills and Build Some Excitement for the Future 

Managers expressed a goal of wanting to have their talents and energy engaged in 

building a positive future for the hospital. As John suggested, "They need to refocus staff 

on the fiiture, not on the loss." According to Susan, "They need to develop people to 

build cornmitment. There needs to be training to help staff grow with the change, instead 

of saying 'goodbye'. The changes are exciting. It's like the butterfly - - we go to goo 

before we nse up - - going to goo is good .... People need to be developed to harness the 

excitement. Every situation involves grief, but ifyou deal with the grief, there is healulg 

and people c m  move on and become excited about new opportunities." 

The managers expressed a hope that they would be M e r  developed to support 

the changes occurring in the organisation. John agreed that development would help, 

"They need to train staff to be global and empower staff more regarding issues related to 

worldoad and work environment .... We need perky educators. (Our Employee Assistance 

provider) provided a session on change. We needed this early with follow-up .... There 

needs to be a teaching and coachhg role for educators." Helen emphasised the issue, 

"There a e  big gaps in skills." 

Along with providing development, it was suggested that the expectations of staff 

and managers in their new roles require clarification. Building excitement for the fùture 

included creating a work environment where managers saw the value they added to 

creating the future. Somewhere along the way, the priorities for the new world of work 

needed to be made clear. It was also suggested that an atmosphere Eee kom fear of 

taking risks would help create that excitement for the future and willingness to contribute 

to the results. Susan continued, "StafTneed to know the new expectations. People need to 

h o w  what it takes to do a good job. The jobs are beyond the scope of any person and 

some people are new to the job .... Empowement doesn't happen. p e  are] just shifting 

the load to someone else." 

Carol offered, "We need clear direction of what we're supposed to be doing. You 

think it's your role and then you leam someone else is doing it. We need to know whose 

responsibility is whose. The big thing you have to learn is to advocate for yourself. 1 went 

to the group involved and said 1 thought 1 was supposed to do the delegated task. We 
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sorted out what belonsed to whom and it cleared the air. We need to create a climate 

where we c m  take a risk to sort it out," 

Greater didogue and involvement of staE and managers in decision-making was 

seen as a way to harness excitement for the future. kccording to Bill, "There should be 

far more consultation and focus groups. They should finish what they've started and 

spend as much time as possible on communication. What is important is living the shared 

vision and follow-through. The potential is there." According to Susan, "staff suggestions 

need to be really welcomed and encouraged. They need to create fieedom - 'we really 

want your input'. Doma suggested, "We need to work with people and ask, ' m a t  do 

you need?' 'What do you expect?' We have to build a staff survey tool to have ongoing 

feedback." 

At the heart of harnessing the cornmitment of managers was assisting with 

c l a r i m g  workload expectations. The need to set clear pnorities and engage managers in 

strategic activities was the essence of the message. As Mary suggested, "We do rituals 

without reason. We hired a full-time consultant and four secretaries to rew-rite policies. 

There was fighting over the letterhead. We're ovenvorked and have too much. Dealing 

with this is the priority. The demand is echoed by everyone." Carol suggested, 

"Administration is suffering too. They need to simplify their goals. There's way too 

much going on at once. There are so many meetings that we are showing up for things 

that have been cancelled." Susan stated, "If they are going to give big workloads, they 

need to cornmunicate expectations." 

Recognise the Work and Contribution of those Remaining in the Organisation 

Managers suggested that the organisation needed to recognise the work and 

contribution of those remaïnïng in the organisation. Sorne expressed the sense that their 

work wasn't valued and contributions were not acknowledged. Some even described 

being ignored. They wanted someone to care about what they were contributing. niey 

also felt îhat recognition should corne frorn the most senior leaders. 

Susan stated, "The most important goal needs to be treating patients and treating 

staff with respect, believing that the work being done is important and valuable. There 
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should be no judgements like 'that's an easy job7 They need to recognise the 

importance of what people do." 

She continued, "Teople don? need a job for life, but they need to feel valued 

when they are there." According to John, "Senior Management needs to give recognition, 

Say 'thanks', be around, be visible. They need to recognise the work and things that staff 

do at dl levels." Helen concurred, "There is no recognition of workers." And Mary 

stated, "All staff need to be recognised for their contribution." 

The suggestion is that a l  levels wanted recognition for the added thne and work 

demands, and stress experienced with restructuring and downsizing. 

Demonstrate Persona1 Integrity and Concern for People as Key Values 

When managers felt the absence of concern for employees and people as 

sustaining values in the organisation, their cornmitment to the organisation was called 

into question. 1 wondered whether organisations whose primary mission is care giving 

experience that phenornenon more or less than other organisations. Does the experience 

Vary when the human reso-uces are the greatest source of expenditure in an organisation? 

There was a cry among survivors for leaders to base decisions on the higher set of 

principles that they heard articulated. The issue appeared to be consistency. Actions were 

seen as either non-reflective or consistent with the new organisationa1 values, Sorne saw 

an economic or political motive for actions. When the human impact seemed less 

important than expediency or efficiency, some objected to the basis for those decisions. 

Others expressed a clash between what they saw occurring in the organisation and with 

their own values. 

Susan lamented, "The dollars, cents and image of the hospital are examined but 

they need to recognise these themes. They have forgotten that the people who are part of 

the organisation make it nui." Doma stated, "We have built in values - - caring, leaming, 

tearnwork and partnership - - to our performance review document. We should know how 

people live these on a day-to-day basis." Susan continued, "Integrity and concern for 

people are the key principles that need to be lived. The stated mission and values are 

developed but not lived by." Bill agreed that p ~ c i p l e s  and integrity are important. He 

suggested, "the philosophy of management needs to be aligned with the verbal style of 
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management." John suggested, "We need sou1 put back into the organisation and good 

self-esteem." 

Honesty and integrity were stated as important prïnciples by the managers 

involved in the discussion. 'T-Ionest communication is needed. Secrets breed mistrust." 

(Susan) 'The nitty-gritty of basic human issues should be addressed." (Susan) "If senior 

leaders aren't trustworthy, why should anyone eIse be?" According to Helen, "We need 

to deal with the trust issue. We need to assure staffthat processes are f&." 

It was suggested that encouragement to staff to maintain a balance in their 

persona1 and professional life would dernonstrate concem for people. 'There is a feeling 

that you need to work 18 hours a day to keep up with the workload. Renewal is essential. 

If someone works 18 hours a day, instead of praising the st& for putting in those hours, 

they should ask. 'Hey, what are you doing?' " (Susan) 

Provide Job And Organisational Security 

Managers were uncertain about where the organisation was going and many 

expressed concem that articulated goals would never be reached, They expressed doubt 

that financial and service goals could be met. As an observer, 1 couldn't help wondering 

whether the managers passed on any of these doubts to s t d c  even unintentionally. 

Managers were also afkaid of losing their jobs. As a consequence many were 

hesitant to speak out on issues affecting productivity and morale. Perhaps their hesitation 

had more to do with their own anxiety than with the real situation. Perhaps, they 

reasoned, if they share information about what is going on or speak truthfùlly about how 

they are responding to changes in the organisation, they will have Iess chance at keeping 

or hd ing  a better job in the organisation. Some openly articulated the philosophy, "I'm 

not about to burn my bridges". Respondents generaLly made efforts to appear politically 

correct and aligned with perceived organisational expectations because they believed it 

would help them keep their job. 

A generaI feeling was that people needed to feel safe in order to be productive and 

that fear of job loss was a barrier to organisational effectiveness. Security did not mean 

false promises according to Susan, "There has to be a whole new mind set - -'We can't 
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promise you a job but we will do o w  best to keep you. We value your contribution." 

Susan added, 'Tut out newsletters that Say 'this is where we are going because of the 

economy-" Let people make infomed choices based on the outside world. Career 

management should be provided, while people are still in the organisation." 

John stated, "Once a week at least we need a time just to get together. This isn't 

valued at the hospital. People need to feel cared about and that they have a fiiture with an 

organisation that cares about their future-" Helen suggested, " ~ o r k e r s j  have a need for 

reassurance. They need to be told up fkont that Management can't promise things they 

can't honour. They can't make promises about the uriknown. We're growing or 

disappearing but we don? always h o w  which." 

Honesty and messages about trying to keep and relocate staff were seen as 

important. The message was seen as an important strategy. The message was to provide 

support for career moves while staff were still workin,o and to find ways to keep 

ernployees wherever possible. The other message was to provide job secur i ty to the 

extent possible, so that the pre-occupation with the risk of unemployrnent was belayed. 



CHAPTER SIX: IRIEFCECTIONS, DISCUSSION AND FURTFER THOUGHTS 

REFLECTIONS 

As we move b o u g h  the new millennium, there appears to be an increase in the 

numbers of corporate mergers and acquisitions. Downsizing and restructuring accompany 

the swiftly growing number of corporations that acquire and merge with other companies 

to compete in the marketplace. John spearsl" h a .  described this phenornenon, ''The 

business behemoths are at it again, turning the world's market into a giant mating 

ground." He quoted information from Thomson Securities Financial Data to substantiate 

that there are increased mergers and a~~uis i t ions ."~ 

He asserted, C'While the corporate coupling now taking place among leviathans 

such as Time Warner Inc., EMI Group PLC and Arnerica Online Inc., or phannaceutical 

firms SrnithKline Beecham PLC and Glaxo Wellcome PLC has drawn keen scrutiny in 

Canada, it has prompted little public policy debate." He continued, "Worldwide rnergers 

and acquisitions boorned last year. .." "Globalization is a fact of life.. ."119 The author 

pointed out that whereas, in the 1 9 5 0 ' ~ ~  1960's and 1970's a few big companies 

dominated national economies, today's mergers are on global, rather than on national 

lines. 

The corresponding human toi1 Eom the massive re-structuring efforts 

undoubtedly continues. Thus, the relevance of this case and its findings about sunriving 

managers increases as we shifi into the first decades of the millennium. The final part of 

this research includes m y  reflections about the following four questions: 

1. As an investigator, how would 1 characterise the job adjustment 

experience of s u ~ v i n g  managers? 

2. How did the hdings  fiom this study compare with the 

theoretical fkarnework and information fiom the literature? 

3. How well did the case study methodoIogy work to accomplish 

the purpose of tbis study? 

4. What c3allenges do fùture investigators face in conducting 

similar ~esearch? 

The rernainder of this chapter will take up these questions in tum. 



Reflections: How Would 1 Characterise The Job Adjustment Experience of 

Surviving Managers? 

We have learned how surviving managers perceived they were afFected by the 

experience of downsizing and restructuring. How would 1 summarise and describe the job 

adjustment experience of managers in a restnicturing situation? 

As an investigator, I was brought uito this case, this organisation, and the life of 

managers in the aftermath of downsizing and restructuring. 1 had been a manager at the 

hospital prior to and at the outset of the structural changes. After 1 left, several mergers, 

multiple downsizings and various restnicturïng plans were implemented over time. They 

are still occ-g even as this case description is being written. Indeed, recent mergers 

have created a hospital with five discreet locations. 

As a former employee and manager at the hospital, the investigation gave me 

pause to think about the past. 1 recdled the reIative stability, sense of job security and 

fmily  atmosphere that pervaded the work environment prior to these changes. What a 

contrast 1 have felt in the experknce of the remaining managers after studying their 

survivor experience. 

In many ways, this case reflects a cumulative experience in time that stands out as 

a major life event for surviving managers, traumatic and full of upheaval. That is, 

downsizing and restructuring are perceived to be the central source of ongoing pain and 

distress. The case demonstrates that the experience and any corresponding meanings have 

been going on for some time. 

To me, the experience of these suwivors was a situation of industrial divorce 

although they have been kept as survïving managers. The working life that they 

experienced before the restnichiring disappeared a h c s t  over night. Through no choice of 

their own, managers becarne part of an organisation different fiom the one they had 

joined. They rernained in its physical setting and were grateful to have a job but nothing 

would be the same. SuMving managers generally were not willing participants in its 

trauma. They felt the disintegration of the former world they had known. 

Like divorce, relationships were stretched and ripped apart. The social fabric of 

the organisation was tom asunder. Those laid off - - some former fnends - - were no 
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longer around as part of an intemal network. They relied on many of those colleagues 

for help, communication, information and support. The exit of former associates and way 

of life in the former organisation resulted in a tremendous sense of loss. They found 

increased work demands and long hours; some expenznced lowered morale, exhaustion 

and health consequences. 

As a way of minimising the disruption to relationships, some continued to 

socialise with displaced individuals outside of the work environment. This reuniting built 

continuity and connection to the world they had known and Ieft behind and made the loss 

less. Managers reviewed their own decision to stay in their present location and position. 

They watched to see whether others who left found better or worse situations. They felt 

vulnerable to any continued uncertainty. With each set of structural changes, they 

wondered whether they would continue to survive. Mounting insecurity also led to an 

examînation of possibilities should they join the ranks of involuntarily displaced 

emplo yees. 

Loss brought with it a full range of emotions - - like divorce - - disbelief, anger, 

sadness and grief. Some didn't want others to witness their fears and anger; they turned 

their feelings inward. Would things get even worse for them if they expressed their 

emotions? Would they be seen to be stuck in the old ways? Would they be subtly or 

overtly punished as a perceived non-supporter of h e  changes? They were unwilling to do 

anything perceived as the "politically incorrect7' thing to do. 

Managers had to deal with their expenence of the organisational changes. They 

also felt an obligation to help their staff (Iike children of divorce, perhaps) be productive 

and happy. If they weren't committed to the new working world and organisational 

outcomes, how could they expect those reporting to them to be different? They worked to 

focus on the füture and tried not to look back or focus on the past. They coached their 

staff to do the same. 

Some felt excitement about expanded responsibilities added to their work 

portfolios. Others felt overwhehed and worn out. The changes and job demands 

provided most managers with a chance to work more independently. With increased job 

responsibility, they hoped to lead others and to achieve an even better organisation and 

work environment than in the past. 
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Managers applied their slcills in the new situation but saw little progress 

towards the better organisation they hoped would evolve fkom the changes. Even as 

leaders, they felt victunised by the new situation. The public relations department 

published ongoing communications promising "Organisational Renewal". Intemal and 

external "Organisational Renewai" documents describe the anticipated benefits for 

patients and staff. These ongoing written newsletters carry messages that for the most 

part stand in stark contrast to the workplace experiences descnbed by disappointed 

sUCViving managers stnigghg to get through the orded of increased workhad and a de- 

motivating work environment- 

Guidance kom others, including more senior organisational leaders was 

practically non-existent. With more to do, managers operated with l e s  communication 

and direction than before. Some lamented that they felt unsupported and had little control 

over key decisions. Their Ioss intensified as they watched respected colleagues and 

fkiends involuntarily and voluntarily leave. 

In the industrial divorce scenario, there was more to do with fewer resources. 

Some now had responsibility for over 100 direct reports. Setting pnonties in such an 

environment was essential. Yet surviving managers did not clearly know what was 

expected of them and how to respond to added demands of the new organisation. Long 

hours and increased effort characterised their behaviours. The challenge of technology 

added to the dilemma. Managers complained about the ever-growing quantity of voice 

mail and e-mail messages. Additional demands and unclear priorities led to putting out a 

lot of effort and working well beyond the normal working day without any degree of 

recognition. 

To cope, surviving managers worked hard to shape thek own attitudes. Time, they 

felt might make a difference. They looked to themselves and their own persona1 

resilience for the strength to pass through the experience and get to a better situation. At 

the szme t h e ,  they looked for explmations and meaning behind the situation. Some 

looked forward and planned for an early retirement, while others actively sought 

positions outside the organisation. 

The old organisation had clearly ended. They felt alone in their struggles. Why 

weren't organisational leaders putting in more effort to resolve the issues they saw? They 
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interpreted lack of action as leaders placing low priority on the human dimension of 

the changes. 

Coping mechanisms to get through the experience were largely worked out on an 

individual basis. Some invested in physical self-care as they saw an impact or potential 

impact to their health. Others sought support from significant others and peers. Some 

worked hard to extend themselves to others hcluding their staff and those who had been 

displaced. They made efforts to focus on the challenges inherent in new situation and 

refiarne their expenences positively. Some undertook professional development activities 

as a way of ùicreasing their skills to meet the challenges of the new world of work. 

While some managers boldly dug their heels into the work believing that their 

very survival depended on it, others contemplated leaving to get away fiom the trauma. 

Suwiving managers in this situation were full of uncertainty. They lacked the confidence 

they had enjoyed in the old situation and were unsure about the consequences of their 

own actions. Who could be trusted? What was the organisationally correct thing to do? 

They weren't sure how honest to be about their experience of the changes. Sorne refüsed 

to articulate their concems believing that it was a politically unwise thing to do. In 

general, surviving managers wondered whether they were working for an organisation 

with less heart and sou1 than in the past- 

Most questioned the shoa and long-term consequences for the quality of patient 

care in the new circumstances. They exarnined their new "post-divorce?' working world 

and found an organisation with less "caring" than in the past. 

As an observer, 1 had to ask, "In a worId of work where managers felt 

disenhnchised, disheartened, tired, and under-valued, what level of comection were 

they likely to develop with their peers, staff and patients? In a setting where compassion 

and healing are essential experiences for care of patients, what outcornes do we envision 

for the inarm and vulnerable f?om the work environment just described?" 

Reflections: How Did The Findings From This Study Compare With The 

Theoretical Framework And Information From The Literature? 

There is a theoretical fiamework to examine in the context of this study. There is 

also what we believe about survivor experiences, suggestions in the literature, and what 
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happens in practice. Somehow these ought to be comected but in the case under 

discussion, few suggestions fi-om the literature were applied. 

What couid the literature have offered to the hospital in this case and how did the 

collective expenence compare with what has been written? In reflection on the body of 

literature surroundhg this area of study, 1 befieve that this case supports much of what 

has been cited in the popdar downsinng literature describing "survivor syndrome" with 

some variations in the themes and one or two new thoughts beyond those expressed in the 

literature. 

Emotionai upheavai, loss, and an unmistakable human toU charactensed the 

expenence of managers in this study. The impact on survivors was not unlike those 

described in the Literature. Like the experience of those at Campbell's s o ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~  hospital 

managers seemed to remember the former days and lament that the atmosphere and 

organisational climate of the past will never return. The impact of downsizing on 

surviving managers was not unlike what was described by Mark, Lee, Fisher and Vincent 

- - fear, anxiety, scepticism about the decisions of organisational leaders.12' 

The themes that emerged fiom the expenence of hospital managers in this study 

were fear of job loss, physical and health responses, loss and grieving, excitement, 

pressure Eom increased work dernands, and loss of confidence in leaders. The literature 

described similar survivor responses dong with lowered morde, and reduced 

productivity. This study did reveal pain for managers in the midst of a n  experience of 

industrial divorce. But, for dl intents and purposes, it appeared that they were more 

productive, working harder with fewer resources, and working longer hours in response 

to increased demands. 

The literature generally descnbed feelings of guilt arnong survivors. As much as 

they feel happy to have a job, it was suggested that suMvors feel guilty that they have 

been spared and other less fortunate colleagues were asked to leave the organisation. In 

this case, a slightly different finding occurred. Only the most senior managers who were 

required to communicate one-on-one the bad news to individuals that were laid off felt 

some guïlt in the circumstances. 

As stated earlier, the experiences of surviving hospital managers in this case study 

were similar but not identical to those described in the downsizing literature. Contrary to 
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the study by Kepner-Tregoe, managers did not blarne staff for any failure to achieve 

business results. Instead, they attributed any failure to decisions made by organisational 

leaders higher than their own management level. When they were at a very senior level, 

they still found explanations in pressures on the industry and in the decisions of other 

senior leaders and govemment leaders, fûnding formulas and other levels of government. 

In this case, managers used a variety of individual strategies to cope with the 

situation. They looked after their own health, re-fkamed their experiences positivefy, and 

focused on the positive work challenges to survive. They gained support fkom significant 

others, fkiends, and peers. They worked to keep in touch and cornfort others who were 

displaced fkom the organisation or jobs. They actively tried to keep informed and sought 

organisational information f?om others. They kept alert to outside job oppominities and 

in some cases began professional development activities to increase their skills and 

marketability. Only a few activities were stmctured by the hospital as survivor supports, 

according to al1 that were in te~ewed.  These were not mentioned as being of any real 

assistance- 

How did the findings of this study fit with theoretical concepts describing how 

organisations and survivors expenence transitions? We turn, once again to Bridges' 

mode1 of organisational transitions. Bridges description of the first stage of transition - - 

Ietting go - - is very similar to that of surviving managers in this study. 

~ r i d ~ e s ' ~ ~  identified loss and grieving, feelings of isolation, and suggested that 

people miss more workdays during times of complex organisational transition. He taiked 

about anxiety rising and motivation falling. He also stated that "personnel are overloaded, 

s i s a l s  are often mixed and systems are in flux and therefore unreliable." This description 

bears remarkable similari5 to that of managers in this study. Bridges stressed, "Managed 

properly, this is only a temporary situation. Left unmanaged, it can lead to terminal 

chaos." That is, the hospital needed to assist its managers with letting go of the past and 

moving on to the "neutral zone". 

As mentioned previously, I see the experïence of surviving managers as a form of 

industrial divorce. If we examine Bridges' mode1 in light of the work of Scott and ~ a f f e ' ~ )  

some assistance is suggested for organisations like the hospital in this case. Those authors 

stressed the importance of assisting staff and managers to understand the cycle of 
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strategies to cope with each phase of the grieving process. Offering coping techniques to 

managers and employees would seem critical to any plan for survivors. The hospital did 

establish an employee assistance-counselling program- More acknowledgement of the 

impact of change on surviving staff and managers fiom hospital administration may have 

made a difference in their experience and helped thern to "let go" of the past. 

Hospital managers repeatedly stated that they weren7t sure what to stop doing and 

what to continue. Bridges suggested that organisations need to define what is over and 

what is not. He suggested that an organisation runs three risks if they do not. First, people 

may burn out with the overload because they will try to do al1 the old things and the new 

things. Next, they will make their own decisions about what to keep and the result will be 

chaos. Finally, people might choose to toss out everything fi-orn the past which may result 

in actions that were firndamental to continue disappearing. 

According to Bridges, there is a time when the organisation is getting ready for 

the shifts it must make, and there is a time when the organisation has introduced and 

accomplished those changes. In between is what Bridges referred to as a "neutral zone". 

Bridges wrote about the goal of any organisational transition as "normalising the neutral 

zone". He suggested that if this time of uncertainty is not managed, implernentation of the 

restructuring plan may be unsuccessful. 1 would Say that the hospital did not manage the 

"neutral zone", and the result was that the necessary reorientation and redefinition did not 

occur for successful retention of its leaders. People remained confised and assailed by 

ambiguity and loss. 

Bridges suggested that an organisation will be more successful if it addresses and 

plans for the experiences of sumivors as part of its ongoing restructuring and downsizing 

strateav. He suggested the creation of a forma1 plan that includes a strategy to anticipate, 

investigate, and address issues of survivors. His assertion that typically organisations 

spend more tirne choosing a new structure and examinhg the hancial implications of 

the changes than they do planning for human issues seems particularly pertinent. This 

description certainly applied to the hospital expenence in this case. 

Caplan and Teese stressed that different groups of survivors need different 

strategies but agreed that the creation of a plan for an "interim organisation" is 
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e~sent ia l . '~~ This suggestion is consistent with Bridges3 notion of a "neutral zone". 

According to Bridges, "Innovation will take place automatically in the neutral zone if you 

provide people with the temporary structures (they need), and if you encourage them to 

k d  new ways to do th ing~ ." '~~  

~ r i d ~ e s ' ~ ~  and Caplan and ~ e e s e ' ~ '  advocated creating a short-term written 

picture of an interim organisation to guide managers in communicating and working with 

staff. Such a picture might have provided managers in this case with a destination and 

results to achieve even when the hospital was evolving with no end to the evolutions in 

sight. Bridges described this as this as "normalising the neutral zone", 

He wrote about "finding out what supervisors and managers need to learn to 

function successfülly in the neutral zone and then providing special training prograrns in 

those subjects. These rnay include seminars in problem- solving, team building, group 
,7128 facilitation and transition management tactics. Presumably, the hospital rnay have 

benefited from the creation of a clear picture of an interim organisation, including the 

expectations and ways that managers might contribute to the vision, Then training could 

have been provided based on a need analysis tailored to the hospita17s picture of an 

interim organisation. Numerous authors in the literature suggested management training 

and career developrnent as strategies to achieve success with downsizing and 

restnicturing. 

~ i t z e r " ~  emphasised the need to describe how decision-making is fair during 

times of change. ~ e r n ~ e r ' ~ '  stressed telling the mith. Bridges' mode1 reinforced the same 

ideas and stated, "leaders need new channeis of upward communication and need them 

in~nediatel~." '~'  Such strategies may have uicreased the confidence that sunriving 

managers felt in decisions made by upper management at the hospital. 

Involvement in decision-making and strengthened communications was a clear 

suggestion fiom the change management literature universally. Bridges suggested 

increasing communication with managers as part of "managing the neutral zone" to gain 

support and assure that evolving goals are implemented in a timely way. At the hospital, 

managers worked in greater isolation from their more senior bosses as the restructuring 

occurred. The rationale for decision-m.îking was oRen unclear to them. Management 
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meetings were discontinued per se at a time when increased sponsorship and 

contribution to implementation of the changes were essential. 

Managers complained about the increased number of electronic and voice mail 

messages that appeared to be primary methods of communication used throughout the 

hospital. Ironically, the very vehicles that are intended to increase connection took so 

much time to answer that face-to-face meetings became less frequent. 

The interdependence of surviving managers with others - - linkages with their 

peers, superiors, and subordinates - - were eroded by increased work demands and other 

factors in this case situation. Bridges' mode1 suggested increasing connection to 

accomplish organisational change. An important goal during times of transition is to 

create an atmosphere that is safe in which to regain strong relationships and connection 

with others. 

1 observed a general Iack of leader alignrnent with the directions and decisions of 

the hospital. It rnay have helped to have a clear strategy to create leadership cornmitment 

to organisational goals, strategies, and tac tics throughout the restructuring. Invo lvement 

in creating the plans rnay have increased the engagement of managers in those strategies 

and tactics. 

As suggested by Bridges, some milestones with clear deadlines and celebration of 

any successes may have gone far to enrol managers in a shared implementation process. 

The uncertainty, chaos, and confusion typical of the "neutral zone" was present 

throughout the changes at the hospital. Managers were unclear about their new roles and 

priorities. What new expectations existed? They were unable to see how their role 

contributed to the larger entity or big picture. They felt little influence over larger 

decision-making, advice and implementation. Surviving managers also had trouble 

integrating their personal values with the values they saw operating in the new 

environment and with the new roles they were to assume in the new organisation. 

If we look at Pareek's ten dimensions of a role that contribute to its efficacy 

(discussed in chapter two) we see that six of the ten role dimensions were obscured with 

the advent of restructuring at the h ~ s ~ i t a l . ' ~ ~  That is, managers described their roles as 

signifiant and as providing opportunity for independence, creativity, and growth, But, 

they weren't sure how their role contributed to the larger entity and felt Little involvement 
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in decision-making. They did not feel adequately connected to peers. When problems 

arose, they did not perceive the work environment safe to try new solutions. They were 

not completely at one with their new roles and did not perceive that they were f?ee to give 

and receive help. 

Thus it might form part of a plan for sunriving managers to clari@ expectations of 

managers in their new roles, strengthen interconnectedness, develop a forum for seeking 

their input into decision-making, and create a safer environment for nsk-taking. The 

hospital did make an effort to make transparent the values operating in the new 

environment. Some surviving managers perceived dissonance between what the hosp itai 

stated as its values and how the hospital treated staff and managers. What mechanism 

might work to allow managers to constructively raise such issues? 

To raise such an issue was perceived as too rislcy by many of the interviewed 

managers. They feared that senior leaders would not welcome their suggestions and 

comments. Indeed, they feared that articulating sornething not "organisationally correct" 

could Iead to job Ioss. When problems arose, they felt feadul of ramifications if they 

appeared to be grieving and therefore not "on side". They mistrusted the results of such 

discussions. Bridges discussed the need to figure out exactly how individuals' behaviour 

and attitudes will have to change to create an atmosphere where constructive dialogue, 

trust, and risk-taking are supported during restnicturing. He suggested that many change 

efforts fail because people af5ected feel only the pain. The hospital needed to find a way 

to compensate for the Losses felt by its managers. They needed to find a way to give back 

to balance what had been taken away. 

Al1 surviving managers described long working hours to handle an increased 

workload. They were unsure about what to continue f?om the past and had taken on 

additional duties and assignments. According to Caplan and Teese, organisations need to 

prioritise and decrease the overall amount of work for managers as they downsize. Those 

authors cited as an organisational best practice the removal of any tasks and activities that 

are unnecessary and don? add value to the new ~rganisat ion. '~~ It is asserted that this 

strategy may have assisted survivors to handle the new responsibilities they faced in the 

restnicturing situation. They rnay have felt like something was "given back" that 

compensated for the losses they experienced. 
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Bridges' mode1 fits well with the experience depicted in this case. Hospital 

managers never did really get to the place of new bepinning described as stage three. 

They seemed to remain in the neutral zone, feeling loss, confusion and uncertainty. They 

had not really made the emotional cornmitment to see themseives as new people and part 

of al1 the new understandings, values, attitudes and identities. 

These and other human issues continue to be predictors of restructuring and 

merger failure according to the study by Right Management ~onsultants. ' 34 The literature 

descnbed ways that organisations can respond to the human impact and prevent 

downsizing and restruchiring f?om being so traumatic for survivors. The hospital in this 

case acknowledged that, aside fiom implementation of a broad communications plan to 

serve the community, patients, and interna1 staff, very little was done to support managers 

and build the comrnitment of survivors in the organisation. 

1 wonder what can help organisations drink frorn the fountain of literature about 

how to regain productivity and minimise the human impact? What interventions could 

bnng the human equation into discussions as part of the planning process? The hospital 

sought assistance fkom knowledgeable consultants with the logistics and plans for 

restructuring. According to hospital administrators, more attention was paid to the 

logistical and financial aspects of the reorganisation than the human side. Clearly, 

assistance with planning for that side of the equation makes sense. 

Reflections: How Well Did the Case Study Methodology Work to Accornplish the 

Purpose of this Study? 

We need to explore ideas about qualitative inquiry to see how to judge this study. 

Did the case study methodology work to reveal the experiences of survivors in a way that 

other methodologies might not achieve? That is, how well was the purpose of this 

research achieved? Are the hdings believable? What wealaiesses and strengths do we 

find in the study? What problems arose in rnethodology, and what were potential impacts 

of those methodological difficulties on the results of the study? Was I successfül in using 

tnangulation to achieve validity with the work in this study? 

~ a t t o n ' ~ '  identified a number of issues in evaluating the quality and credibility of 

a qualitative inquiry. He suggested three important factors: quality in analysis, researcher 
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credibility, and a philosophic belief in naturalistic inquiry. ~ u m r n e s o n ' ~ ~  elaborated on 

these issues and suggested nine cnteria that qualitative studies in management theory 

should meet, including: 

A research project should be conducted in a manner that allows 

readers to draw their own conclusion 

The research should have credibility 

The researcher should have adequate access to the process 

under study 

A statement should be made about the vaiidity of the research 

The research should make a contribution 

The research process should be dynarnic 

The researcher should have cornmitment and integrity 

The researcher should satise certain requirements, e.g. 

preunderstanding through study and persona1 experience, 

candour and honesty 

It is pertinent to take up the issues raised by Patton and Gummeson in turn. 

My persona1 values or paradigrns are important to understand in drawing 

conclusions as a reader. So are the values of the system under analysis. As a human 

resource professional who specialises in organisational effectiveness, rny pre- 

understandings included a strong bias towards human development, management, and 

change theories. Those biases strongly influenced my choice of models and theories to 

examine and review. 1 have a clear belief that supporting and developing people during 

times of change is an essential role of leaders. 1 came into the study with certain pre- 

understandings about organisational effectiveness and management competencies. It was 

my pre-understanding that if organisations lead and manage change success£blly they will 

have better business results. It is essential that the reader understand my pre- 

understandings and biases to judge the research accordingly. 

As 1 mentioned earlier in this investigation, some concerns existed for me that my 

position as a former employee who had been displaced might create problems in 
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me to help them - - to intervene with my interview data on their behalf, 

I wondered whether participants recalled my former role as an education manager 

as  they went through the i n t e~ewing  process. In pa-rtïcular, some comrnents seemed to 

be reflective of that context For example, when managers began taking about their 

desire for professional development, 1 could not help observing that they were telling me 

about their leaming needs. Such a conversation rnight have happened at times when 1 was 

a former manager of education at the hospital. 

Managers expressed a hope that they would be m e r  developed to support the 

changes occurring in the organisation. John agreed that development wouId help, 'They 

need to train stafF to be global and empower staff more regarding issues related to 

workload and work environment .... We need perky educators. (Our Emplo yee Assistance 

provider) provided a session on change. We needed this early with follow-up .... There 

needs to be a teaching and coaching role for educators." Helen ernphasised the issue, 

"There are big gaps in skills." 

A primary effort was made by me to be a caring but impartial investigator in the 

conduct of the interviews. Observations and field notes (which largely arose fiom the 

interview process and review of documents) captured on record non-verbal observations 

of participants and any impressions 1 had- As the study progressed, 1 held conversations 

with myself about the effect I was having on participants as a research instrument. 1 also 

reflected on changes in me as an investigator over t h e .  Ln particular, 1 was concerned 

about two possibilities: that participants would not be honest with me and that 1 rnight 

distort views in interpretation based on my own paradigrns and biases. 

As the study unfolded, I greatly relaxed in my belief that the interpretations of the 

complex set of events could be captured with sufficient neutrality. The participants 

appeared to be describing events without distorting or filtering the truth and 1 felt 

adequâtely detached. I cared about and was interested in their situation, but neutral about 

the findings. For the most part, 1 needed to do very little probing during the interviews, 

since participants appeared eager to share their perceptions. They spoke freely and 

typically continued for long lengths of time without interruption. 1 have reflected long 

and hard on the question of my former role with the hospital and its influence on the 



study results. 1 have exarnined observational data and tried to imagine whether such 

was the case. Although 1 am sure that my former colieagues reflected on my situation as 

these interviews occmed, 1 am convinced that the richness of their expenence was 

captured, It seemed to me that if they felt any discornfort related to my exit fkom the 

hospital, it did not show in their responses to my questions. 

Sometimes interviewed managers asked me informally about my work since 

leaving the hospital 1 would briefly describe my current job accountabilities. I wondered 

if they felt as though 1 was in a better position since leaving the hospital than they were as 

"suMvors". When, as rnentioned previously, managers suggested the need for "perky 

educators" or development, 1 wondered whether they were speaking to me in the context 

of my previous role at the hospital as an education manager. Other than these possible 

reflections, there was no indication that results may have been any different than if 1 had 

not been a former empIoyee of the hospital. 

During the project, 1 learned about the expenence of s u ~ v i n g  managers and 

worked to check impressions by continua1 exarnination. 1 was deeply involved with the 

project but at the same t h e ,  worked to retain a certain distance. Impressions gathered 

through observation, interviews, and other methods were communicated back to those 

participating in the study for their comment and for an oppominity to question and 

challenge. The iterations of findings and dialogue with those involved in the study were 

part of a dynarnic process that fostered greater precision in interpretation. 

An essential issue presented by Patton and Gummeson is whether the investigator 

demonstrated integrity, cornmitment, and competence in the conduct of the study. As an 

individual, 1 had worked in various hospitals for over 15 years and had worked at the 

hospital under study for eight years. 1 felt comfortable asking for records and knew how 

to access information and records. 1 also had previous applied and scientific research 

experience and expanded my knowledge of qualitative research through shidy pnor to 

and throughout the investigation. But my pre-conceptions about the hospital and 

knowledge of various players still working there were of concern to me in the conduct of 

the research. 1 worked hard to avoid presenting any interpretations not supported by the 

data. 
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According to ~atton,"' one test for credibility in qualitative research is to look 

for rival or competing themes and explanations in the data. The question is whether there 

is another way to organise the data that might lead to different findings. In this case, only 

one interpretation was developed. It would be of interest, and a helpful test of the validity 

of the presentation if a rival version of the emanating themes and "thick description" 

were created by another investigator and made available for examination. 

The goal of this study has been to take the reader into the case situation, the life of 

the managers, and in the hospital under study. This case study was one story of an 

organisation going through downsizing, mergcrs and restnicturïng. A stage by stage 

account of the research process including a detailed description of methods and coding 

procedures is included in this report. Verbatim transcripts are presented, so that the reader 

may draw their own conclusions and examine any rival interpretations of the data. 

The journey continues for the hospital, but the be*Oinning of the study was a point 

of major departure for the hospital fiom the way things were. The goal was to share a 

description of a myriad of dimensions, factors, variables, categories of experience woven 

together, Like a tapestry, to show the final display. It is rny belief that the case study 

method met this goal very well, but it is up to the reader to judge the adequacy of the 

description and the credibility of the research. Aithough 1 have confidence in the 

interpretation and believe it is supported by the data, readers will also need to judge 

whether the conclusions reflect reality and have logical consistency. 

When the surnmary of the data was presented to interviewees, with the themes 

identified, they were specifically asked whether the tone of the report and content "fit" 

for them. They were asked about the adequacy of the description. A test of the validity 

was whether the summarised results - - the thick description - - feIt accurate or û-ue for 

those who passed through the experience as survivors. Universally, those interviewed 

stated that the summarised description rang true for them. 

~ a t t o n ' ~ ~  ernphasised use of "tnangulation" in data analysis to enhance validity 

and verie flndings. The study may have been enhanced if results fiom this case study 

were compared with other types of studies (with the same study purpose) including 

quantitative analyses. Similady, using multiple interviewers and investigators may have 

reduced any bias that resulted from a single investigator handling all the i n t e ~ e w s  and 
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analyses- Another possibiiity would be to examine the data fiom different theoreticai 

perspectives (theory triangulation) to see whether those perspectives would conflict with 

each other in interpretation of the data. How might the themes change if they were 

expIored 5om the points of view of different stakeholders, e.g., staff, administrators, 

board members, and patients? The study relied primarily on triangulation in qualitative 

data sources to gain information about the job adjustment of managers. 

The case data for this study primarily included: 

Interview data 

Recorded observations 

Documentation informdly produced and shared to the extent 

that the hospital was willing for purposes of this shidy 

Publications, especially the "Organisational Renewal" 

communications prepared b y the Public Relations department 

of the hospital 

Feedback from interviewed managers through telephone 

conversations about the results based on a written summary 

supplied to them 

A11 of the above were used as combined sources to provide multiple perspectives. 

The goal was to achieve triangulation through selection of a purposehl sarnple of 

interviewees and multiple sources of information. These sources were cross-referenced 

and used to achieve a thick description, which it is believed reflects the expenences of 

managers. 

This investigation devoted itself to a single example of an organisation - - a 

hospital - - undergoing major complex restructuring and downsizing. It explored the 

expenence of its surviving managers. A relevant question f?om a methodological 

perspective is, "Did the data reveal the complexity, and was the study adequate?" 

For some, questions of credibility may a i se  in using only eight in-depth 

interviews of managers in this case. Did the numbers provide adequate evidence along 

with the other documentation and observations? Although 1 am convinced that the 

repetition that developed in participant responses and general logical consistency 

provided evidence of the experience, others may question this opinion. 
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A problem arising in the research was fïnding interviewees who met the critena 

for selection, especially as a "survivor". Over time, fewer and fewer managers who had 

"passed through" the experience were still ernployed by the hospitd. Of an initial group 

of over forty managers to interview, downsizing left only about fifieen potential 

interviewees who had the relevant experience to provide the evidence. By the tirne the 

study was completed, only four of the eight volunteer i n t e ~ e w e e s  remained with the 

hospital under study. Such dilemmas pose a major challenge for investigators. One might 

argue that greater numbers of interviews would be more convùicing. The essential 

question is whether interviewhg more managers have produced a radically different case 

description. 

What is the contribution of the research? The results primarily apply to those 

managers participating in the experience. Readers were presented with thernes clrawn 

from the evidence for consideration. The study does coniïnn much of the prior research, 

models and theories related to "survivor syndrome" in the literature. It describes reactions 

to anticipate in similar situations and ways to plan for sunivors during complex 

organisational change, especially in the health care setting. 

A significant part of this research was what the organisation under study learned 

fiom this investigation. The i n t e~ewees  used results of the research as a Iearning 

opportunity for themselves. At the very least, their experience was validated as they read 

the results described in Chapter Four. They undoubtedly realised they were not alone in 

their perceptions of the experience. The hospital administration and research institute 

received a summary of the results. Some senior adrninistrators expressed appreciation and 

said they saw immediate opportunities to use the findings. It is hoped that this research 

helped the senior hospital officials to understand the experience of surviving managers. Tt 

is also hoped that the study assisted with progress towards organisational goals. Perhaps 

going forward the hospitai will demonstrate greater cornmitment to the human side of 

restructuring and downsizing, That is my hope. 

Beyond this organisation, there is hope that if the study becomes widely available, 

it will benefit other hospitals and healthcare institutions in their endeavour to successfully 

restructure organisations. 
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This investigation devoted itself to a single example of an organisation - - a 

hospital - - undergoing major compiex restnicturing and downsizing. It explored the 

experience of its surviving managers. The primary value of this investigation is not to 

generalise but to provide evidence of the experience. The study provided fresh insights 

about the experience of suvivors at the hospital under study. 

This hospitalys experience of downsizing and restmc turing among sun ivhg  

managers is a '%ritical case". It makes a dramatic point about the impact - - analogous in 

my observation - - to industrial divorce - - on sunriving managers. If the traumas and 

experiences as described were observed in this healthcare setting, they could be observed 

anywhere. The focus of this study was to understand the experience and the case. 

However, if this organisation encountered problems in succeeding with the human side of 

the equaîion, we can be sure that other healthcare organisations might encounter similar 

problems. 

One case does not technically permit broad generalisation to other organisations. 

However, it may be logical to assume that we can l e m  fiom this case lessons for other 

settings, public or private, as the mergers, acquisitions, and restructurùig continue in 

today's business world. The study suggests reactions to anticipate in sirnilar situations 

and ways to plan for survivors during complex organisational change, especially in the 

health care setting. 

Final Reflections: What Challenges Do Future Investigators Face In Conducting 

Similar Research? 

What are the challenges and what m e r  questions arise fiorn this investigation? 

Earlier 1 alluded to the difficulty of getting organisations to avail thernselves of the 

information available kom the literature. Many organisations do not have the dollars to 

hire interna1 or externai consultants to assist them with coaching through these 

transitions. Many human resource departments or qualified professionals are too 

stretched to provide the support required for transitions. Many executive officers do not 

themselves have expertise in mana- the human side of large scale restructuring. 

Besides, they have enough challenges in managing the fuiancial, logistical, structural, and 

incremental changes inherent in restructuring. The need to plan for and handle the human 



side of restructuring is suggested by this case. But how do we convince agencies to 

make it a priority? m a t  are the implications for Human Resource professionals who may 

be a position to assisted organisations with the challenges described in this case study? 

1 am rerninded of the shidy by Right Management ~ s s o c i a t e s ' ~ ~  that linked 

effective handling of human side in mergers and acquisitions to hancial  gains. Perhaps 

more investigations establishing the link between business results and human handling 

could convince organisations that planning for people is essential in restructuring 

situations, 

As mentioned earlier, we need to turn to the culture of organisations and ask, what 

does it take for a Company, agency or institution to drink kom the pool of literature that 

could assist with making the human situation eased and transition successful? As 

companies downsize, merge, restmcture, and re-organise, how do we get them pointed in 

the right direction? What evidence would convince business leaders that it makes sense to 

proactively plan for the human side of an operation as restructuring occurs? Future 

investigations could find the answer to that question. 

It seems that the literature suggests possible broad strategies and principles to 

support transitions. Perhaps it is the translation of the broader principles into an actual 

"how-to" plan that poses the difficulty for organisations, We need specifics about the 

"how-to's" and we need to validate that the suggestions in the literature c m  reaify make a 

difference. 

Managers participating in this study felt supported by the opportunity to describe 

their experiences through this research. Perhaps one size does not fit all. Can we find out 

the answer to that question? And if that is true, what could convince organisations of the 

value of diagnosing the needs of suMving managers as a way of giving their experience 

voice? The suggestion is that methods used in this study rnay be of use in restructuring 

situations. Strategïes could be identified and irnplemented based on interviews and 

analysis to support the human side of the restructuring initiative. An entire body of new 

literature would need to be developed, based on that premise. Again the effectiveness of 

action research in supporting survivors would make a good topic for m e r  study. 

The case raises other significant questions. Are any parts of the sunivor 

experience more "potent" than others? That is, would any specific strategies have more 
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impact or be of greater importance than others? 1s there a way to determine the most 

potent strategies for an organisation in advance of introduction of the changes or even as 

the expenence unfolds? 

Would any quantitative studies or other qualitative studies be able to measure 

success of strategies used during downsizing and restructuring? What criteria would 

constitute success for organisations undergoing such transitions? Can we h d  ways to 

measure success with the human side of the organisational changes? The answers to these 

and other questions will need to be the subject of future investigations. 

1 am troubled by anoîher question that 1 feel is worthy of reflection. Today's 

businesses are in a state of continual change. Is it reasonable to expect managers and staff 

to cope with a continual state of turmoil, uncertainty, and being in no-man's land over a 

period of years? Managers need to feel that they add value to the new situation and are 

contributing to a fiiture vision. But to expect managers to Iead a tearn of staff to success 

in an indefinite sea of unpredictability, turmoif, and ambiguities does not seem 

reasonable. What is the impact of that environment on today's managers? 

The effort of today's managers and organisations needs to be focused on re- 

orientation and redefinition. Yet today's organisations are in a land of continual change, 

with no end in sight. 1s there really a "neutral zone' that is an interim picture? Would 

today's organisations require multiple pictures that would need to change more quickly 

than there is tirne to create the pictures? 1s there an opportunity to achieve the interim 

picture before the next iteration needs to be articulated? Again, future research would be 

useful to explore this issue and the helpfulness of presenting managers with multiple 

"interim pictures" over an indefinite period of years. 

What does it mean to do action research in such a volatile setting? The 

unpredictabiiity of the business world poses increasing challenges for the field of 

research that relies on predictability as one foundation to its value. While my previous 

suggestion is that chaotic organisations may pose a difficulty for investigators, there are 

those who hope for the type of workplace characterised as chaotic. Dee Hock suggested 

that in today's organisations, "a tiny change early on can create vast and unpredictable 

changes down the road - - a road never straight but endlessly branching, like the pattern 
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unpredictable way of nature acknowledged as a way that organisations operate. 

Hock asserted that we have to look at organisations and talk with managers in a 

totally new way. He described the arriva1 of VISA (credit card) and the Internet as 

examples of single happenings that have changed the way organisations and businesses 

operate. He suggested that earlier change management models no longer are adequate to 

describe the way that change is experienced and managed in today's organisations. He 

asserted that we need to create "sophisticated, four-dimensional physical models" to 

represent the new concepts. Such models would provide a means to compare concepts 

and theories about organisational chaos with the experiences of today's organisations as 

they undergo radical technological transformation,(e.g. eCommerce), and reinvention. 

The Canadian healthcare system is in a state of continual change and volatility. 

According to Nadler and Tushan,  "The Canadian healthcare System has been moving 

through a period that one can only characterise as being in a state of flux. Healthcare 

organisations h d  themselves competing over reduced healthcare doIlars, Ieading to 

downsizing, including budget and program cuts and employee layoffs. The environment 

has changed £kom one that could be defined as relatively stable to one where volatility 

has become the nom, and organisational designs and structures have had to adapt in 

order for these organisations to survive. ,,111 

Non-healthcare organisations are subject to same state of volatility and flux.? In 

space of less than one month at the beginning of the new millennium, local papers 

t Woolworth's was reported to lay off one-third of its workforce; GeneraI Motors 
restmctured to create a single engineering and rnanufacturing organisation; In a massive 
round of Iayoffs, Coca-cola Co. announced it was slashing 20 percent of its workforce; 
Linux and Corel, Inc. announced a merger; Fiat was rumored to be rnerging with the 
German- American auto group Daimler Chrysler AG; Quaker Oats Co. announced plans 
to decrease jobs and close its Pennsylvania cereal plant. Monsanto Co., already in the 
process of merging with dmg maker Pharmacia and Upjohn agreed to sel1 part of its 
business to Tabletop Acquisition Corp.; Shoppers Drug Mart, once part of a Montreal- 
based Imasco Ltd. was privatized and sold to Kohlberg Kravis; BeLlSouth announced 
plans to cut 2,100 jobs as part of a restructurllig effort; Mannesmann AG 
(telecommunications) merged with Britaids Vodofone AirTouch PLC; Lucent 
Technologies Inc. announced the takeover of Ortel (maker of lasers); Pfizer Inc. bought 
Warner-Lambert to create the second largest pharmaceutical Company. The combined 



reported on no less than twenty restructuring and downsizing situations. 142 143 144 145 146 

147 148 149 LSO 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 

A~ouncements of mergers and acquisitions with any resulting downsizïng and 

resîructming are an every day occurrence. The expansion of an organisation is typically 

accompanied by a quick examination of opportunities to achieve efficiencies with 

subsequent closures of parts of operahons. Although we are in a new millennium, the 

effect is often the same as in the downsizing and restructuring experiences of the 1980's 

and 1990's. The human impact is inescapable. The demand on managers who survive the 

changes to do more with fewer resources and lead through the transitions continues to be 

the hallmark of the restructuring efforts. 

It is hoped that the experiences depicted in this case will be instructive to human 

resource practitioners and others as restnicturing initiatives go fonvard. Just as this study 

started by identifying the experiences of surviving managers, a f h t  challenge for human 

resource development professionals in any organisation is to learn the nature of survivor 

experiences. A second challenge is to c o ~ e c t  the organisation with the literature and 

what is known about managing survivors, including the experiences and suggested 

strategies unveiled in this study. Finally, it undoubtedly falls to hurnan resource 

professionals to provide strategic leadership for the hurnan side on an ongoing basis. That 

is, practitioners need to identifjr a process for taking stock of what is working, and not 

working, for survivors. They need to cIariQ and buiId cornmitment to the issues across 

the organisation. Finally, they need to examine the context on an ongoing basis and create 

an action plan to support survivors. 

companies are makers of the impotence treatment Viagra and cholesterol-fighting dmg 
Lipitor as well as household names like Listerine, Rolaids and VisinesThe CBC 
restrucîured and laid off staff in an effort to tiim $25 million fiom its costs. Abitibi- 
Consolidated Inc. rapidly consolidated the forest industry by announcing a merger with 
Donohue Inc. The Bank of Montreal sold 34 branches in Western Canada. IBM bought 
the LGS Group and information technology group. Agra Inc. (an engineering fim) mered 
with another fimi called Arnec PLC of Britain; Rogers Communications Inc. bought 
LeGroupe Videotron Ltee of Quebec. Finally, BCE bought Teleglobe Inc. to strengthen 
its telecommunications holdings. 
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Things have not improved significantly for managers at the hospital under 

study fiom the tirne this investigation was initiated. Indeed, the hospital continues to 

restructure, even as this is being written. 

ADDENDUM 

The following sumrnarises what has recently happened to the eight interviewees 

in this study: 

One manager left for a higher paying position. 

Three were laid off when their jobs were eliminated, 

Four managers still remain with the hospital. 

Two of the four have increased responsibility with the latest 

restructuring initiatives. 

The other two remaùi in the same positions, for now. 
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APPENDIX A: INTERWW PROTOCOL AND HOSPITAL DOCUlMENTS 

INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: All Department 

FROM: Mike Charlton, Research lnstitute 

RE: Study of Job Adjustment After Downsizing 

DATE: 

The purpose of this memo is to inform you of a research study underway at 
the Hospital and to request the assistance of managers who are willing to 
participate in the study. 

The research investigates the experience of managers who have survived a 
downsizing or restructuring . It is a qualitative study which requires in- 
depth interviews, perhaps more than once. The ultimate goal of the 
research is to assist managers in similar positions to adjust to the new 
environment after downsizing or restructuring. 

The study is being conducted by Kay Duchemin (principle investigator) 
with assistance from Rosario Mangalindan (research assistant). It is being 
funded through the Queen Elizabeth Hospital Research lnstitute and is also 
in partial fulfilment of requirements for a doctorate with the University of 
Toronto. 

If you are a hospital manager who has been with the Hospital at least two 
years, please consider participation in the study. If you are willing, contact 
Rosario Mangalindan (3081) to indicate your interest. More information will 
be provided to you at that time. Your assistance with this study is greatly 
appreciate. 



CONSENT FORM 

The g o d  of this form is to füily inform you of the nature of the study in which you are participating and to 
acquire your consent for participation, Although your participation is welcomed, you have the right to 
withdraw fiom the study at any time ancilor r e h i n  from answering any questions that you prefer to omit. 

The purpose of this study is to learn about the expenence of survivors of a major organisational 
restructuring or downsizing. It is also the intent to leam what assists with effective settling into the job 
during and after the experience. 

The study is expected to identifjr any consistent crises or experiences that occur among "survivors", 
whether these continue or dissipate and what may contribute to adjustment to the transition. Ultimately, it is 
hoped that the study will assist with answers to other questions such as: 

Can job adjustment be assessed? 
Are there any educational or management smtegies which can assist during those times? 
What training, support and coaching might be usefiil? 
Are any of the experiences predictable and consistent? 
Does the experience of each person v q ?  
Do any models or theoretical constmcts emerge which can frame or descriie the observations? 

This study is qualitative in its approach which means that the goal will be to explore your experiences in 
depth. Consequentiy, you wili be asked to participate in several interviews. The interviews will occur one 
year or later after the restructuring occurred in your organisation and up to three years Iater. Your 
cooperation will be sought to take zs much time as is necessary in the interviews to obtain a full description 
of your experience. This could involve up to two hours per interview and follow-up i n t e ~ e w s  if required 
to obtain an in-depth account. 

The description you generate will o d y  be reviewed by the investigator, assistants and acadernic supervisors 
in this research project. Your narne will not be used on any of the documentation (a code name will be 
used). Al1 responses will be kept anonyrnous and confidential- Data will be heId for the fiil1 length of the 
research project and maintained by the investigator in confidence for one year subsequent to the project. At 
that tirne, the raw data will be destroyed; it will not be used for any subsequent research or kept longer 
without your permission. 

Please be assured that if you refuse to participate or answer questions your withdrawal will not negatively 
impact on your employment statu. 

The identities of the researcher and assistant are listed on the information page. The fimding for this study 
is through The Research Institute of the Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Toronto, The study also is in partial 
fulfilment of requirements for a doctorate with the University of Toronto. 

Remuneration for your participation in the study will be $50.00 and will be paid subsequent to the folIotv- 
up interview. 

I have read the above description, understand the purpose and nature of the study and consent to 
participate: 

Signatory Date 

Wimess Date 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR THOSE VOLUNTEERING TO PARTICIPATE IN TFiE 
STUDY OF JOB ADJUSTlblENT AFTER DOWNSIZING 

PLEASE feel f?ee to cal1 with any questions you may have at any time. If you need to 
change the interview schedule or just wish to discuss the study with the investigator, 
please contact: 

Kay Duchemin (Researcher) (4 1 6) 000-0000 
(905) 000-0000 

Or 

Rosario Mangalindan (Assistant) (4 16) 000-0000 

2. The study is expected to proceed over a two year period. Your cornmitment to that tirne is 
requested but you have a right to withdraw fiom the study at any tirne- You also may 
r e h i n  from answering any questions that you care to omit. 

3. The Researcher or Assistant will contact you to find a rnutually convenient time and 
location for the interview. IdeaIly this will occur in a solid 2 - h o u  block of thne 
irnmediately. Please choose a location which affords pnvacy and no intemptions. The 
goal of the study is to accurately reflect "your story" and experience as an individual- 
Therefore, you will also be asked to read the collective experiences of the group data and 
to comment on the extent to which it describes your experience. No names will appear on 
the research to maintain codîdentiality, 

4. The structure of the i n t e ~ e w  will be, in part, a fùnction of the discussion that emerges. 
You will be asked about your experience. You may wish to describe the times before, 
during and after the downsizùig/restnicturing. 

5.  To proceed with the study, your consent is requested. Please sign the consent form and 
return it to Rosario as soon as possible if you are willing to participate. 

6. Since this is a study of your experience over time, you may be asked for i n t e ~ e w s  more 
than once over time, after one year and before the end of two years subsequent to the 
downsizing. It is anticipated that over the next two years the study will not require more 
than ten hours of your time in total for interviews and review of the descriptive account. 

7. Before the end of the study, a small stipend of $50.00 will be paid to those who have 
participated in the Research. 

Thank you so much for your interest and willingness to participate. 



INTERVIEW GUIDE 

Time to Interviewer 

Place Lnterviewee 
(code name) 

Introduction: Introduce myself, thank them for participation and consent. Describe 
purpose of study, time required, use of data, stress confidentiality, Eeedom 
to withdraw, may not wish to answer and no bearing on employment 
status. Final report will be description of experience. Assistant and myself 
only to see raw date - destroyed 1 year after study ends. Use of false 
names. Request their review of final report. 

1. Tell me about your experience as a survivor of the downsizing. 

2. When would you Say your experience of the downsizing began? Have you passed 
through the experience? 

3. What were things like before the downsizing? 

4. What was it like at the time of the downsizing? What are things like now? 

5.  As a manager, what has been the impact of the downsizing on your job? Has your 
job changed? How? 

6. What has helped you to cope? 



HOSPITAL DOCUMENTS 

The following interna1 hospital documents were consulted during this study: 

A Separate and S~ecial  Place: The Oueen Elizabeth Hospital 
Barbara Craig and Ronald Macleod 
Rous, Mann and Brigdens, 1984 

GTA/905 Health Services Restmcturine Report, November 1997 
Health Services Re-structurine Re~ort, ApriI 1 998 
Health Services Restmcturing Commission 
56 Wellesley Street West, 12" Floor 
Toronto, Ontario MSS 2S3 

Organisational Renewal at the Queen Elizabeth Hospital 
September 1994 - May 1996 
CLiff Nordal, President 

PriceWaterhouse Coopers Re~ort: Oueen Elizabeth Hospital Organisational Chmees, 
1994 - 1995 
PriceWaterhouse Coopers Secretarial S u ~ ~ o r t  Services Review Re~ort, 1995 
PriceWaterhouse Coopers Re~ort  on the Follow-u~ Review of the 1994- 1995 
Organisational Chanees 
Dr. Neil Stuart, Partner, PriceWaterhouse Coopers 
Toronto, Ontario 

Response to the Health Services Restmcturine Commission Notices, March 6, 1997 
The Rehabilitation Institute of Toronto 
Cliff Nordal, President 
550 University Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario M5G 2A2 



APPENDIX B: VERBATIM TRANSCIirPTIONS 

VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW WTH ANN 

Time: 4:05 p.m., January 4th, 1996 

Place : AmYs Office, The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, 550 University Ave. 

Interviewer: Kay Duchemin 

Interviewee: AM Matthews 

My Comments/Observations : Relâxed position. Eager to talk. S urroundings are orderly. 

Numerous project notebooks and 3 - ~ g  binders on bookshelves. Little need to open the 

conversation. 

K: Tell me about your expenence with the downsizing. 

A: When we cut, we cut too deep. 1 think its a feature of re-organisation. We lay out 

a plan. We can't see until we get there. You never get the whole feel of it until 

you're there. Clinical disciplines are managing and don't have the sarne pressures 

as managers. Negative feelings exist. Change theory doesnyt apply. Even X, in 

guiding the discipline leaders, has problems.There is poor understanding by staff, 

e-g., CUPE. How many staff will leave? "25%" is not understood by staff. There 

are some new systems, but these need to be learned, e.g., cornputers. This is a 

baby step. 

Big eficiencies can happen but multiple systems have to be integrated. The larse 

shift that we made - we shified so radically that we haven't got a sense of morale 

going for the corporation. Extemal environment means no stability. We're trying 

to be a learning organisation - can't apply behaviour theories or change theories. 

The change dynamics are weird - some behaviours are dysfûnctional. 

Some staff say "My head nurse toId me ...." But, 1 observe "Head nurses have 

been gone for years". Wune manager" no longer is the title either. Staff behave 

as if it's the old days. 

1 feel privileged to be here, but inadequate because 1 may not have credentials for 

this job. I'rn putting unique skills to work on problems. In the fiiture, the larger 



part of current jobs won't exist. There will be a series of tasks and projects to 

do. There will be a broad scope to the jobs of high level managers and worker 

jobs. Right now, d l  work in the corporation is a project work, and there is so 

much of it. 1 could work 24 hours and not get it al1 done. 

X ,  X, and X are in the old paradigm of trying to do it all. We still do low 

value activities. We collect data the Ministry of Health doesn7t care about- We are 

implementing MIS guidelines without guidance or help. There is no support to 

step organisations through it. 

Therapists are required to collect detail without an awareness of why or the 

rationale. Forrnerly, managers would explain it al1 - now discipline leaders have to 

do it - but they aren't skilled in doing it and don7t know why they are doing it. 

New people don't find the sarne problem with handling thhgs. People (staff) who 

were here before haven't changed. How do you make them change? 

There are less leaders. These leaders haven't figured out how to inspire clinical 

people to behave in the new paradigm. 1 can see the gaps - we just don't have 

anyone to inspire staff to higher Ievels of pedormance. 

With so many areas of discipline reporting to her, X is too busy to be accessible 

the way she used to be. 

I'm glad I'm not a Program Director. Such a wide responsibility and one isn7t 

sure what to address first. For example, we've had two recent firings of manasers. 

Despite the best intentions, there are not enough Senior Managers to follow up 

and provide support for some of these managers and initiatives. 

K: Why were the two managers fired? 

A: He (one fired manager) got off track. If they get too out of synch, they are out. 

Managers need to check up and report in to check out where they are going. 

There is no day-to-day rapport anymore. 1 can "drop in" but rny boss is rarely 

available. People need the approval "that they are doing the right thing" - Eom 

their superior. Theory is ideal ratio to manager is 1 :12 or 1 :7. Most who have the 

title "manageryy have many more than the ideal ratio of 1:7. Some have more than 

140 reports. These managers have gone fkom 20-30 full tirne peers to having only 

a few peers to talk with. 
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The Program Directors now have Speech, O.T., Physio and other disciplines- 

These are important positions reporting to someone but without connections to 

Senior Management. There are many broken lines - unusual reporting 

relationships - no logic or ability to logically supervise someone. 

There was a significant amount of shifting around during the h s t  6 months, e-g., 

the secretaries reporting to X - then they were moved off. Unfortunately, some 

were casualties of the situation, Our organisation is organic. It doesn7t take too 

many brains to know that anyone codd have been laid off, 

How can the CE0 sleep at night? He deals with layoffs, etc. One has to put 

distance between yourself and the environment. You walk out of your office and 

smile. The goal is being pleasant despite the turbulence. You get used to 

turbulence. Some expect it to be over - others deny that it's ever happened. 

We still have signs up that say 'Nursing Administration this way". Our CE0 took 

them down and put them back up again. There's confusion. There is benefit for 

me to be part of the change. Some days 1 Say "I'm the luckiest person in the 

world." Other days 1 Say "Oh well, al1 this will look good on my resume". 1 have 

lost the onerous components of my old job and kept the best parts. I can do 

creative projects - get to know much broader components of the corporation. 1 get 

to work with a broader range of people. 1 CO-ordinated the move of AB1 fiom 10th 

to the 4th Floor. 1 get to know more about the organisation. 1 feel more secure in 

my job. 1 feel for the CNS7s. They are very specialised and have less 

representation. They are insecure about their jobs. 

1 rationalise: "If they let me go, who would do it? We're so short. Clinical staff 

feel the weight of investigating risk management situations." 1 have chosen to feel 

secure, Even if I am gone, 1 can put it on my resume. I feel bad for the people who 

left the organisation, but I see some of them progressing. Some are bound to be 

negative. Others have done well. 

People get far too attached to organisations. 1 have been here for five years. 1 feel 

comfortable here. Only the fkst year was a honeymoon. It has not been a smooth 

trip. Al1 that 1 am responsible to and their superiors have been decent. 
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During cnsis time, I've seen people do realiy stupid things. 1 try to be neutral- 

not laugh or be negative. 1 Say "Thank God, it wasn't me today". It's really 

difficult - when 1 go home 1 h d  myself yelling at someone, I'd been under a lot 

of stress and had moments of clarky. 'Wey, this is really affecting me." People 

tend to lock it up inside, I recognised the problem - tried to talk about it with X. 

I've become a little bit more cornfortable in expressing these things. 

1 was spared. It's been a very interesting t h e .  It's been valuable in leamhg some 

things about myself, e-g., in the hospital it is very dÏfficult not to celebrate 

Christmas. It's hard to separate these issues - 1 didn't recognise how difficult it is 

to be a part of a visible minonty until I experienced discrimination as an invisible 

minority in not ceiebrating Christmas. 

A lot of what's happened since 1 came to the hospital has helped me be stronger. 

My parents died when 1 was young - 1 felt stronger. This was a similar situation to 

the crises 1 have faced in this organisation. The difficulty has made me stronger as 

a person. 

Once an organisation gets turned inside ouf it's an oppominity to see how things 

tick. 1 often have the feeling that someone could blink and we wouldn't exist 

anymore. 

We've trîed to maintain a "family" culture, but there are fundamental charges and 

disgmtied staff. 

The feeling of QEH as a special place lives in some of us - to staff, it's just words. 

After one year in the new structure, we should be getting on with it, but now there 

are still strange behaviours. We have moved people into prograrns, but people still 

behave in departmental cliques. The OTs are specially anal. 

We got new Pentiums (cornputers) in the ABI. There was inter-discipline 

bickering: who should do what? - OTs, vs. Nurses. Small departments feel a 

distinct lack of representation. The management issues are being missed - they are 

going through the cracks. There are a number of risk management issues. 

Behaviours don't stop at the staff level. Some Program Director comrnents are 

inappropriate - e.g., 'LNursing staff should be fired." In the context of the new 

structure, it was awfil. 1 looked at it as acting out. 
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There's nobody this hasn't touched - iike AIDs or impacted in a significant 

way. Maybe we won't die but we're all touched by it. 

We're not at a stage of seeing a lot of benefit back as a result of the changes. We 

will see it. 

We breathed a sigh of relief with the government report that we have a role as a 

hospital. There were very strange things last summer - "when the rat's away, the 

mice will play." Then in the faIl, the report came out. We had a sense of fùture to 

the place. 

There are a lot of issues going on. 1 don't know. X, X - and X - know dl .  

Going to Board meetings is available to us. The original impetus was "it's a good 

thing to do" -but the direct impetus was the 'Relationship by Objectives" with the 

Union. They said we have "Secretive Management". The meetings give me 

interesting insights - the mood of the Board; what Senior Management think; how 

decisions rnight be formulated. 1 have a much clearer idea of the audience for my 

reports. We have a superb Board. They challenge each other and ask good 

questions. The meetings give good insights into our hospital's colleagues. 

Rutlflymede suggested taking us over. The Board meetings are helpful for the few 

that bother to corne (8-10, rnostly Program Managers). 

You can't do attendance management work in this environment. It is an 

adversarial environment - people are sick. They really are sick. For days 1 was too 

anxious about an issue. 1 stayed home and felt better. 

There's a certain amount of delusion in everyone's life. You can envision some 

things. It makes the difference between hope and despair. My recommendations 

for other survivors: Therapy needs to be undertaken with those who are Iefi 

behind - they need to cry and laugh about the blunders. 1 realised that 1 was 

getting some therapy for the stress that goes on - through Dr. X. I found 

opportunities to leam and get therapy. I don't think I was wrong - it allowed me to - 

understand it better to avoid putting me in that situation of getting lost. 

It took a long time before 1 could turn the corner. 1 had a lack of self-esteem korn 

a previous layoff, but now I can get by without feeling bad. I was able to train an 
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employee in a ski11 without being upset. 1 hate the way she approaches things. 

1 choose to see some good in her. 

1 hate getting at odds with myself. In the oId QEH, far too many Nursing staff got 

away with things and there was no discipline, e-g., even for striking a patient. It 

was hstrating as a manager to deal with this. 

Managers in Nursing were so hstrated that îhey said "Okay, give me my $ and 

1'11 go". Managers were fed up to here. When the ship's in dock, I'll board. We're 

certainly out to sea, 

K: LVhen did the time of r e s tn i c tu~g  start in your mind? 

A: In November 1994 - that's when it started. The old QEH is still there. New QEH - 
we're not there yet. We need to Say "This is the new QEH". Our President is good 

at presenting his vision quickly. 

We have to have a point in tune where we Say we're not calling it the old way 

anpore ,  We need to Say we're calling it Program Management. People organise 

their mental processes around structure. There is a multi-dimensional continuum. 

It's not linear but we need to structure to Say this is the game board. We were 

playing monopoly - now we are playing chess, 1 laughed at the f i h s  we saw - 

having ceremonies to Say goodbye to the old way - but it did make sense. A ghost 

is a hard thing to see. You need an outline around it to see it. Managers need to 

compartmentalise their life. "My one brain ce11 isn't working very well" - X says. 

We need structures to cope with the leverase of change. 

The effect of al1 this - 1 have no interest in Continuing Education; we are saturated 

with it at work; 1 am not feeling the need to be regenerative. Mature people aren't 

in a fiame of rnind where they can change sets al1 the tirne, We have to stay in one 

place for awhile. We need to Say that was a horrible memory. Now is a new time. 

Maybe that's why some haven't corne out of this. 

K: What were your biggest adjwstrnents? 

A: There is a large arnount of independence that 1 have to cope with. Up to half the 

things 1 do my boss doesn't know about. 1 just do it. 1 have to be at the high level 

of operations. We have an organic organisation - we want no authoritarian 

behaviour. People are crying out for a boss. It's almost as though people are 
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misbehaving to get attention. A Director was accused of being racist. She held 

her own. Aflerwards, people cahed d o m .  People crave for attention. 1 still crave 

it (craving for structure - more regular meetings) - but if my boss is really busy 1 

can take it. I've learned when it's important to involve my boss, I'm fortunate. If 1 

need her, 1'11 find her- 

We're changing f?om a predominance of female and ethnic cultures. "Expect to 

be told" vs. "Seek out directors". It's a confounding issue. We have a long way to 

go- 

1 compare my own behaviour with my boss. A lot of her behaviour 1 attribute to 

her single parent status. 

What has he1ped to cope? 

Direct and honest communication with my boss was the single most important 

thing. My own coping skills helped - the corporate persona. 1 knew how to get 

support by modelling what the organisation wants. 1 fit in well, 

How did you learn what the organisation wants? 

My boss told me what the organisation wants. You learn by blundering around. 

People tell you that's the way this should be handled. 1 can put on a brave face for 

long enough to feel my way through it. I've learned how to cope with major 

crises. My boss supported me in rny decisions. I maintained acceptable behaviour 

through the change: not spreading nimours or speaking ill of administration. - Not 

picking up on nunours and let it destroy morale. 

People need a reality to hold on to. There is a time when there is no point of view 

that is absolutely true- Management creates the vision of r e a l i ~ .  Staff feel the 

reality of the frontline view. 1 couldn't tolerate listening to a theory being spouted 

and living through such reality. 

As a manager in the past, the expectation was that 1 be enrolled in an academic 

pro gram. 

Has that expectation changed? 

The more this gets played out, the more 1 want something completely different at 

home. 1 long for sirnplicity. 1 Say "If only 1 can get out of this ridiculous 

situation". There is so much mowth here. It's too ~ainfül. It's too much! 1 sav 
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'Tt's impossible to h o w  how these things wili live out. 1 am adding a layer of 

paint. 1 wilI use the experience to cope with another new experience. 

There's no difference between the laid off and kept on staff (I've done both). Both 

laid off and survivors must £ïnd another job and identity. They are in the same 

boat- They find themselves in the same organisation with opportunities and 

pitfalls. It takes discipline and energy to find the new path. The pitfall is to be left 

behind - you need to get back to a productive mode and to know where you 

belong. The changes are still goùig on and will continue. 



VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW WiTH CAROL 

Time: 4:00 p.m., January 23rd, L996 

Place : Carol's Office, The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, 130 Dunn Ave. 

Interviewer: Kay Duchemin 

Interviewee: Carol White 

K: Tell me about your expenence with downsizing. 

C: Looking back, the fist year was hard. T h e  rest of the staff didn7t want this. They 

kept calling me Nursing Manager. I told them I wouldn't change anything. Then 

we got past the point. Everythmg was a big ded. Now - lots of glimmers of hope. 

We had a safety inspection. 1 started to correct things. There are four modules and 

four comdors - "Why don't we each take a corridor?" They (staff) weren't ready; 

paramedics weren't either. They were closely supervised before. Nursing was 

better off than others. Paramedicals realue now they can function independently. 

I'm sure that's only the surface of i t .  I've been having them present their 

professions to each other. Nursing staffwere fûnny. They said "Everyone knows 

what we do". 

We've had a hard time - movement ofparamedics al1 over the hospital - OT's and 

Physios. Maternity leaves. People are Eocking to the other Programs (Rehab. vs. 

Chronic). The two CQI tearns are the saving grace for me: 

- 1 get away fiom things. 

- 1 get a chance for innovation. 

- 1 get to be the chair of a t em .  

- The staff are really into it. 

1 didn't realise how things were until s ix  months after the initial swing. 1 went into 

shock. It was very draining. 1 grieved the leaving of others £kom the organisation. 

The first six rnonths was a mad house. I ran and ran - putting out fires was big 

time - with two units. There were double the risk management and union issues. 

It suddenly dawned on me that it was reasonable to be upset. 1 feel sony for X - 

she's on her own at the other location. 1 found the three of us helped each other - 
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X, X and me. We try to support each other- The Directors are Directors - 
Managers stay with managers. I'rn gIad we got X for a boss. It's helpfùl that I 

knew her before the changes. She's not got a fat ego. It's bizarre because 1 was 

interviewed for the Director position but 1 knew 1 didn't want that. In the 

interview, 1 knew it wasn't for me and was political. There wasn't a chance in hell 

of me getting it. It bothered me for 2 days. Now, it's like it never happened. 1 

wasn't concerned about getting a manager's job. E knew 1 would get one. 1 was 

surprised that X and X weren't Iaid off. At one point, you are counting who's lefi. 

At least you have a job. 

It was interesting - the managers who left. X (a laid off manager) said to the 

President "Ever since 1 quit, 1 have had no back trouble". (She was a s u p e ~ s o r  

with a Iot of resentment.) You keep up with buddies and the ones who hated your 

guts. It's interesting who you c m  keep in touch with. Before the layoffs, 1 

socialised with X, X, and X. When the downsizing occurred, 1 dreamt about X. 

It's amazing - the emotions you experience. 

We felt the loss of people. The new people were struggling. We didn't have the 

relationship where we could help each other. People are "individual" now. Before, 

it helped when you had your peers. It's hard with the new Directors. They 

question everything. We become "the old". For the patient care managers, this is 

the way we've always done it- 

We feel the discornfort of Directors. They don't really want to ask us questions 

because we are "managers" (lower level). They would cd1 and ask "How would 

you handle this?We had various meetings. You try not to act like you know it 

all. There's been a big change - Directors have rnuch more acceptance and 

credibility than managers. There's nothing wrong with consulting with us and 

showing vulnerability. On the one hand, they (the Directors) are more secure. On 

the other hand, they don't know it all. 

Our relationships are different - Iike people kom X department. It's neat to have 

them on the units - they made no bones about being confused. 1s their role 

interpersonal or practice? They can be mediators. For example, the staff were mad 
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at me because they thought 1 should do something about somebody. 1 had 

handled it but couldn't tell them. The X acted as a mediator. 

K: What has helped you to cope? 

C: 1 go to the gym 2-3 times a week. 1 meditate. 1 started going to the gym last 

February. 1 can't seern to lose weight. My blood pressure is borderline- We talk to 

each other a lot - the other managers, educators and X, our Director. I'm only 

going to talk with her about my physical problems. 

It's interesting getting used to another boss and what they want to know. There is 

nobody - our Vice President is too busy - you nui around trying to find somebody 

to Say "My God, a nurse did this". You are lacking in support. Now it's 

interesting. It seems like you have to go to a lot of people - CNS, Discipline 

Leader, Director, etc. It's been interesting trying to find the dividing position 

between the roles. You start circling an issue. "If there's anything you think 1 

should be doing, just tell me. Spit it out. 1s it a discipline issue?" The CNS's are 

the only ones who report to X. They are trying to work out who reports to her. X 

had to get "divorced fiom Nursing" because al1 the CNS's reported to her. 1 forgot 

to whom they were reporting to before. 

K: Are there just as many layers or less? 

C:  I don't think it's added any layers. We'd sit there and read the announcements 

£kom Senior Management over and over. When my job was settled, 1/2 of the 

people reporting to me didn't get it. So they would go to the discipline leader. 1 

had a physio come to me stressed out and say "1 was looking at al1 of this ... Do 1 

report to you now?" You're sitting there tdking to someone -"Hi! How's it 

going?" and they would act worried. You ask "Should I have done something 

different?" I'd Say to the Director "They don't get it." The newly hired people are 

great. They don't have any pre-conceived ideas. It's really neat. 

The gym cleared my mind. We still have lots to do because we still haven't 

started al1 the tearn stuff. There needs to be more interactions. Something will 

come up. As the manager, you can phone up the PT or OT. Depending on the 

person, they get defensive. My tone is great. I'rn not annoyed or upset. 'T was just 

wondenng ...." Once in awhile you get someone resisting who let's go. We spend 
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time in the luncheon room - having lunch together. 1 love the lunch room now. 

The nurse managers used to sit together. Now different hc t i ons  sit together. 

It's not the same. When 1 look back, nursing was quite a forcefûl group. There 

was envy. People don't have the energy now. 

We're working such long hours. X says "1 was here every night until 8 PM this 

week". I wake up at 3 AM to get here at 6 AM. I'm putting in much longer hours. 

In the past we used to be committed to death to meetings. The new order was 

supposed to put us on the units with the staff. Our V.P. says "You must find you 

spend more time with staff' - but I'm in two different places so they still don? see 

me. 

Things were happening and we weren't hearing about them. Gradually, we're 

getting more involved. The day to day stuff is repetitive - patient issues. Itys nice 

to get on a cross-functiona1 team to dream a little. 1 don't mind it al1 now. It must 

have been hell for the other three managers. They didn't know their units. The 

staff and patients on each of the units are so different. It was a big help to know 

those patients that are challenging before taking over. Because X (the previous 

manager) was here longer than other managers, she introduced me to the patients. 

Some of the other managers got ccclunk" and that's it - they had to take over the 

job. 

The doctors were very defensive about my new role - like 1 was going to usurp 

them in some way. Before, 1 managed nurses - now, II manage everyone except 

the doctors. Two doctors attacked me together. 

The funniest thing of al1 is signage. The organisation hasn't kept up. New names 

on the doors didn't happen. No one could find me. 1 wanted my name put up on 

the door but they said they don? do that here. They just put titles. I took my narne 

from the South 3 board and put it on my door. I picked off "nurse" £kom "nurse 

manager" and put up the "manager" sign. 1 thought people needed to know where 

1 am. They had made X a sign with her name (not just her title), so 1 cornplained. 

K: What helped you to cope? 

C: The staff were a help to me in coping. They still wanted me to be their boss. Once 

the initial shifting was done, we started getting more cohesive. We have chronic 
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care program meetings - every two weeks, week one is just the program 

managers and then, week two managers and support managers. Getting business 

meetings going on each unit helped. One thing that told me things were different 

was that the whole lot of paramedical staff came to help with the Christmas party. 

Then the reality hit home. 

The new structure has taken away some barriers. 1 would never have asked before 

for help. Now it's easy. The parameds still had their separate Christmas party. 

They invited us. They said it's the last year we do this. There was a big deal over 

Christmas parties. The shake up in nursing has been excellent because we've got 

different people in our staff, new faces and a better schedule. Staff h e w  if they 

wanted a job, they had to take what they couid get- 

Nurses are more stressed, irritable, and take more sick time. 1 had to be smart 

about my new "reports". 1 told them 1 wouldn't change anything. If you do change 

anything, they rant and rave. So d e r  I've made changes I'm going to tell the 

RN's the results and get suggestions. 

K: Has experience helped? 

C: Yes. Not to knee jerk. Some people think whoever shouts the loudest wins. It does 

no good to punish them. 1 just make it clear that shouting isn't to occur near 

patients. That takes some sinking in. Sometimes staff get it off their chest. You 

Say "What do you think you can do?" Sometimes they aren't ready to talk about 

that - they just want to vent, 

K: Do you ever feel like giving up? 

C: 1 would ask myself 'Do 1 want to give up?" Then Say, "I'm not ready to go yet". 

Somehow it's almost like you want to see it through. It's like a shooting gallery - 
who will be picked off next? There's nothing persona1 in it. It was just the 

structural changes that led the layo ffs. 

K: Does that thought help you? 

C: Yes. 1 really believe it most of the tirne. Your job is not your whole life. Even 

now. In a way it feels as if everyone who left is dead. 1 took vacations to cope. 1 

went to Killamey and Honduras. 1 had been having trouble with my chest. 1 
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thought it was sinuses- 1 fomd an MD who agreed with me. 1 started taking 

expectorant. That helped. 

At the outset, I felt anxious - my outlook was narrow. 1 couldn't see the forest for 

the trees. 1 felt cranky, short-tempered. Then six months later, sad - same as 

before and alone. That's when 1 started going to the gym. Instead of staying here 

until al1 hours, 1 get out of here. 

1 was womed - what if 1 lost my job? 1 never irnagined that al1 the nurse managers 

would leave. The things people were saying. You felt you had to defend the old 

group of staff. A person said - '%ose nurse managers must have gotten good 

packages, they ail look happy". 

Now, 1 don't have al1 those nurse managers dropping in on me. 1 also know 1 have 

to do it al1 on my own. 

K: What's this interview been like? 

C: It's being able to Say things, to talk about thïngs I've thought about for a long 

time. Being a survivor is worse than being laid off. Eight out of ten of those who 

lefi are much happier than they were. They al1 found out that they c m  live 

anyway on the money they earn and do different things - they have a life. 

The one thing 1 missed in al1 these changes was having somebody to talk to who 

understood. It's hard to invest in a relationship with someone because they rnight 

be gone soon. It's like those who were laid off died. 



VElRBATIM TRANSCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW WITH MARY 

T h e :  5:30 p-m., J a m q  25th, 1996 

Place : Lounge, Hotel Lobby 

Interviewer: Kay Duchemin 

In t e~ewee :  Mary Black 

K: Teil me about your experience with downsizing, 

M: At the beginning of the downsizing there was anxiety, uncertainty, worry, - 

wondering who and when - and concem about losing rny own job. Part of me 

understood what was happening and womed about the possibility of losing my 

job. The t h e  of anxiety was when the budget news first broke. Now, 1 know by 

March 31, the fiscal year is ending. When changes occur, it's around that time. 1 

lost Wends and professional colleapues. 1 have an ongoing sense of loss. 1 have 

become more paranoid. People Say things and I wonder what is behind it. 

Uncertainty - new people - structure - how 1 fit. If you weren7t assigned to a 

program, you have a fear of less value placed on your activity- The fear remains. 

Some of the things that were done in the past were ritualistic. By taking those 

ntuals away fkom my job, 1 wonder if 1 still add value. 1 have a fear of stopping 

activities. You take on more things and become over busy. It helps you feel more 

important. You question - is there value to what you are doing? 

K: When did the restnictuing begin in your rnind? 

M: My image is X saying "Do you feel this anxiety?" It was March 31. It was 

paIatable but it was the first bend in our security. 

K: Has your insecurity continued? 

M: It escalated when people 1 saw as having value and a visible contribution were 

structured out. There was sadness, disbelief and loss of  faith in the decision- 

makers. They hired X and I wondered could they have given it to Y? The sadness 

rernaùis. 1 encouraged people to apply for the new positions in the new structure. 1 

donyt like the way people are being told they're leaving and asked to leave. It 

serves the organisation, not the person. 
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When the Program Directors were hired, 1 felt we had a structure again, but 1 

had sadness for those who didn't get hired. There was excitement for awhile - 
"WOW - a really new structure, things in place" - but they haven7t faIlen into place. 

From what I hear there is disarray - identity crises among professional disciplines. 

You don7t know the d e s  -who to share and speak with. 

I've had to deal with general discontent of physicians. We ail had to contend with 

comments of MDS and fkontline workers who were fearful and dissatisfied. 

K: How has your role changed? 

M: There seemed to be anxieties among those 1 reported to about where the hospital 

was going. It was fuelled by my own stress Ievel and over busy job. 1 said to 

rnyself "My reporting relationship will change - I'Il have a new boss - so 1 don't 

expect anything of my old boss anymore". 1 want to be a team player but 1 don't 

want to give away rny job, Team playing takes time. It can't happen when there is 

anxiety. People are ovenvorked and stressed. 

1 watched others try to grab something. For example, clinical practice sent out 

memos - 1 thought "1 should be doing it". You get wom d o m .  It takes a lot of 

energy to sustain the sarne level of quality. 

During the last 112 of 1 s t  year was the worst. My boss suggested that rny talents 

best fit into CO-ordinating facilitation. So if 1 gave up a part of my job, 1 could 

take on co-ordinating facilitation. 1 made a quick decision that 1 questioned 

fiequently later. To my disbelief, afier promising it, my boss said she couldn't 

give me Co-ordination o f  Facilitation. 1 didn't want to work anymore. 1 felt 

violated and angry. When 1 wasn't given this, 1 felt betrayed and fearful. The 

downsizing played into this incident. 1 felt devalued and betrayed. X (my boss) 

learned the day before that her responsibility was reduced. The Update came the 

next day. She and 1 had not had a meeting since Novernber. We used to meet 

monthly. She perceived that we meet now informally. 1 h o w  we have a regular 

tirne to meet - but we don't meet because the meetings get cancelled. 

K: How have you coped? 

M: lnternally I've worked h a ~ d  - trying to deal with change. 1 like change - the 

excitement. I'rn not &aid of it. 1 talk to myself. I live one day at a time. 1 look at 
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the positive for me personally - 1 have my health, a job, a good relationship, a 

cottage. I compare myself to others less fortunate. 1 have the support of my 

spouse. 1 have the knowledge that I'm not alone - 1 read papers and watch fkiends 

have a harder time. 

K: What in the organisation has helped you cope? 

M: Being informed- 1 don? know whether it helps. It probabiy helps. 1 don't think of 

changing jobs right now - my age and the economic climate lunit this- There is a 

fear - how will 1 cope, spend my time if1 don't have a job? 

I no longer have subordinates reporting to me. This was a relief. It happened five 

or six months ago. It was an opportunity. 1 like being independent. 

K: What do you see as the experience of other managers coping with the new 

environment? 

M: They are learning new techniques. Establishing boundarïes. They are turning over 

their duties to others. They are uncertain about their roles. They are trying to 

develop a partnership with medical staff. 

K: How have others coped? 

M: Other managers have experienced the same as me. The Program Directors have 

found camaraderie- Their Vice-President divides them. There's new cornmittee 

structures. No one knows what they are- Workshops called "Don't Blame" are 

being offered. 1 don't h o w  if anyone attends. 

You wonder when it's going to end. The current state seems to be the nom. It 

will be for the next five to ten years. 



VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW WITH BILL 

T h e :  4:00 p-m., February 5th, 1996 

Place : Bill's Office, The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, 550 University 

Avenue 

Interviewer: Kay Duchemin 

hterviewee: Bill Jones 

K: Tell me about your experience of the downsizing. 

B: It started for me before -we went to Program Management. The President and 1 

taked a lot about the possible directions. I knew things could be different. 1 had 

some idea but felt uncertain about how 1 would fit. 1 saîd to him "Only he could 

decide how the Senior Management team would look". At that point, he got Neil 

Stewart. Things happened without Senior Management. There was anxiety about 

what the Senior Management team would look Iike. He called us the night before 

28 September and told us where we would fit. 1 lobbied for the type of job 1 

wanted. We had several meetings with Neil. 1 lobbied for a V.P. job. When he 

told me what rny job would be 1 was glad to have a job but disappointed not to be 

a V.P- 

It was ovenvhelniing. 1 burst into tears. It was very emohonal. I had a lot on rny 

plate. An organisation that had never undergone change was changins. People 1 

spent a lot of time with were leaving. M e r  that, we got so busy that 1 was thrilled 

to be involved - tmly - at the Senior Management level. That felt good - so 

involved in what happened next - hiring of Program Managers - great to be 

involved with that. 1 spent time with misplaced people - Management and 

Directors - spending time letting thern vent their feelings. They didn't have any 

comfort about where they fit in the organisation. It was a busy time. 

During the week of interviews for Prograrn Managers, 1 felt dissatisfied with 

where I fit. 1 decided I wanted a focus on Programs to focus on my career. 1 

discussed this with my sister. The V.P. and the President were supportive of me 

getting the management experience. 1 don? like the philosophy and culture of this 



place any more. An employee was let go - on leave and then told about being 

laid off. It was no secret as to why she was laid off. Her boss made no effort to 

think up creative ways to deal with the situation. She could have been moved. She 

was raring to go. There was no cause given. 1 lost a lot of faith over the handling 

of the letting go of employees. It seemed cruel and heartless. 1 am not unbiased, 

but 1 would not treat an employee that way. After seeing the impact, 1 felt bad. It's 

a different' colder place. 1 don? think it has to be. In Programs, it's sink or s w h .  

In other areas there's more support. Why did it happen? 

K: When did your experience of the downsizing start? 

ES: It's hard to pinpoint the beginning. By sumrner of last year things broke down 

among managers. Our meetings were intolerable. We no longer met as a team. I 

don't know what happened. Our boss became difficult to handle. The Program 

Directors sided with the Manager who was in conflict with our boss. There's a 

feeling that we went through meetings for the sake of having them. Decisions 

were made by our boss directly. We found her patronisin,o, controlling. She &ove 

us crazy - she wanted to get involved in the day to day business of running our 

Programs- 

We wanted her to discuss things with us as a team: "How do we move this 

hospital into being a bigger rehabilitation hospiial?" 

Our boss needs to be out there tallùng to colleagues - letting go of Nursing since 

there no longer is Nursing. 

The Progam Directors rneet as a group. Then - when X and X join, the tearn 

feeling and support is lost. A lot of people Say this is not as nice a place as it was 

because people are let go and they leave in a snap. 

The last tirne - when a Program Manager was let go, rny boss calted to let us 

know. X (the laid off manager) has never been mentioned again. There waç no 

recognition of the impact on other Directors. 1 think that has to do with the culture 

of the organisation. After the recent review, the President met with Directors to 

Say "You'll be keeping your jobs". The message was hollow and weak because 

we had invested a lot in the interviews in tems of other issues. People Say you 



can talk and talk but decisions are stiil centralised in the organisation - the 

President and the V.P. Programs make al1 the decisions. 

K: How has your role as a Manager changed? 

B: Initially, 1 was in a support role to Management with only a few people reporting 

to me. Then all of a sudden 1 had a lot of people reporting to me. 1 didn't 

accomplish anything except a lot of listening - hand-holding. 1 was so busy in 

hiring Program Directors and in writing job descriptions - lots of up-&ont work - 
that I felt as though 1 wasn't doing "real rnanaging". 

When 1 took the Progam Director job, how to rm a nursing unit, s t f i g ,  dealing 

with operational, detailed staff - that's been difficdt. I've tried to deal with it by 

giving parts of it to other people. There's been cod ic t  over what we do vs. what 

the V.P. thinks we should do. Our V.P. has a union mentality about how to deal 

with things. 

Part of the culture is that people are dealt with by buying them off. I spend so 

much time on detail. 1 don't get to do the strategic stuff that 1 feel we should be 

doing There's a sense that Program Directors have far too much on their plates. 

We are preoccupied with it. 1 have a lot on my plate - so 1 am always behind. 40 

voice mails, 30 e-mails, etc. I can't deal with them because of r-isk management 

issues which corne first. Everythmg is done at the last minute. We still try to do 

too many things as an organisation. That has not changed. Someone should set the 

priorities. 

K: What has helped you to cope? 

B: When 1 run into problems, I consult with my peers. The Directors meet together 

once a month. When 1 have a problem, 1 solve it myself. My boss calls us to 

meetings instantly. It sets up such fear - another change? Then the meeting is 

about something trivial. I'm looking for another job. 1 do a lot of bitching to rny 

sister. 1 have a lot of support at home. The Program Directors get together socially 

- every other month - we bitch and complain to each other. I went to my boss to 

Say "There are some problems you need to address". Now, as Directors we're not 

as negative.. . . 



We're past anger, we're into resignation, X is almost cynical. 1 do my own 

thing in the Pro- and feel rewarded fiom that. Someone in the Progam wilI 

give me positive feedback. 1 deal with issues promptly and listen. 1 spend a lot of 

t h e  on the unit. 1 spend time everyday for as long as 2/2 hour - may only be 10 

minutes. 1 have an open-door policy - 1 get a lot out of the visits - not so much 

with nursing staff- as with the patients and others. 

K: How could the organisation assist you to cope with the situation? 

B: The biggest thing is to really feel like we have support fiom our V.P. We don't 

feel that, 1 get the impression she would not go to bat for me. The feeling is if you 

speak up you will be punished. You get ,oun-shy. People who speak up leave. 

That's scary. She's never here. She's coming in at 9:30 AM and Ieaving fairly 

earl y. 

From an organisational perspective, 1 would have liked our President to be more 

available to people. If you don't report directly to him he is not accessible. He 

stays in his office. The perception is that he's not really there. The V.P. and the 

President need to walk to the units. 



VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW WTH SUSAN 

T h e :  4:00 p.rn., February 7th' 1996 

Place : Office, The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, 130 Dunn Avenue 

Interviewer: Kay Duchemin 

Interviewee: Susan Smith 

K: What has been your expenence as a suMvor of the downsizing? 

S: 1 have mixed feelings. 1 always Say there are possibilities. These are people who 

are part of our lives and then there's nothing. And there's nothing done to deal 

with our feelings. It affects al1 of us. 1 say to myself - why did they go? X was 

outspoken. 1s that why she is gone? We're trying to create mutuality, trust and an 

ethos of fauness. So why did they keep certain persons? Why have we kept X 

person? The 6th floor was in shambles and he gets a promotion? Why? Via the 

grapevine, 1 heard that some people supported the V.P. Programs and Services 

and she "saved" them. That created anger in me because 1 thought it was unjust: 

"Why is X person still here - when sorne others had the patients at heart - when 

others were willing to take risks, make suggestions - they got it in the neck". 1 

found it very, very painfui. 1 didn't Say anythuig due to fear of losing rny job - 1 

know that's due to self-interest. But 1 didn't think it wouid do any good. X, X and 

X were the only ones not offered another alternative positions and 1 think "why?". 

It's just high-handed. If you're in the union you have an option. X talked to Neil 

Stewart. He did not talk pro- Program Management. He was too honest in 

expressing what he felt. But if the writing had been on the wall, he would have 

supported Program Management. He had integrity and cared about people. Trust 

and integrity are essential. People aren't feeling trusting - because they really 

don't h o w  who they can trust. Who will not use me for a stepping stone and have 

their own interest in mind? 

They tried to get nd of chimneys. We have bigger chunneys. Some of the 

chirnney makers are still here. They are creating new, bigger chimneys. 
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They asked us to respond to a new mission and values. It included aggressive 

words like "conquer". It lacked mutuality and was cold and wouldn't inspire 

people. It was a masculine vision. 1 feel it's important to use words like partnering 

and be holistic. If we believe that, those words should corne at the beginning. I 

said 'Tt Iacks soul". 

They heId farewell parties for some and not for others. X, X and X didn't get a 

farewell party. X said she stayed on to complete a contract only because she 

needed the money. 1 felt very angry about the contradictions. They treated the 

Nursing staff different fiom other people. Why? X can't be a mode1 of the new 

way but she is still here. X would question how things were - now she's gone. 

At Management meetings, we still go by the narne "Management Forum". Right 

near the end of the meeting, X got up and supported something different and sat 

down. 1 said "1 think X has got a new wrinkle". Now X is gone. 

X said, ''We'll discuss this at next Management Fonim". It's never been raised 

again. 1 will always believe that you need people to manage. B ecause there are 

always different people. 1 think we are still in a hierarchy. We need ways to get 

input. There are a lot of people who want to be told because they don't want the 

added responsibility. We don? take it into account. Then we pretend that another 

mode1 exists. We don? understand that we're al1 equal but different. We are al1 

different. Some of the systems we have are unworkable. 

We need a hierarchy to handle some situations and quick decisions - and 
sometimes when it's not urgent, a slower team decision can work. Some staffjust 

want to do their job and not be involved in team decision-making. 

We need an openness where those who want to contribute can. When we really 

need everyone, we can organise meetings. Comrnon sense doesn't corne into it 

when it cornes to meetings around here. 

Some people have such huge mandates. 1 don't know enough about what they're 

doing. 1 look at some people and their jobs and Say "I'm glad that' s not me". 

The power needs are still being played out by the same players in a different 

arena. 1 know we don't change a culture overnight - but partly 1 think that people 

who are providing leadership for change just don? use the ri@ words. They 
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don't understand that. It's part of the situation- This is the "in thing", They 

function on the old IeveI, We are affected negatively. Some people don't 

understand why we are changïng. The people paying the price - lower level staff- 

are the ones who have the least to Say about anything, There are those who are 

just as happy to keep things the way they were. 

Our President is very fond of X. After presenting the vision, he said 'You know 

X, you were right a11 along" but he always seeks out X in these meetings. 

The concept is to be open and see things fkom another's perspective. We need to 

engender respect fÎom the other person. If people see things fkom the ccoId" 

perspective, they're a dinosaur. There's no reflection or genuine respect for 

differences. It's a hard thing and it's not integral to us as a hospital or as human 

beings. Our egos are too tied to how others see us - our role - instead of being 

seen for who we are, for what we can offer. As soon as someone says "1 thïnk you 

could do this job better if you did , it is perceived as an attack - our 

egos are tied up in it. We have to be individual contributors to decisions. There's 

no thought that when our jobs go if there isn't sornething deeper, we have 

nothing. "Being present" is rhetoric. We talk about multi-skilling(?) - but now 

people think they are al1 things to al1 people. There is no way that nurses 

understand therapy, etc. They Say that al1 of us can support and help one another 

in al1 areas but only the people with the training c m  really do it. There are always 

exceptions but we are making the exception to the rule. 

K: What's helped you to cope? 

S: My understanding of life which cornes out of my religious values. 1 corne f?om a 

church that cares about justice issues and transfonning the world. No one wiIl do 

it alone. Each one of us is called to play a role. Every little part helps to make the 

transformation and helps to make a bigger hole - knowing the QEH won't si& or 

swim because of me - but there are sorne whose lives 1 can touch. Religion never 

stays the sarne. It changes, The people's concept of bad changes as it touches 

other cultures. 1 believe al1 of life is dynarnic - some good - some terrible. With 

change we need to be reflective, but change is painful. 1 believe when any change 

takes place, my value is: "You have to care for what is happening to the people 
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involved". What we tend to do is to believe the financial gurus. Maybe hstead 

of these people losing their jobs, we could look after people. What happens to 

those couples who both lose their jobs? There's always options, but some of the 

options are pretty horrendous. They will keep doing this until people protest. 

More is expected of us. 1 have less of a Me. 1 take work home. 1 spend much more 

tirne in administration. 

K: Why? 

S: Sorne of the things we're doing takes more tirne - more e-mails, p ~ t i n g  out - you 

have to read ail this sW There's so much stuff that you don't really need. It's 

hard on the eyes and the neck. 1 find it easier to think at a cornputer- 1 make it 

pretty. The cornputer doesn't fiee you - you become more wedded to it. 

It's like travel - with a commuter train you spend 3 hours travelling because you 

cm. But you wouldn't have before the Go-train came dong. 

Whôt else has helped you cope? 

It's my world view that's helped me - of what's meaningfûl. Things happen to 

you that you never want to happen. It's your choice. The faith response is "This is 

not going to destroy me". It's a belief that the event alone won? mould you. You 

have the power to shape that event. Now, that would help me if I lost my job - 1 

was just lucky because 1 had a small department. 

The people who survive this place are into their careers. Since f've been at the 

hospital, we've said it's for patients but the ones who have survived are concemed 

for themselves. 

For staff - it's like slaves or women - they've known a way of being - when they 

are emancipated, they don? want it. 

There were times 1 disagreed with X but X was always committed. He was a 

person you could trust - also get angry with him - but you could go back and it 

was over. Now he's gone. 

There are some things - cornmittees or projects - 1 could be on but I'm not asked 

to be on. 1 don't know who's making those choices. 

K: How else do you cope? 
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Friends have helped me to cope. The former managers of X division decided 

to get together. For awhile it was frequently. A lot of them were going through 

hell. But in the end things turned out well - like X who went to private practice. 

When things started to turn out well, it made things easier. To see the negative 

turn into an enhancernent makes it easier. To see the continuation of those 

relationships is a good thing. There's a bonding there. 1 don't sense an animosity. 

They may feel they were treated badly but they have rnaturity - life's been good to 

them so they don't hold on to the anger. I imagine the get-togethers will become 

Iess fiequent. 

We had an X week for interna1 staff who were losing their bosses and department. 

It was a fun thing. The focus was let's go on to the future. 1 organised it. We 

decided what we would do. All the X staff got together for their first luncheon. 

We took a photo of the Phoenix. AB the former managers got one. 1 wrote out a 

sheet about al1 the departments. Program Manasement rose out of a bed like the 

obelisk in 2001. People Say they still remember that. 

1 have faith that the QEH is part of my pores so I'll do what 1 can to make this the 

hospital 1 want. 1 want to enhance patient lives and be a levelling force. I don't 

know if anyone ever looks at Visions once they're done, but words have power - 

if we can state things in a way that respects people. Let's not be a flagship but do 

the best we can. That's why 1 wanted "holistic" at the beginning. It's like our 

bodies, we can't cornpartmentalise. The culture's not going to change overnight. 

People 60m medically focused disciplines don't thuik that way. Those in power 

have been schooled on finance, politics, organisational functioning. 

1 believe in rnyseif and that 1 can make a difference. 1 believe it's no-name people 

who make history. The big names are often very good in survival tactics who 

happen to be in the right place at the nght time. 

There's a loss and it's permanent. I've lost my peers. 1 don't have many peers. 

There's more isolation. We're still a "department7'. Other people are in 

"prograrns". We're located in a corner. Patients don't corne in to see us at 

University Avenue. There's not many people around who know the history of the 

hospital. You don't have the time to just chat. Relationships on the job are always 
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the value. Fortunately, the new staff 1 work with are great Other than that, 1 

attend 2-hour AB1 meetings. 1 can't afford to spend that time bet-ause then 1 don't 

have time for patients. Then, you can't develop relationships with staff. 1 

understand there are real tensions between nurses and therapists. There has been 

confusion about to whorn people report. The 6-month rotating Discipline Leader 

idea isn't working. When do you refer things to the Discipline Leader? When do 

you refer things to the Program Director or others? 

The job accountabilities project was the beginning of the changes. 



VERBATlM TRANSCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW WITH JOHN 

Time: 4:00 p-m., February 21st, 1996 

Place : Social Work Office, The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, 130 Dunn 

Avenue 

Interviewer: Kay Duchemin 

Interviewee: John Williams 

K: Tell me about your expenence of this downsizing. 

J: Everyone who used to report to me still cornes to me for support and has cried in 

my office. The Recreation Department completely fell apart after the 

restnicturing. Those in Recreation were young. Leadership was taken away and 

the Discipline Leader was okay but needed growth. With Program Management, 

there was no one to give her growth. The behaviours of the Recreation Therapists 

escalated to be a major problem. 1 had so many corning to me that 1 ha l ly  had to 

do something. 1 asked Senior Management to take initiative. Recreation staff 

asked, "Who was the traitor?" The problem was with the nature of recreation 

therapy. The problems were not with the mass programs provided. The Discipline 

Leader needed supervisory powers. She didn't have it. Discipline leading is too 

much for the person doing it. There's a heavy workload. Being a Discipline 

Leader is an add-on - nothing has been taken away. She'll never improve until she 

has a reduced workload. 

She needs coaching. I was being used as a Manager even though 1 wasn't their 

Manager anymore. So, I went to Senior Management. X was excellent - he asked 

for my input. -How could things improve? It's been a very difficult ûansition for 

me. Staff have corne to me a lot. nie Recreation staff are very young and 

sensitive. They needed a lot of structure. To put professional authority on them, 

r i f i s  happen fast. In the past, they worked very closely together and continue to 

need to. They need someone to coach them when they have a bad day. Senior 

Management responded by providing a team-building session. I'm not sure it was 

that effective. It didn't work because staff weren't willing to change. Since then, 
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it's "That's life" fiom Senior Management. There's an intemal organisational 

problem with staff. It's not the Discipline Leader's job to solve problems and 

manage staff. There's a hole in who handles these kinds of problems. O f  al1 the 

paramedicals, the Recreation Therapists are the paramedicals who have done the 

worst Now the organisation is looking at more layoffs. The Recreation Therapists 

came to me to get someone to vouch for them. 1 approached the Vice President on 

a persona1 level with my own views about keeping therapists. I've made a lot of 

suggestions/recomrnendations and where did it go? You do a lot of added work 

without recognition. The people problems are the ones I've managed since the 

reorganisation. Personally, 1 feel they hired people with vision, not people skills. 

That's been a problem- The higher up people are, the more they spend their time 

in search of 'hision". There is a problem with senior level behaviours. Prograrns 

were developed to lose layers and chimneys. Now we have the various programs 

as a chimney and "support for programs" is of lower status. 1 have no input into 

the corporate Vision. The Program Managers give al1 the input, f feel. 

Middle managers don't input into decisions. The Vice Presidents and Directors 

are Senior Managers - the ones with power. There's a break in the way Support 

SeNices have been realigned in the organisation. There should be a Director of 

Program Support tied into the Program Directors so we are al1 connected. 

K: Has the organisation been flattened? 

J: There was supposed to be an organisational flattening. Empowerment o f  staff 

hasn't happened. StafY haven't been trained to work as independent professionals. 

Nursing staff have been used to having independence and little contact with a 

manager. We have resû-uctured but not re-engineered- The changes have not 

worked well. Al1 we've done is put staff into different chimneys. Staff are 

overloaded. We haven't changed roles. We just added to them- Every tirne a 

layoff cornes 1 wonder if 1 will Iose my job. 

My position went f?om Manager of X to Manager of Y. 1 have the sarne number 

of staff as before but different staff. Now 1 have Patient Services (Hair Dresser, 

the Meeting Place, and Coffee House). I'm doing the job in a 4day  week. I've 

been trained as a harassrnent investigator. There's been a lot of add-ons. 
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1 would never Say "no" to anything added to rny job because 1 don't want to 

be the next person on the chopping block. If they take away rny staff, they're 

doomed. X (V.P.) is great. He asks before he does. Sometirnes this doesn't 

happen. Overdl, the changes have been comrnunicated well by the President. At 

the beginning, there was a lot of cornunication. Then we got into Program 

Management and decisions were made without consulting people- For example, 

workIoad assignments for Recreation staffwere made with no input. This caused 

major stress. They were pulled into a room - told where they would be working - 

at the time of their Christmas lunch. It was terrible timing. 

1 was given the Hairdressing Department to manage but was never told 1 would be 

getting it. The Hairdresser staff were never toId. We al1 leamed about it after a 

notice to al1 staff came out. The h s t  downsizing was handled well. The second 

wasn't handled well. They said it was an oversight to not tell me. No one ever 

apologised for that. People are delegated things without being asked. 

K: Why were you kept? 

J: My value as a manager was recognïsed. They gave me some diffrcult 

departrnents. The hairdressers were losing $100,000 per annum. 1 fixed that 

financial situation, so I am valued. 

K: How has your role changed? How has your identity changed? 

J : They are counting on me to clean up the fiancial situation. The only identity 

cnsis I've had has been leaving the X Management job and staf£. As a Y 

Manager, 1 have a new identity. 1 miss the professional part of the X field. 1 had 

expertise with Head Injuries. In some ways 1 miss the recognition of my 

professional expertise, however, 1 am recognised as a Manager of Y now. The 

challenges of managing X staff, 1 don? miss. I've adapted better than 1 thought. 

When it came to the layoffs, they asked "Would you be a Discipline Leader of 

X?" 1 said "no." My field is management, not X per se. 

If 1 Iost my job today 1 wouldn't go back to being an X. My interest is in Y 

Management now. 

K: What helped you to cope? 
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on". It's helped that I'rn outspoken - 1 speak to the President and my boss, Some 

people haven't had any changes but cornplain anyway. Life continues. You take a 

fùture-directed view. 1 manage 200 people. If something happens in the future I'm 

still accountable. 

have a very supportive husband so that helps. He brings in common sense. 

1 do believe in Program Management so that helps- 1 really believed there were 

too many managers. You look around and think what does that manager do al1 

day? There still could be a combining of roles. 1 have had the vision to help the 

hospital grow. 1 believe 1'11 never get any higher. There is a personality conflict 

with me and the V.P. of . 1 don? have a Master's Degree and that's 

required for Program Directors, 

Staff are looking for help but the Program Director is not available and is too 

busy. The Program Director should be there to support the staff. They moved their 

offices off the units and created beautiful executive suites for them. How does this 

promote being there for staff? There wasn't any room to begin with. Then they 

were renovating offices for Directors. That gives me a message as a staff mernber: 

"Vision and aura are more important than being there for staff'. 

I'rn glad 1 didn't get the role of Program Director. Everyone in that role is single 

or their kids are grown. 1 couldn't have handled the job with my family. Those in 

that role stay late and give hours and hours in extra time. They need people who 

can dedicate their life to the job. 

1 wonder if being a new mom with twins is a factor against me. So many people 

said to me 'You'll be a Program Director". 1 was shocked when 1 didn't get that 

job. 

K: What is the organisational culture? 

J: Globally, they Say they want to value staff - acknowledge staff worth. There are 

certainly individuals who do no t. Unfortunately, those people are in power. 

When someone gets fired, it's the boss' responsibility too. They want to value 

contributions but they don't know how. They don? have time. We haven't created 
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staff and give them the time of day. 

If you don't act stressed and in terrible trouble and overworked, sornething's 

wrong with you. No one Iaughs or has fun anymore. There's less chance because 

of program management and technoiogy. We talk ttirough e-mail and voice mail- 

Technology has decreased relations hips. There' s so much - workload has 

increased. 17m so busy 1 could sit in the office &om 9-5 to get it done and no one 

would care. Management Forum still exists but we could use e-mail to 

communicate. Some said, "1 love watching you in Management Forum; you look 

like you wish it were over so you can get back to work". Morale and values have 

broken down. 

K: Does this fit for you as a person? 

J : No. I constantly try to think of ways to foster a better environment. 17ve almost 

just accepted it. We are people without fiiends at work. Al1 of my fiends are ftom 

my former work. There's no one that 1 really socialise with here - just X and X. 

You've lost fnendships and support groups at work. But I'm so busy with my 

persona1 life and work life that maybe 1 don't care. The lack of fkiendship is 

evident. Even before Program Management fiiendships didn't happen. 

Paramedical managers don't exist anymore but still rneet. The Program Directors 

have bonded. Program Supports have no peers - I'm now called Co-ordinator of 

Y. You really want to have peers and a support group at work. 1 almost feel as if I 

have to join with program managers to become part of the niche. 1 don't know 

half the cornmittees that have come along. It's not my role to know everything the 

Program Directors know. 

Maybe we need to book them into Palm Court Tea. 1s going to Palm Court Tea 

with the Directors a way to build relationships? Senior Management need to 

change their ways and Managers need to manage their bosses. It takes a lot of 

training for staff to manage bosses and to think about giving feedback upwards. 

Senior Management need the skills to Say thanks, coach and support staff. 

Some can be taught and sone will result fkom a difficult environment and 

lifestyle in this organisation. 
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The smaller things like training staffweren't put into place. These were more 

important than the big things like laying off managers. A good example is rotation 

of X staff and the lack of attention to staff input. 

K: How has your job changed? 

J : I've had a major change to manage two new areas. I'm excited about it. The 

uncertainty is there. 1 never feel safe. I'm always Iooking out there in case 1 have 

to leave. 1 have to work more independently now. 1 don't have the support of a 

manager or boss. Scheduled meetings with bosses have disappeared. I have more 

authorify and independence. I feel more insignificant as a contributor. My input is 

not sought. 

There's a reaI value if you are part of Prograrns. Now 1 don't have a peer group - 

support group. In Management Forum, we don't make decisions on Progams and 

where we are going. 1 don't feel we're any worse off than anywhere else. My 

husband works at Bell Canada- It helps to hear about that. Bell Canada has been 

through major changes. We're not worse off than anywhere else. I think that helps 

me. 1 think we're no different than other organisations. 



VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW WITH DONNA 

Time: 

Place : 

Avenue 

Interviewer: 

I n t e~ewee :  

4:00 p-m., February 29th, 1996 

Donna's Office, The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, 550 University 

Kay Duchemin 

Donna Brown 

K: Tell me about when the changes began- 

D: In 1993, when we closed the f is t  units. We closed the units and we were adamant 

that no one went out the door. That was in the past. 1 was Director. We looked at 

no layoffs and job protection as a rule. One union had a different philosophy. It 

was difficult to negotiate with ONA. They didn't share common values. When 

principles are tested it's a difficult reality. When you actually go through a 

downsizing exercise, it's tested our attitudes a d  fears have shifted. We repeated 

the experience Iater. Nineteen beds were removed at 550- Then we had the 

Management downsizing - there was no road map. A lot of people missed the 

messages Erom Senior Management. There was no context or understanding. It 

was a very difficult tirne. I'd been an X Director - then suddenly a Vice President 

of X - then a V.P. of Y. It's been tough personally. The experience has had 

influence over al1 our lives. We want things to be equitable, But, was it? No. We 

made mistakes. We had no map, But, 1 felt we al1 tried to be fair. We stuck to 

princip les. 

When managers lefi, 1 was drained and emotionally exhausted. It was like being a 

single parent - one is alone and there is a good guy and a bad p y .  Some staff 

accused me of being racist - these were people 1 liked. It was hard to stay calm. 

You're needy too. You are emotionally exhausted. Senior Management isn't a 

strong team. 1 was responsible for peopIeYs lives - with no support from the 

President or other Vice Presidents. If Il'd been in the role for years, it would have 

been easier. It was painfiil and yet there was excitement. 
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K: What's helped you to cope? 

D: My family support helped- 1 seriously felt like leaving. 1 looked elsewhere. The 

energy it took made me think the job wasn't worth it. 1 was a person 1 didn't like- 

We have recently done some team building. One of the big things was to forgive- 

We beat up on each other and ourselves for things we didn't cause. I'm optimistic 

now, My energy level is higher than it ever has been. 

What was nice at the time of downsizing was we had Christmas. We had to go 

around smiling because at that time it was so stressfil. We had to come back to 

Accreditation. That kept us focused. We worked with the people who were new to 

our area to get ready for Accreditation. Then our restructuring occurred. Al1 the 

S e ~ c e s  reporting outside of Programs had Iess "status" than those in Programs. 

If you weren't in Programs, you were nobody. X and X departments have just 

been assigned to report to me. 1 thought there's more people 1 have no time to see. 

They see it as an improvement in their status. X said "In this hospital, we have 

more Directors than just Program Directors". We have a problem with the other 

non-Program departments feeling left out of communication and decision-making. 

We were insensitive to the needs of other Directors and leaders. 

The general feeling is if you report to X, you don? know anything- If you report 

to me, you get involved, X does hands on stuff in his Financial Management role. 

1 don't. 1 thulk X needs a hands on manager underneath him. As a nurse, patients 

make you feel good. When you move up, you don? get patient contact. It helps 

me to cope. I go back to get that feedback by chatting with patients. 1 chat and 

feel good and come back to Administration. 1 don? know where you get good 

feelings if you are Vice President of Administration. I think X gets comfort fiom 

controlling hancial  data as a C.A. - balance sheets. If we give those things up, 

where will good feelings come fiom? 

1 build in discussions with Directors of where people want to go professionally. 

The people who report to me have to get tasks done - manage close horizons. 

Doing schedules and multiple tasks is inconsistent with fkee thinking and 

creat ivity . 
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KR system, Payroll and Finance systems aren't in place. The systems still aren't 

there when you take on massive amounts of work and new people reporting to 

you. Fewer people in the hospital means no time to get the systems put in place. 

1 have to be in touch with our organisation's culturey strategic direction and 

identiQ gaps: strategic, operational and tactical. My role is to create a 

strategic/operational bridge - to bridge the gap. The tension is that we don? have 

a strategic plan. It's al1 in the President's head. We don? have a plan that 

everyone knows, understands, relates to, and can live with in the new worId. 

I'm going to work with Senior Management to get our Strategic Plan done. The 

agenda will focus on the Kemerer structure. 1 will use it to drive actions. 

We need to have a system to drive our services. There's a Iack of context and 

co~ectedness to each other. Staff aren't comected with Senior Management. 

They don't know what is important and what needs to happen. 1 will look at  this 

with Directors. There's going to be a program planning and priorities cornmittee. 

We need to connect the discipline leaders to Programs. Without role clarïty, you 

get conflict. 

K: What created the need for team-building? 

D: We had codic t  in our progams. Neil Stewart's evaluation didn't offer rnuch 

help. He's not strong enough to give honest feedback. We had another consultant 

who helped us as a tearn. 

I've worked out every single day since then. There's an optimism that's taken 

hold. We've corne back and been more of a team. It's unfortunate that we waited 

so long to do this. 

1 broke my tailbone and had surgery. 1 took pain killers after surgery. We had 

personal pain and pain at work. I'm a single mother. At work 1 don? always know 

what to do. I'm stuck. It's difficult when you don't have a mentor. When X left 

there was a gap. 1 said "Who's going to support me?" 1 need less ofi t  now. 1 go to 

the President when 1 want help. 1 don't let him off the hook. Although he's not the 

charismatic mentor 1 would like, 1 e-mail him. He e-mails me back. 1 never used 
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to do that. 1 have no peers - just X. Our President kept renewing his contract. 

X is fülfilling a need. We need team-building at the senior level. 

I'm more cornfortable about being honest, but don't know whether 1 can trust 

others. Our Senior Management team is more fiagile than the Program Directors' 

tearn. People speak in a flat tone. We are more distrusthl at the Senior 

Management level. Our President doesn't walk around to say "Merry Christmas7'. 

Yet, our President sets the culture. The Board and other forms of open 

information sharing are getting better. 

1 don't feel guilty because I've been beaten up too. I've lost fiends in this 

transition, I've lost the f?iend 1 always went to for support- 1 need social context. 

It was difficult to deliver bad news to others and get attacked. 

Even people who left and who were happy attacked me. 1 feel nervous about job 

security. Sure, 1 feel vulnerable. It's appropriate to feel at risk. You always have 

to be prepared: What would things be like if 1 lost my job and do 1 add value to 

this organisation? 1 need to be aware of this. Our President has confidence in me. 

AIthough he may be taken aback in the way 1 do things. There's great 

opportunities in the Metro Toronto area with al1 the restructuring. 

I'rn a survivor. I've been tested personally and professionally. 1 don't look 

fonvard to it. 1 go through mourning over the p s t  but embrace the challenge of 

things. How many times do you Say "I'm tired of embracing things?" When 1 

have to let people go, there's no amount of preparation for that - guilt, fear, dread 

and hurt. 

Trust is fragile. It's like a House of Cards - falling down around my shoulders. 

When I'm fire-fighting, people polarise. People who give me support are seen as 

privileged. 1 say "IIn this job you're going to be faced with difficult thes .  You'll 

be the target of aggression". 

Tt's hard not to feel incornpetent. All our managers are temfied of failure. One 

needs to ask questions to get help and support- It's essential but we can't admit 

vulnerability. It's the very thing we need to do but we can't do it because of fear. 



VERBATM TRANSCR-II?TION OF INTERVIEW WITH EELEN 

Time: 

Place : 

Avenue 

Interviewer: 

Interviewee: 

4:00 p.rn., March 14th, 1996 

Helen's Office, The Queen Elizabeth Hospital, 550 University 

Kay Duchemin 

Helen McLean 

K: When did it start? 

H: The first tangible evidence was before the paper came out from Senior 

Management in July 1994. We had closed beds. We spent more in overhead than 

on beds or for direct patient care. So, rather than looking at patient care staff, we 

knew other hospitals were going to Prograrn Management. There was a lot of 

taking a Iook at Program Management. Senior Management had a retreat and 

explored possibilities. At that time, I thought "My job is going to disappear." 

Down the road, there will be regional govemments. (I would love to help with 

organising it.) It takes us six months to get some word fkom the Ministry on 

issues. 

K: What was the impact of the downsizing on you? 

H: The impact - surprise - it was not rny preferred configuration. I aired my concems 

about education and other areas being downsized. There was a difference in 

philosophy between me and others. Decentralised was the issue. Our President 

wanted a decentralised model. The Prograrn Directors, CNS's and relationship 

with clinical educators haven't been resolved even now. There's a difference 

between a clinical resource and an educator. This hasn't been figured out. 

K: How has the change affected you? 

H: Being able to sit down - put a plan together for my area is difficult. Daily issues 

take over and replace long-range planning. The V.P. Programs and Program 

Directors are having difficulty. It all has an impact on you. They want to get more 

nursing information - and information that's blocked. Sorne of the information 

they wanted to change was difficult to change without resources. We have a rnix 
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of new and old structures. This causes problems - not major problems, but 

nuisances. We've had discussions about our management meetings: restricted vs. 

expanded membership- Expanded is the old - people have a sense of not 

belonging. That happens with change. The difficulties were many, but not 

surprising. Some paramedicals are good at daily care but not good at co- 

ordination. Part of restmcturing growth is to redise that and help them in the new 

role. People have gotten stuck in the power battles. There are conflicts between 

people and problems, between new and old processes- 

K: What has been the impact of the changes on your role as a manager? 

H: Impact? - If our President had understood the work, he would have hired an 

executive assistant sooner. 1 didn't know the impact on my work or 1 would have 

hired an assistant too. If 1 had lcnown that there were going to be no structures to 

support projects, I would have obtained help. 1 sat down with the maintenance 

group and said "1 need to depend on you. You run the plant. You control the 

projects." We're going to use a quotekender system firom now on. We've stopped 

projects and the old contracts and saved more money. 

There are different styles of management. 1 don't have the time to deal with that. 1 

had to do the sarne thing with Housekeeping. We now force contractors to submit 

proposais and bid on projects- it's a11 been new. 17ve learned a lot. If I'd known 

that X would be gone, I would have made a move to hire a Controller in my area. 

It's the non-daily activities that are a problem - charts of accounts - 1 haven't 

figured out how to handle a11 the project work. There are a number of projects 1 

have that wilI(?) out. Then 1 can get to the other projects. 

Management Forum keeps managers stay informed. 1 have trouble keeping 

supervisors up to date. My biggest problem is 1 wished 1 had tirne to develop 

them. If 1 ever have one that falters, it's a huge impact on load now. They are a11 

inundated and have a huge workload. The people that report to them should do the 

work but there is no chance to develop people. 

K: How does it feel in this environment? 

H: Feelings? - 1 wanted more breadth in rny job. "Specialists" are a dying breed. 1 

felt "Now 1 would be marketable". 1 thought 1 would be assigned Personnel but 1 
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wasn't. 1 couldn't have handled it, When 1 took on "corporate projects", I had 

to set up a different rnethod of handling contracts. Even with restructuring, some 

costs increase because of the lack of knowledge. 1 didn't know how contracts 

were handled and 1 made mistakes. It cost money. It was a relief to still be around 

this place - to have a job. There was an anxiety over what 1 didn't know. I'rn a 

fairly independent person and am more dependent on others now. 1 don? know 

where every penny is- I've been developing X to review the Financials - rather 

than getting stuck in detail myself. I am trying to teach her to understand 

information- 

What have been your reactions to the restructuring? 

Reactions? - Life goes on. I've survived 3 re-stnicturings- 1 look at what 1 can 

control. I'm experiencing frustration. There are still deficits and how can we 

continue to downsize? We must to recover the deficit. 

One of the things that hasn't been developed is the structure for Management 

decisions. X was asked to make a decision but doesn't know if it's his decision. 

But it takes an occurrence to raise the issue. We have so many occurrences. One 

thing that hasn't been decided is new policies - especiaIly when you haven't got 

st& used to making decisions and taking responsibilities. 1 meet with the 

President more regularly than anyone else. The President has to find 10 positions 

to get rid of. X aIways comes with a recomrnendation for savings. She's easy to 

manage. Most of my gaps in service are in Finance. We have a complete system 

but it's not up and Nnning. 

1 have to be more strict with other people. People establish their own priorities. 1 

Say it's a high priority but Z'm not that stem. 1 want that person to corne and tell 

me - "Look, here is my work load. What's the priority?" We've been weakened in 

our ability to provide supervision due to the restructuring. 1 feel upset about not 

being able to deliver. The only person 1 have to blame is me. 

We have a dozen managers asking for reports so they can spend what's left in the 

budget. So 1 wrote a memo clarifj&~g that the object is not to spend for the sake of 

spending. I'm feeling so hstrated when 1 know 10 positions must go if we don? 

find the money. 
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Things like attendance - I'm suggesting that we start with stemer d e s .  They 

aren't recognising the magnitude of the problem. People have gotten the message 

that if they are planning something unusual, they have to fhd the money. The 

message is getting out - there is no money anywhere. 

K: Has there been a culture shift? 

H: Culture shift? - 1 guess being in the support areas, you don? see it. The Program 

Directors are having battles. There's only one group that holds discipline 

meetings. It was Social Work - and no one lmew it. If you report to a person 1 

don't know why you wodd attempt to stay with the old structure. 

We don? utilise our professional staff well. There's a long way to go. 

Our systems have to change. This has been slow. The Program Directors are 

investing with their leadership. Consultation is made before a decision is made. 1 

used to be like X - a Controlier. This job has let me redise 1 can't be in control. If 

they aren't working, something must be done. 

I've been lucky. 1 have good Managers. 1 look to people to make 

recommendations. 

K: What signs and syrnptoms have told you things are different? 

H: Signs and symptoms? - More gray hair. 

1 spend a lot of hours here. It takes that to develop structures. It's gradually 

getting there. One learns how to do things. 

The Finance system implementation was longer because of the resmicturing. 

Because the supervisor doesn't see the paps - like process reviews - I must Iead 

this area of change. 

The operating plan changed - It was recognised that 1 couldn't lead the operating 

plan process anymore so it's been divided into 3 - That's been changed. We still 

put the plan together as a team. The executive assistant was a good choice and she 

takes the lead. 

K: What's helped you to cope? 

H: What's helped me to cope? - My wife. She's always behind me. My secretary has 

been great. She can organise me. It's a goal tu get rid of al1 the paper. 
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I've made a cornmitment to some outside activity so 1 don? spend as many 

weekends here. Once 1 get home, 1 have less energy to work on things. Usually if 

I'rn here late, it's a Thursday and sometimes on Friday night. 

There aren't a lot of people that look long-range. Our President does. 1 like 

working for him. We sit around and "think tank" talk about the future. I'm very 

cognisant of the politics. 1 have breadth in my thinking. I'rn having trouble with 

the decision-making style of another Vice President- X consuks 1-2 people before 

decisions, We are the questioning structures in rehab/chronic. 1s it worth having 

two governance fllnctions for two separate mergers we're contemplating? We're 

discussing downsizùig. The union is saying there's ample money. 

We discuss ways of cutting costs and the future. The President leaves me alone to  

do rny job. 1 see him less. 1 report and identiQ issues for him. It's been a very 

open fiee hand. He's given me more latitude. It's fine. 1 work with it. I'rn ûy ing  

to change to let people know whether 1 am happy with their performance. I try t o  

let people know on a daily basis. The President has gained more confidence in 

me. 1 try to present things with the rationale. We haven't met to put together a 

position on things. Instead, 1 recomrnended to him. 

With e-mail, we meet less. Every once in awhile we meet in the cafeteria and 

have lunch. We used to meet regularly before the Board financial meeting. I've 

changed practices that he's liked. It would be nice just to relax - sit back - and not 

worry about losing time. I'd love to do long-range planning even over two years. 

I'rn too busy to attend conferences. I'm carefùl what 1 go to. 1 don? have time, 

The impact on me hasn't been as great as otiiers. I picked up the pieces that were 

add-ons but kept my primary function, too. 

We need a lot of work with the Program Directors. They need support for 

developing the skills they are lacking. They need hancial  reports. There's a lot 

of direction, needed labour, help, and back up. They feel weak in having the skills 

for managing, and when they manage, they aren't backed up. We have developed 

a culture of staff who do nothing unless they are told to. How do we shift? We 

need to put a plan together to shifi the culture. 

VERBATM TRANSCRllPT OF REPEAT INTERVIEW - DONNA BROWN 



Confidentid 

Date: July, 1996 

K: How have things changed? 

D: Pharmacy and Chaplaincy have joined my area. We have a new Vice President. 

August 19, a11 of Chronic is moved to Dunn Ave. We are reducïng by 46 beds. 

ONA started the recall, We're much better at this now. We fonned a team with 

Social Work and Nursing to handle communications. Better communications with 

staff occurred. We've had a lot of staff shifis and movements. There was a big 

move to the new unit at Dunn. X person has taken over the new unit. X has leR 

the hospital and her team leader has taken over. X is a new Program Director. We 

have a new Vice-President of Human Resources. She was a shining star in her 

former organisation and she has done well. 

Relationships are better with my tearn. The team development workshops proved 

to be successful. They are dealt with and there are social events now. We are 

having a barbecue at x's place. The trust is higher. I've gone out of my way to 

spend individual time with some of them. I have a mortgage. I want a job. 1 feel 

whatever happens will be fair. The relationships with them have improved. 

K: Have you developed strategic directions? 

D: Strategic directions? Nothing has changed. What we have done is identie 

strategic prïorities and ways these will be evaluated, e.g. eliminate permanent 

shiRs. Al1 staff participate in day shifts now. In tems of QWL, it will be hard for 

staf f  to shift. We've cornmunicated with staff. That's helped the group. Directors 

get caught in some these issues and it's hard on them. On Monday, 1 talked to 

Directors about taking time to recuperate in the summer. Are Directors happy? 

There is greater optimism and hope. The Mûs' cause no end of - same old 

issues - behaviours - they are never held accountable. 

I have expenenced a very positive effort in ternis of tuming the team around. 1 

feel hopeful. I was up for the announcement of the shift work. Where is the 

Vision? Until there was the recruiûnent of VP, 1 was carrying HR staff - then we 



merged with Hillcrest. I've been able to do the things that are my roles - not 

get into issues or operational problems. Now, the question is, "what's this new 

corporation." There are 2 task forces fkom 2 Boards meeting routinely. It's al1 

going to become clear. 

I'm planning rny vacation. You have to keep your priorities straight. If there is an 

opportunity, go to bal1 games. 

It's being sensitive to the smaller corporation that concerns me. X and 1 have kept 

in touch. No matter what happens there has to be the persona1 context. You never 

h o w  with whom you'll work down the road. Our unions are more powerfùl and 

have said they won? CO-operate. We're developing an H.R. plan where the 2 

corporations are merged and then we'll work through the union issues. It's nice 

that the merger is voluntary. 

What have been your coping mechanisms? 

1 receive persona1 satisfaction by investing time and energy in things 1 should be. 

1 have been able to develop the operating plan with the Directors. 1 don? feel I'm 

doing the wrong things. I'm doing the right things. The previous year I wrote the 

operating plan. We met, determined the sections, and they wrote the sections. This 

became a planning document. Progarn Directors are doing extemal consulting 

Advisory panels provide advice on Prograrns 

I'm still going through the survivor experience. 1 am learning about Pharrnacy. 1 

met and talked with them at both sites. As soon as 1 get a new area, 1 think there 

will be more people to supervise. It's a lot of demand. We talked about who 

would get what area of the company. It was logical for me to get Pharmacy. 

That's a business and a clinical side. 

Telling stafF that they no longer have jobs is difficult. AI1 these folks have 

persona1 lives. How do you deal with persona1 side? 1 don? feel good in the 

conversation. You don? feel good but I use better words now. It's tough. It never 

gets easier. You have a lot of conversations. 1s this the right thing? Do it in the 

most sensitive way possible. You Say to yourself, "I'rn sure she isn't angry but 

disappointed with me." I decided to do the lay-off rather than let the Program 

Director do it. 
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It's not al1 on my shoulders. The President and Program Director help with 

these difficult discussions. Our president did X. He found it very emotional. He 

found it dificult. You have to not think of it as a Sophie's choice. If sorneone 

isn't doing the job they should bey you need to put them out of her misery. We 

kept putting demands on x that she couldn't meet. It was too big a job for her. 

When 1 gave X the bad news it looked like 1 hit her in the belly. I needed to be 

listening. She was careful not to blame me. She questioned the decision. You sit 

and take it with calrn and no judgement. 1 can't sit and cry with X. It's hard when 

it's personalised. My stomach tums. 1 work hard to keep my life in perspective. 1 

look at the note my son gave me. When 1 go home 1 hug my son. It makes me feel 

good. 

K: Do your colleagues help you to cope? 

D: They're going thmugh this at St. Mike's. A coileague of mine has a temble cold - 

stress -pi& eyes - laryngïtis. 

1 am working out - in the AM - I'm eating better- 1 made a conscious decision I'm 

going to do it. 1 love skiing. My son loves skiing 

K: What else has helped you to cope? 

D: 1 just had to live through it. 1 did the reading. It didn't make it easier. Nothing 

prepares you for delivering bad news. Quiet, listening, long pauses, dealing with a 

variety of reactions. It's tough. Some of us may not have positions. We're al1 

competent. You are competent. The reality is we don? know our future. 

K: What did you expenence as a survivor? 

D: There's excitement. You are creating something new where you know your part 

of it. 

niere is despair - loss - bidding farewell to parts of the past. When you start 

losing your history, something's missing. We are creating new history. 1 go to a 

farewell party then try to create a new organisational structure. Then you feel 

overwhelming exhaustion - so tired - it is al1 so physically demanding. 

K: What gives you hope? 
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1 get hopefiil because 1 am part of creating what could be. But 1 have a fear of 

never achieving it. 1 am in a more senior position. 1 feel more hopefiil because I 

have more control and latitude than in the past. 

X has great fear with the announcement. He is low man on the telephone pole. If 

we cut a Director, would we cut him? 

1 have access to our president. He doesn't tell me a hell of a lot. There's a greater 

chance to be close to the decision-rnakers. The work is radical and in confidence. 

What has helped you to adjust? 

The way 1 work. I stop doing things and start doing other things. 1 have had to 

adjust my relationships - 1 fight for and articulate position. 1 work longer hours - 
but meet family obligations. 

1 don't sacrifice. Sornetimes 1 don't turn on e-mail. It's al1 a lot. I've had to 

develop relationships with Board members. 1 need to know how far to go in terms 

of being too fÏiendly. I have reached a place where 1 am happy with al1 the people 

I work with now. I want my job. It felt as though my staff were corning at me like 

tigers but 1 think it is good for staff to confront their boss. It holds me accountable 

- 1 must prepare. 1 make sure that directives must be given. 1 don't step into their 

roles. 1 stay up on issues. The Directors didn't want management. X said "We've 

grown our wings. We're ready to fly." 1 can see the development as the goal - not 

13 voicemails. It's hard to know what to do when. 1 got caught in the loop of 

operations. It didn't help them. Take from specific and draw attention to the 

general - try to create and deal with al1 the things that are happening - create a 

context. There's a lot of detail - I'm not a detail person - It's ovenvhelming and 

they (staff) can become negative. 

I've had family cornplaints and union grievances. - It has been a painfiil process. 

It's very difficult to live through this stuff. We need more elasticity. 1 feel as 

though 1 clean up the same old crap but twice as rnuch of it. T Say to myself, "How 

many times can you do this?" 

1 don? know how long 1 can Say, "I'll do this." At what point do 1 Say, "1 don't 

want to do this anyrnore." 



APPENDIX C: FOLLOW-UP INTERVDZWS 

Confidential 

Susan Smith - 20 November 1997 

Q What was your response to the results? 

A 1 was irnpressed with the results. It was an accurate description. 1 was surpr-ised 

about what it did to people emotionally. The différences between senior and 

middle management were evident. 

The coping mechanisms were accurately described. Sorne quotes were mine. 1 

wondered who said some things. 

There's a sirnilarity among the responses. The themes seemed good and 

important. They need to be aware that people expenence these things. People do 

stupid things out of fear. The anxiety afEects morale. People are afiaid to relate. 

There's vulnerability and more loss. People don't want to make new fiends. They 

miss theiï colleagues when they go. There is a sense of not knowing who to trust. 

Q What has happened since 1 i n t e ~ e w e d  you? 

A 1 Iost my job. It's been a year since then. I've only just begun to realise things. 1 

wasn't aware that 1 wasn't fùnctioning as well as 1 wanted to. There was a sense 

of shock and relief. 1 h e w  if 1 lefi when 1 did, I would get a package. 1 looked 

around and realised that 1 wasn't coping well. I started to do career-counselling. 

In some ways, I feel more anger than 1 did earlier. The hospital was more 

concemed about image than what was reaIIy happening to patients and staff. 

People were af?aid to act. 

The things that 1 hear fuels the anger. The patients aren't getting what they need. 

Then 1 hear about the newest merger. 

1 see the C E 0  as incompetent. He let loyal people go and gave jobs to others who 

were less adequate and who came kom other hospitals. 

1 hear it is an unhappy place. 

Q W'hat is the "so what?" of these results? 



A The dollars, cents and image of the hospital are examined but they (Senior 

Management) need to recognise these themes. They have forgotten that the people 

wbo are part of the organisation make it run. If they aren7t happy, quality of care 

and productivi~ are affected. People don't trust others. There is a real need to feel 

valued. When people don? feel valued, they generate mistxust, fear, Iack of 

respect, anger, powerlessness, That generates depression. 

People take more sick tïme and show less CO-operation. It creates an unhealthy 

organisation that loses money. The place needs genuuieness. People don? need a 

job for Iife, but they need to feel valued when they are there. 

If they go, they need to go with dignity, not just be turfed out. The wide disparity 

of salaries and increased workload causes much angst. 1 feel it' s immoral. 

Q What would you specifically do to assist others to cope? 

A 1 feel that integrity and responsibility need to be part of the life of an organisation. 

Leaders aren't rewarded for being ethical. It is "just look out for yourself, 

manipulate, lie, talk, play the garne and you will get along wel1". They don't want 

to know the tnith. Management never listens when they hear it. The rnost 

important goal needs to be treating patients and treating staff with respect, 

believing and communicating that the work being done is important and valuable. 

There shouId be no judgements like 'mat's an easy job". They need to recognise 

the importance of what people do. There needs to be opemess - to hear, really 

dialogue about issues, rather than "if we don't like your idea, God help you". 

Staff suggestions need to be really welcorned and encouraged. They need to 

create freedom - ' k e  really want your input" 

A group fiom all levels could be used to discuss the suggestions and make real 

use of the contributions of this study. 

Honest communication is needed. Secrets breed mistrust. 

Verbal abuse of anyone should not be tolerated. Issues like that should be 

addressed. 

The nitty-gritty of basic human issues should be addressed. People feel 

recnmination for discussing their feelings and fears, but should not. 



Senior Management need to be honest and they need to say "if at al1 possible we 

will keep you in the organisation. If we can't we'll try our best to help you find 

sornetbing else." They lost commitment fiom staff. They need to develop people 

to build commitment. 

People 45 and over are seen as unadaptable and resistant to change.] People need 

to be seen as individuals, not as "employees over 45". People need to be  heId 

accountable. Lfyou abuse people, you're caLled on it. 

There needs to be training to help staff grow with the change instead of saying 

"goodbye". The changes were exciting. It's like the butterfly - we go to goo 

before we rise up - going to goo is good. 

Q What are the things an organisation c m  do? 

A There is a feeling that you need to work 18 hours a day to keep up with the 

workload. Renewal is essential. If someone works 18 hours a day, instead of 

praising the staff for putting in those hours, they should ask Xey ,  what are you 

doing?" If they are going to give big workloads, they need to communicate 

expectations. 

Loss - They need to be sensitive to the process. They make a judgement: "People 

resist change". They need to Say loss is normal, grieving is okay. They need to 

look at the threat and deal with issues. 

Excitement - People need to be developed to harness the excitement. Every 

situation involves grief, but if you deal with the grief, there is healing and people 

can move on and become excited about new opportunities. You can't celebrate 

change and success if you don't allow people to grieve. 

Guilt - Organisations need to talk about the guilt. People need to express the guilt 

openly. Someone needs to sit down and talk with staff and help staff work 

through their feelings. If staff felt that employees who lefi were treated well and 

looked after, some of the guilt would be alleviated. 

Work demands - Staff need to know the new expectations. It was "here's your 

job, sink or swim". People need to h o w  what it takes to do a good job. The jobs 

are beyond the scope of any person and some people are new to the job. If they 

make mistakes, they're out. 



Empowerment doesn't happen, just shifting the Ioad to someone else. 

Leaders - Integrity and concern for people are the key principles that need to be 

lived. The stated mission and values are developed but not lived by. Deviousness 

happens. We don't tell the public what really goes on. Senior Management need 

to be heId accountable. 

If senior leaders aren't tru~tworthy~ why should anyone else be? Values show 

themselves in different times. 

There has to be a whole new mindset - "We can't promise you a job but we will 

do our best to keep you. We value your contribution." When people invest in you, 

you feel valued. Keep employees up-to-date in the world of work. Put out 

newsletters that Say "This is where we are going because of the economy". Let 

people make informed choices based on the outside world. Career management 

help should be provided while people are still in the organisation. 



FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW 

Confïdential 

Bill Jones - 3 November 1997 

What bas happened since 1 interviewed you? 

1 lefi in April 1997. 1 no longer lilced the organisation. The themes you identified 

were present. 1 had no fear of job loss throughout the time 1 was there. There were 

no physical and health responses for me- Loss and grieving were the biggest 

issues, Excitement wore off quickly. Pressure of work demands was great. Some 

guilt existed because good people lefi. 1 asked "why me?" as a survivor. 1 had 

tremendous loss of confidence in the leadership. Promises were made that were 

never followed through. What we expected was in contrat with what we 

received. Others left - morale is low. Positions were not replaced. There is 

someone who was out of their depth. 1 had to put up a fiont for the staff and 

appear supportive. 

Do the thernes fit? 

The themes fit. There is pressure fkom greater work demands. There was a loss of 

confidence in leaders and tliey haven't been sending the right messages. 1 wanted 

this organisation to work. The potential is enormous and there are staff with nght 

vision. The shared vision never happened. Projects were started but not finished. 

We were paralysed by the merger, There was no permission to move ahead and 

no quality projects on the go. We were stuck in the old way of doing things. 

What's the "so what" of these results? 

The philosophy of management needs to be aligned with verbal style of 

management. The key to program stability is taking to people before hiring. They 

should have town hall meetings and make a 360-degree evaluation. There should 

be far more consultation and focus groups. They should finish what they've 

started and spend as much time as possible on communication. What is important 

is living the shared vision and follow-through. The potential is there. It makes me 

sad. What a waste, but there are no surprises. 



FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW 

Confidential 

Donna Brown - 1 1 November 1997 

Q What has happened since 1 interviewed you? 

A We7re in the process of the next merger- We7ve started our discussions with 

Lyndhurst. We're a fidl teaching hospital now. 

Now I'm responsible for programs at 3 sites. 1 needed to see how 1 could bring 

prograrns together, e-g. pharmacy, Iab and radiology, how to bring under one 

structure. Also the expansion of cardiac rehab and the professional affairs 

committees. We are now preparing for accreditation- 

The latest changes and workload demands are exponential. 1 work every weekend. 

The acting people need support. I am conscious and careful of day to day 

planning for the future. WCB is getting out of providing rehab assessment 

prograrns. 

Q Do the thernes fit? 

A They are accurate. 1 couldn't put your rcsults down and 1 found it very powerfül. 

Physical and health responses fit more than others. 1 run down and get exhausted, 

but 1 take extreme care. This was the first Fa11 that 1 haven't been sick. 1 paid 

attention to my health d e r  taiking to you, 

1 have fear around my workload. 1 don7 t know how 1 can do more. 1 am reaching a 

limit. 1 am more selective of how 1 spend my time. 

here is a verbatim fear of job loss and insecurity. There is no confidence in 

leaders. 

Q What are the implications of these results? 

A Senior Management need to see these results and 1 need to discuss them with the 

Vice-President of Hurnan Resources. We should understand how patient and 

family satisfaction ties in. 1 believe the themes to be tme. Rationalisation is easy. 

It is easy to discount information. We should take these cornrnents and plan from 

there. 



[Chaos Theory] - We can't guarantee jobs. We should aclaiowledge how people 

feel. We have built-in values - carïng, leaming, teamwork and pmership - to our 

performance review document. We should know how people Live these on a day 

to day basis. We need to work with people and ask "What do you need? What do 

you expect?" We have introduced "Coffee with Senior Management" in each site. 

There is no agenda. Senior management has to be more clear about what we 

expect, We have to build in a staff survey tool to have ongoing feedback. 



FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW 

Confidentid 

John Williams - 4 November 1997 

Q What has happened since 1 interviewed you? 

A There were more mergers. People are on a chopping block. There is fear. There 

are interim structues, Lycdhurst and TRC are joining the hospital. There are 

more job positions. 

Q What are your reactions to the results of the research? 

A It is really good. The themes are accurate. There is always the fear of job Ioss. 

Announcernents are continuing and there is a need to network. There is loss of 

good feelings about the hospital and morale is Iow. 1 have no physical and health 

responses. I feel excitement over new challenges and more independence in my 

job. There are pressures fiorn greater work demands. We don't know who is 

going to be cut. There is loss of confidence in leaders. There are personality 

conflicts. 

Q What are your reactions to the coping behaviours? 

A Support from significant others has been most helpfiil. I've focused on work 

challenges. I've used positive self-talk. I've been seeking information fiom 

others. There are volumes of work. It's really boring. Challenges will corne but 

there is nothing we can do right now. Things c.an't be delegated. There is an 

interim of waiting. 1 still need to focus on extemal opportunities. 1 believe that 

others have done very well. I'rn too tired to look. There is the potential for our 

management group to bond but no one has the time. People who walk around are 

perceived as doing nothing. Everyone sits in their own hole or in meetings. 

Managers don't eat lunch. 1 never take lunch. 

1 need professional development in order to go further. 1 must have a Master's 

Degree. I'm judged on education. 

Q How have things changed for you? 



A 1 have luiked up with a person at work. That7s helped. I feel safe. Messages fiom 

the CE0 have been positive but 1 feel stress, 1 am doing a 5 day job in 4 days, 1 

feel strongly that our sense of family and joy is missing. 1 could hardly wait for 

Mondays in the past, but not now, 1 have a loss of joy. 

There is a Iack of faith in Management- It happens as part of the process. You 

aren't alone but you feel done. There is fear of job loss. Maintainhg a link of 

communication to Senior Management helps. 

1 handle stress because 1 have confidence- 1 always thought 1 would be kept in the 

organisation. 1 believe in myself. I see myself as valuable to the organisation. 

1 am tired. 1 have great supports - a husband who said "So what". 1 have seIf- 

esteem. This is society. You won't be judged as being bad if you are laid off. If 

they lay me off, it's their loss. Positiveness is recognised here. The President had 

the outlook that he wanted to see me stay. He said "1 will create a position to keep 

you full-tirne here". 

My pliysical and health response has been okay. People have to have a balance 

and learn fiom what you see. Senior Management need to show and relay the 

balanced lifestyle as an expectation. A lot of people got so angry. "This is so 

unfair." 1 have a husband in the business world and this is what is happening in 

the world. 'TIealth care has to m like a business." 1 have a Ioss of good feelings 

about a good work environment, 

Q What is the "so what" of these results? 

A Senior Management needs to give recognition, Say thanks, be around, be visible. 

They need to recognise the work and things that staff do at al1 levels. There is 

resentment and burn-out. They need to be seen taiking friendly in the halls. They 

need to refocus staff on the fbture, not on the loss, They need to let staff help but 

they need coaching. They need to train staff to be global and empower staff more 

regarding issues related to workload and work environment. They need to hear 

how what they are doing fits into the big picture. Good ideas never get taken up. 

Q Are you out of the loop? 

A Once a week at least we need a time just to get together. This isn't valued at the 

hospital. People need to feel cared about and that they have a future with an 



organisation that cares about their fuhire. This study is usefiil. It's good having a 

document to acknowledge the stress and provide a basis. Management need 

excellent listening skills. Having a buddy and a churn at work is important. 

Sorneone who is like-minded and close by. Someone who understands what you 

Say, laughs and tells stories. 

The best outcome for this study is that some of the ways of doing things would 

change. Getting into a better work environment needs to be the number one 

priority. Having hit that calm tirne, peopIe are too stressed out to address human 

needs. Survival is the goal and coping. We need sou1 put back into the 

organisation and good seE-esteem. Al1 these need to be dealt with at the time of 

the change. We need to teach Senior Management to do these things. Senior 

Management need to Say sometimes '? recognise it's a hard time and I'Il provide 

coaching and hand-holding to help you get through it." We need perw educators. 

EAP-Warren Shappell provided a session on change. We needed this early with 

follow-up. Senior Management need to say or send out a rnemo 'Xey guys, how 

are things going? 1s it tough right now?" There needs to be a teachùig and 

coaching role for educators. 



FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW 

Confidential 

EIelen McLean - 7 November 1997 

Q What is your overall reaction to the research? 

A No surprises. The themes fit. The comments were surpnsing about 

communication. We thought we were clear but staff were still confused. 1 don't 

understand, as a Senior Manager, 1 wonder where we missed. 1 thought we had 

done a fairly good job. There were times when we didn't know the structure. With 

the restructuring, there will always be some inability to clear up confusion. The 

strain is mostly felt in the paramedical group. I'm not sure we're there yet. 

When there was a change in program leadership, we were tooling with prograrns. 

There was 1 manager and 80 people. The manager was responsible for a diverse 

group on 3 shifts - charged with bringing them into a tearn. We need good group 

leaders and there is training, needed. There's a need for more training and 

education for Program Managers. Tt didn't happen. People learned by fire. We 

said we had to change our systems and we didn't. They are trying to make the 

tools fit what they have always done. We eliminated the supports for Prograrn 

Managers. We created Crisis Managers to deal with daily activities who don't get 

to do planning. We played down the stress and training needs of these managers. 

We were hiring under the new structure to fil1 the gaps. Now we're waiting for the 

newest structure. 

Q What's happened since these results? 

A There is a merger with another facility. We'll gain another program. This merger 

is felt in the support area. We have duplicate managers. We can't plan what 

happens to the site. We're in a holding pattern. We've got a new mission and 

vision but can't implement it. We are losing leadership and can't replace. We will 

have reduced beds in the Rehabilitative area. We will have 200-160 notices of 

intent. We need a new Program Director. 

Q How have things changed? 



There is constant change. We have joined finances. 1 hired a new manager. She is 

a strong person with knowledge, who wants to get to the end and is results- 

oriented, Ttiere is a relief since hiring this person. Things are devolving- 1 

delegate. 

The themes still exist. We are supposed to merge with 2 more organisations - one 

doesn't want to. One doesn't know what will happen. We will review the Senior 

Management team again. A larger window will exist. If it happens, it happens. 1 

didn't have al1 the information in the pas? and didn't know the structure or have 

an understanding of where the organisation is goîng. Fewer Senior Managers need 

greater knowledge. There were mixed messages about how to handle contracts, 

There are labour relations gaps. These have been recognised. We need a process 

for each instance where packages are given. Some Program Directors experienced 

a blood bath. We prornised them support, instead they were on their own. This is 

not what they were told would happen. 

Q What is the "so what" of these resuits? 

A It moves on. The corporation has expanded regardless of people. There is a need 

to work with staff. There are big gaps in skills (clinical area and cardiac program). 

Workloads need to be reviewed. A momentary situational issue is fear of job Ioss 

by direct care workers. There is no recognition of workers. They have a need for 

reassurance. They need to be told up front that Management can't promise things 

they can't honour. They can't make promises about the unknown. We're growing 

or disappearing but don't always know which. 

We now have an EAP to assist with inside issues, loss and grieving. 

Things have changed. Dealing with only managers is irrelevant. There are open 

forums with senior managers and staff. We are used to the feeling of loss. The 

other institution had a cIosing out party. There were great tuni-outs. We smoothed 

things. The previous CE0 is now Executive VP. Staff still Say we "sold him outy'. 

There is survival financially. For a while there were no reductions and it gave a 

breather. 



From a personal help stand-point we need to have team building for Senior 

Management. People are learning new things. Increased workioad overhangs 

everythuig. 

1 get more fiayed around the edges. Little things bug me that never used to. These 

affect how you react to people. Other people Say "I.S. should be meeting my 

needs." Another Senior Manager and 1 had a battle about remote access. A lot of 

Prograrn Directors didn't get the support they need fi-om Senior Management. The 

style is controlling, It's dor tmate .  Conflicts fiay the tearn. There is a challenge 

to keep going- We're about to work on a team building session for Senior 

Management. f'm not sure how this will work. I've reached the limit. It is time to 

look, redirect pnorities, go to regional governance, shared services, get rid of 

vested interests or nothing will result. It is time to look for another career. 

The biggest disappointment for me is that nothing has been completed in systems. 

Leadership isn't interested in the recommendations of tearns. They don't like the 

system but won't fix it unless they have a true vested interest. 

1 have hope for use and outcome of  this study. 1 feel there could be better 

handling of themes. There are gaps in how we handle people's response to 

change, 

Loss of confidence in leaders bothers me. 

We need to deal with the trust issue. We need to assure staff that processes are 

fair. A couple of people should have been interviewed as part of our hiring 

process in the past. We need to rework our philosophy. 



FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW 

Confidential 

Mary Black - 12 Novernber 1997 

Q What has happened since 1 interviewed you? 

A We're overworked and consurned by accreditation. I'm ovenvorked and stressed. 

There is uncertainty about another new merger. We hired a new manager. There's 

dismption in rny job. There's more concern from staff because of nsks. 

Q What are your reactions to the research? 

A The themes fit. I'm not surprised at any of it- Some of the things surprised you 

that others said about loss of faith in leaders because I hadn't talked to others 

about it. The extent of the anxiety surprised me. 

The themes still exist and have intensified. There's less excitement because there 

appears to be more work and more uncertainty. Some of the reactions of the last 

merger still exist. 

There is pressure fiom greater work demands. There is loss of confidence in 

leaders. I'm trying to work on guilt. It's self-imposed. The added work is 

intertwined with work. I'm not taking care of  myself as much. 

Re: Coping mechanisms - 1 get support fiom significant others and peers. 1 use 

positive self-talk. I cal1 colleagues. Our hstration is shared. 

Senior Management is acknowledging that we are al1 taking on more. Senior 

Management is helping us priontise. We do rituals without reason. We hired a 

full-time consultant and four secretaries to rewrite policies. There was fighting 

over the letterhead. 

We're overworked and have too much. Dealing with this is the prionty. The 

demand is echoed by everyone. 

We have "acting" managers. We need people with authority. A Iot of people think 

these foiks are acting without authority. 

There is no management model. 



W e  need more communication but what messages should be sent? 

Co-munication relieves anxiety. Zt would be nice to hear things first-hand - not 

just l e m  the outcome by e-mail. We need to know who's working on things. 

HCMW are they making decisions and what are their tasks? When do they estimate 

finnation wilt be forthcorning? 

EAP was a good move. 

W e  need to survey staff to find out their needs. We need to do surveys that 

indude evaluation of physician involvement. We need to s w e y  physicians 

amund their needs and participation. 

AlLF staff need to be recognised for the contribution. 

There's too much control by senior leaders. Arbitrary decisions are made that 

interfere with team. 

We need to share these results widely along with a response fiom the facility. 

Perhaps a discussion with focus groups could be organised. We need feedback 

and concrete suggestions. How can these results be used? 



FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW 

Confïdential 

Anne Mathetvs - November 1997 

Q Did the themes fit? 

A It sounded ovenvhelniingly negative. Part of the process is to ask "Do 1 want to be 

here?" Guilt felt at the top is accurate. 1 didn't feel Nit. 1 felt loss, pressure fiom 

work demands- 1 did not feeI loss of confidence in leaders. 1 felt disturbed by this 

part of the resuIts. 1 was wondering about the reaction to yourself and whether 

they were responding to you personally. You were well-liked, 

1 think a lot of people were venting when you i n t e ~ e w e d  them. It came out more 

negatively than it should. It also struck me that some program directors didn't 

lmow what they were geîting into- 

1 have a new coping technique. 1 let stuffage on my desk. 

Some staff took voluntary resignation. 

There's al1 kinds of new opportunities. 1 would like to have the opportunity some 

people have who left the organisation. 

The cornments were more negative than what 1 felt. The cut was probably too 

deep but it was very hard to Iaiow that- The 2 VP's started to burn out. Now there 

are 4 VP's. They still swish by- 

There is still a shortage of managers- There is a poor ratio behveen kontline staff 

and managers. The frontline staff have the least experience and education and 

need assistance. 

The public employment environment is much better in the private sector. 

We've had to make a permanent adjustment in lifestyle to cope tvith higher stress 

and less support. 

People are substantially over loss and grieving. There's a new kind of grieving of 

the old places. The new merger means one thing after another. 1 didn't grieve too 

much about QEH because 1 think the new directions will really be better. 

At Dunn Ave. site, there may be more grieving by longer t e m  employees. 



Excitement - It's a love-hate experience. 1 fez1 more autonomy in my role. It's 

never boring, 

Guilt - none. No one got laid off to Save me. 1 believe the process was fair. We 

were doing things that were necessary. There are still greater work demands. We 

just have fewer people. The time that managers need to spend with frontline 

people isn't happening. 

1 have some loss of confidence in some of the leaders. Another VP has done 

things that bother me. 1 can't do anything about some issues. 

I have learned to let go of things that aren't mine and 1 have learned to delegate 

more. I have a systems role and look for efficiencies. 

Q What's different for you? 

A 1 have increased autonomy. 1 used to find myself with my VP daily. Now 1 make 

more judgements on my own. Most of  the issues 1 went to her before didn't need 

her approval anyway. There is a need for people just to get on with things. 

If you don? act autonomously, the organisation will not move ahead. We might 

have stmck a work group on something in the past. Now people don? have time 

to absorb the right information. 1 make decisions that are my best judgement but 

adjust as 1 get feedback. People have trouble seeïng why a system was chosen. 

We have a system in place that 1 don7t support. The best principle is "just do it". 

Q What are the implications or "so what" of these results? 

A Where organisations are faced with the requirement to restructure, they need to 

deal with the psychological side. Sorne kind of psychological support and advance 

input to decision-making is needed. 

Staff need encouragement to talk it out - need psychological support. The EAP 

program is good. Staff c m  take work tirne to do this. People don't always talk or 

deal with issues when they need to. 

Just talkïng about feelings about not liking things is usehl. Some people went 

straight into denial. 

Staffneed to recognise it's okay to feel this way. What I needed was participatins 

in this research. That was enough. People outside the organisation do not know 

what it's like here, 



I noticed that some people tried to walk away and get perspective that way. 1 think 

that's very important and critical. Detaching from stuff is healthy because it 

pushes it outside of yourself. 

1 resolutely refûsed to work longer hours than 1 was. The briefcase that is my head 

is the best solution for me. 1 get creative solutions early in the morning. 

Alpha waves - creative - 1 organise work differently. 1 negotiate and t a k  at work. 

Some have the misguided idea that longer hours create less obsolescence. Senior 

leaders will have to work harder at achieving balance. L i e  managing isn't my 

thing. 1 Like people and not mass marketing. 

There's a dearth of leadership but 1 see more solutions to problems happening. 

1 think that organisations should be held accountable for their employees. The "so 

what" of this study is important. 

The performance discussion/appraisal is still a problem for us. If a person isn't 

performing, they need to be dealt with. There needs to be more attention to 

individual's psychological needs to be planned along with everything else. 

A team of specialists needs to train the group how to identi& people in reaI need. 

As a hospital is downsizing, an individual could be attached for a year to assist 

with the psychological side. 

A tmsted bright group should be asked to assist with the actions and results of the 

study. If it doesn't get into the hospital library, it needs to be available where 

people c m  get it .This is mecdotal, rich cultural information. Tt is the property of 

the contributors. It should be sent to the Ministry of Health. It's a very curent 

situation. 



FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW 

Confïdential 

Carol White - 17 December 1997 

Q What was your response to the results? 

A At that tirne, we were agitated and "down". The thernes fit, sorne of which were 

c'rnoany-groany". People in smaller departments be fore program management had 

no troubles, We've now been set up with a way to do performance appraisais with 

greater care. The issues are just starting to arise for staff who were fkom smaller 

departments in the old stnicture, 

Q What's happened since the study? 

There are still workload issues. I'm getting more used to things. I'm starting to 

see how it can work. Senior Management is starting to corne up with things that 

will help. It's no different than when you did the study. I'm dealing with things 

better. 1 try not to get over-excited about it. 1 Say "1 don't have time to do this" 

and my Director listens. 

1 have a new Director. Our Director can see what we're up against, including 

workload issues. People are still stressed out. I've leamed to cope with it. 1 go to 

school, go out with &ends. If 1 get tired 1 stop. I don't have anyone at home with 

expectations that 1'11 be there for them. 

Q What's the "so what" of these results? 

A. Administration is suffering too. They need to simpliQ their goals. There's way 

too much going on at once. There's so many meetings that we are showing up for 

things that have been cancelled, 

We need to minimise the stress by not trying to do so much at once. We can't get 

hold of Administration because they are tied up in meetings. 

We need to be kept more informed. 1 don't expect to see the VP's that ofien - but 

at least once a month. A support group would be usefùl. 



It's hard to get everything doue, The restructuring goes on and instability. We 

need a breather but won't get it. There are meetings going on. Lyndhurst and the 

Toronto Rehab Centre are supposed to join us also. 

We need clear direction of what we're supposed to be doing, You think it's your 

role and then you learn someone else is doing it. We need to know whose 

responsibility is whose. The big thing you have to learn is to advocate for 

yourself. 1 went to the group involved and said 1 thought 1 was supposed to do 

delegated task. We sorted out what belonged to whorn and it cleared the air. We 

need to create a climate where we can take a risk to sort it out. 

The thing you leam is don't sweat the 1ittIe things. If you can't do sornething, be 

very clear why you can't - then work out how it can be done. 

Some people cope by making rigid routines. The more detail you get into the 

harder it is to get movement. 

It was pretty clear that there would be big changes; you can't cling to the people 

of the past- 

People must Say "no" to certain things even when we need to solve problems 

quickly. It seems that decisions are made by others. We are out of control. You 

need to either learn to live with things or leave. 

1 just figure "okay, so they want to do things differently, so give it a try." 

1 have high hopes. We've kept our place above water- 1 just hope the organisation 

survives hancially. 
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